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Truth and D�n't Be Afraid"

Graduate students
study local history

One and only

FIELD TRIPS have taken over as
top protocol in campus actiVities
lately.

Zoology stl.ldents left Friday on
a weekend trip to Sam A. Baker
state park in southeastern Mis-.
souri, and chemistry students vis
ited Petro works of Tuscola. But
one of the more unusual of these
trips was made last week by a
class of
18 graduate students
studying historical geography un
der ·Dr. Albert W. Brown.

"

As part of their investigation of
pioneer settlement
patterns
the
sleuthed out remnants of
group
the old York Trail on the Sam
Sargent land in Hutton township
southeast of Charleston.

....
;x.

Although the road was abandon
ed at about the turn of the century,
the old wagon and ox cart tracks
may be traced through a virgin
timb�rland.

M1i. SargeI\t, a student of early
Coles county history, was able to
tell the class much about the per
iod when the York Trail was the
main highway between York and
the Wabash river( now a . ferry
station) and Springfield.

·1ESIDENT BUZZARD is shown awarding Franklin 'Simmons East
ern's first Bachelor of Science degree. Simmons will graduate
,und.iy.

·

ASTERN
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FIFTY-NINE students have been named by the office of student
activities to fil l positions on the eight student-faculty boards
for next year.
Function of each board is to formulate a budget, arrange acti
vities, and govern the business of the organization it represents.
Student-faculty boards are: apportionment, entertainment,

col

of music will

sent the college mixed chorus
a

concert

spring

Thursday

ht, May 26 dt 8 p.m. in Old Aud.
l;>Y Dr. John

.�•chorus, directed

Rezatto, will be assisted by the
IL1�t1 stri'ng orchestra under the
dion of Dr. Robert L. Warner
the newly organized modern
oir, also directed by Dr. Rez
.o. Alice Ja�e Morris of Lawthe
will . accomp;iny
('e\rinf!

'

W::ollege chorus. and
orchestra
1mbined their talents in two pro1ctirma presented this year by
department. .
music
Eastern
�aotti's opera "Amahl and the
ight Visitors" was presented
Christmas and Gounod's "Faust"
R given in March with the lead
roles sung:
by
professional
•

The. Sargent predecessors bou
ght land along the York road at
the point wheN! an east-west high.:
way crossed it, expecting a large
settlement to grow up there.

forensics-dramatics,
health-hospi-'
talizations, music activies, publica.
tioni;, women's sports, and men's
athletics.
Following are listed the
new
student members of the boards.

Apportionment
Larry Hart, Sigma Tau Gamma:
John Byrne, Kappa Sigma Kappa;
Bob Gudauskas, Tau Kappa Epsi
lon; Gary Pope,, Phi Sigma Epsi
lon; Harryetta
Peterka,
Sigma
Sigma Sigma; Nancy Moyer, Sig
ma Kappa; Sandra Bell, Independ
ent; Mary Lee Holmes, Delta Sig
ma Epsilon.
Entertainment
Linda
Shawver,
Independent;
Dale Dow:µs, Tau Kappa Epsilon;
Lloyd Ludwig, Phi Sigma Epsilon;

Barbara
Stewart,
Delta
Zeta;
Dick Livengood, Sig-ma Pi; Gail
Albertson, Sipna Sigma Sigma;
Eugene Zimmer,
Kappa
Sigma
Kappa; Susan
Walters,
Sigma
Kappa.
Forensics and Dramatics

Joe O'Dell,
Sigma
Pi;
Joan
You,ng,
Delta
Sigma
Epsilon;
George Turner, Tau Kappa Epsi
lon; Rodney Day, Phi Sigma Epsi
lon; Marvin Hamilton, Sigma Tau
Gamma; Pat Younger, Delta Zeta;
Sherill Harrold, Independent; and
Carol Gregory, Tri Sig. .
,
Health and Hospitalization

Jerry Porter, TKE; Darrell El
der, KSK; Louise
Graven,
SK;

eterka gets top honors in lit. contes't
'

,proval
lity
icotine.

WTOMAXOCo.

RRYETTA PETERKA, junior English major, won -the Winnie Davis
Neely grand memorial award in the recent literary contest,
rding to Dr. Eugene Waffle, head of the English department.
Winnie Davis Neely l iterary award carries a $25 cash prize.
1i;s Peterka was judged the winner o·f this award on the general
al ity of the poems she entered in the contest, Waffle said.
ionnet, Song and The Smailes't
Miss
titles of
were the
tedni..'s entries, and ·gave her a
Rl in the poetry division of the
Lost.
Wilma Briggs received hon
�rable mention for her poem,
l:ontrasts. ohn Keiser, freshman soc. sCi.
ijor, received first prize in the
ay division of the contest with
rk entitled A Sheaf of Short
a:vs which included "A Row
"Fountain
l'OSS
the
Lake,"
"
and "My Father's Hobby."
s,
lonorable mention in the essay
l�lo;m went to Roymarion Baird
&re

Si m mons gets fi rst B. S. degree
given by co l lege; 5 get masters

BACHELOR OF Science in Education degrees wil l be awarded to
148 seniors at Sunday's graduation exercises, according to
Dr. Newel l Gates, registrar.
A total of 156 students wil l be graduated, five with the Mas
ter of Science in Education, two with a Two-year College diploma,
and one student with the Bachelor of Science degree.

Frank Simmons is the first stud�nt to graduate from
Eastern
.
with t ?e Bachelor of Science degree smce the new program was
inaugura.ted this year.
.
.
Follovnng is
.
a complete hst of
·
th e graduates to 9e given d-egrees
,
at Sunday s commencement, contingent upon maintaining passing
work in all subjects for spring
quarter.

B. s. in &l.ucation Degree
Herbert Gregory Leslie: Alexander Donald Everett Alton Gerald
A hur Alumbaugh, Ida J e Andrews, Marilyn Sue Atteber zy,
Dean Noel Baker Sr. Townsend
ioo er Beers
Barlow Ransom
George nn Bell, Pattie Joyce Bell
Lowell Fay Boatz, Noel Ray Boatz,
Mable Mae Booker,

�

rt

�

B

�

:

Phyllis
Ann
Boyles,
Wilma
Jeneane Briggs,
Harriett Jane
Brooke, Anita
Hopkins
Brown,
Douglas Dean Brow n, Martha· Ann
Brown, Evelyn Lucille Burris, Lester Marvin Burton,

Delores Marie
Carroll,
Doris
Jean
Carroll,
Joseph
Richard
Ca..tes,
Franklin Louis Cattaneo,

59 appointed to student-faculty boards

Music department
o give concert
'Omorrow night

ste.
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156 to get Eastern diplomas at Sunday's graduation

its at the
been doinaf
�cording to
ructor, the
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Senior art show

Crist for his "Glimpses of Mexico,"
Bob Borich for "The Clutch Play
er," Audree McMillan for "Con
fessions of a Bride-to-be,"
and
Wilma Briggs for "The Great
Triumph."

V. M.
Churukian,
sopho
mo:re pre-dental major, receiv
ed first prize in the short
story contest for
his
story
"The Hunter."
,

Honorable mention in the short
story contest went to Ja!lles Gar
ner for his story, "The Hard Way,"
and Marilyn
Krueger
for
her

story, "Born of Sin."

Russ
Herron,
STG;
Margaret
lJickerson, DSE; Sue Curry, DZ;
Judy Wilson, Independent;
Gary
Daugherty, Independent.
Music Activities

Dorothy Wolff, DSE; Darlene
Gunn, Independent; Carolyn Key,
SK; Robert Cheffer, SP; Margery
Malkson,
Independent;
Melvin
Jones, KSK; Clark Leden, PSE;
John Peterka, TKE. .
Student Publications

Edmund ·Berchert, SP; Jim Gar
ner, Unaffiliated;
Paul
Halsey,
STG; Bill Parmentier, PSE; Mar
tha Guyer, Independent;
Peggy
Frew,
DSE;
Shirley
Stamper,
DZ; Carol Wagner, SSS.
WomenTs Sports

Wilma Bieber, SK;
Rosemarie
Orlea, Independent;
Jo
Bo,stic,
SSS; . Shirley Boatz,
DZ;
Pat
Wheeler, DSE; -Dorothy
Baker,
SK; Norma Anderson, DZ; Judy
Borchert, SSS.
M�n's Athletics

T-om· Juravich, STG; Joe For
rester, KSK; Bruce Knicely, SP.

�

John William
rey, Mathie! Brice
Crane, George
Wangelin Crispin'
.
Thomas . Ralph Daykm,
Rosemary Devore, Mary Margaret de
"'
nerff,
D'iefenthaler,
Dora dene
Joh.n
Rob ert
Man·1yn
Dowl'mg,
Dwyer, 1rvm
· J0 hn Emert, R'ichard
Glenn Enochs,

Thomas Wayne
Faller,
Rita
Joan Fin<f4iy, Delbert Dale Foust,
.
Gary Lane Fowler, Arnold Gene
Frank<!, · Clark Eugene Frantz,
Doris Fay Geary, Gordon Gai:y
.
Gebhart,
Norma Jea 1!' G1bso�,
Wayne Henry Goldenstem, David
Keller Graham,
William
James
Grissom,
George Junior Hackler, Carolyn
Rose Wilson
Haney,
Carmen
Dolores �eacock, Dane Cole Hen
derson, Richard Burton Henley,
Beverly
BeBe · Hershbarger,

James Harold Huff, Albert Bene
diet
Huffman,
Betty
Louise
Humphres, Helen Joyce Hunter,
Barbara Ann Hu,ssong,
William
Irle,
Do1:1glas
Darlene Marian
Jelmek, �ohn Noah Jones,
Franklm Jack Kenny, Susanna
EHen
Kinney,
Dorothy
Louise
Kirby, Harry Franklin Kirchner,
Marian Marcel Kleiss, Royal Ed
win Knight,
George
Gilbert
Lake,
Victor
Ronald Landers, Ervilla Mae Le
fever Lapointe,
William Eugene
Laymon, Nelson Leo, Jr., Betty
Lou Lindsay, Carolyn Jean Little,
Jeanne Stuckey Ludwig, Kenneth
•
Theodore Ludwig,
Donald Eugene Magsamen, Bar
bara Jean Marx, Phillip Gene Mc
Divitt, Marilyn Ann McFarland,
Gail Easley McKee,
Diane McKnight,
A�dree Mc
Millan, Carolyn Ann Miller, Phyl
lis Ann Miller, Elaine Myers Min
son, Mary Lou Moore, Eugene Pat
rick Murray,
(Continued on page

7)

Warblers given out
in Old Ma·in Friday
WARBLERS WILL be distributed
at 3 p.m. Friday under the por
traits in Old Main.
Students will need their ·rec
cards -to claim an annual.
Persons who have not been in
school all three quarters mu�t pay
an extra two dollafS for each quar
ter not in attendance.

Dr. Fox?

Carl\,l Lieder, freshman pre
lab mdjor, won first prize in
the book review division of the
literary contest with her re
view of John Steinbeck's East
of &I.en.

Honorable mention in the book

review division went to Don Woods

for his review of John Steinbeck's
"The Grapes of Wrath."

First
prize
manuscripts
are
being printed in a special literary
supplement of the News this week
along with those receiving hon
·orable mentions.
A total of 36 entries in the lit
erary contest were rep9rted
by
Dr. Waffle. There were seven en
tries in the short story, nine in
the poetry, 18 in the essay, and
two in the book review divisions.

DEPARTING SENIORS pantomine the college health service at last
week's assembly. Approximately 50 seniors took part in the
last assembly program of the year.

Filr
8:1(l

toP

jm

the desk

Apropos ...
•

•

•

fate ve feranIs b onus

,

is wel l p l a nned pol itica l move
ILLINOIS HOUSE last week passed by a 144 to 4 vote a state bonus
bill for Korean war veterans.
Proposed bill would give men and women in service betr,�n
June 26, 1950 and July ;26; 195 ? , a bonus of $10 a month for t1�e
they spent in service. Veterans who served overseas would receive
$15 a month for the time they spent overseas.
Two House members who would be eligible to receive the
bonus argued, in vain, that it isn't proper to give two World. war
bonuse� because of the recent increase in military pay, allotments,
discharge pay and GI educational and hospital benefits.
Proposed bonus would be financed by a bond issue
which would be paid for over a period of 20 years from
income derived from Illinois race tracks and liquor manu·
fa cture and sales.

However, should these two sources of income fail to provide
enough funds to pay the debt, a sta,te property tax would be used
to pay. the bill. The state of Illinois now has a property ta� law but
it is not now being used.
Even if the Senate and governor Stratton pass the bill, the
voters must approve it in a referendum vote in November of 1956,
.
.
.
in that year's general election.
.
.

.

Many politicians feel that this 1s strictly a political
move because the Illinois law makers can support such a
bill and expect the support of the veterans' groups in the
1956 elections and in the event the bill fails to pass, blame
the voters of the state.

While it should be recognized that the veterans of the recent
war fully deserve the proposed bo�us, the fact �emains that they,
_
_ be paying for the mone
and the rest of the citizens of Illinois
will
tary recognition of their services. It seems that it would be more
worthwhile .to return the educational benefits that the state recently discontinued.
.
Although a majority of Illinois veterans would not be taking
advantage of the educational benefits. if they were restored, the
.
.
state and nation as a whole would gain more than 1f an outright
bonus is given.
You never get something for nothing so why no� encourage
.'
.
your representatives to return the education
benefits
in place of
the proposed bonus?

Reader's opinions
Doesn't like fee hike

Dear Editor :
Why not build a "Waldorf".
How essential is a student union
building to an institution of learn
ing? Essential enough to impose
on students for funds to build?
Granted, a dorm is urgently need
ed here at Eastern but isn't East
ern a state suppoi,-ted college?
You must admit, the votes in
'favor of the four dollar registra
tion fee increase represents such
a minority of the total students
here that it would be inconveivable
to accept that as sufficient grounds
to implicate all students.
How mi.my of the students pres
ently enrolled, and who w�uld be
effected by the increase
would
benefit directly or even fndirectly
from the p'roposed building? Sure
ly there could not be many. This

Lin i..l MP.� Olli

CAMPUS

means then that students would
be contributing simply as an act
of donating does it not? Are col
lege students in a position to do
nate? Ple·ase, let's be sensible.
It is alarming to know that col
lege students (a small percentage
however) have demonstrated such
poor logic. Apparently they were
not mindful of the fundamentals
involved.
L. L. Kuhns, student
1026 Fourth Street
Charleston
Ed itor's note
THE RECENT poll was designed.
to obtain a sample of student
opinion; it was not an election.
However we feel safe in assuming
that the students who did not reg
ister an opinion do not have any
vehe�ent objection to the increase.
by Dick Bibler

Aud bids adieu
in nostalgia, looks
for homecoming

Eastern State
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. .
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Publl•hed weeklJ' on Wednelldq durlns the llChool :reai;,
nuda:r• durtns 11ehool T-Uou or uamlnatlDDll and the "'*
i or Wednellda:ra followlns 8K1Lm.lnatlon ,..... er FrldaJ' ,.
tbe •tudent. of Ea.tern Dlln<>I• State Coll....

by Audree McMillan

.......
LAST NIGHT as the Tekes serema.ti.r NOTember 8,
11116,
at the Pon Office at Chaf'o
naded, including among their
J:bsocioted
CoDeflSlc.tle
l•ton. Dllnola,
under
the
songs "The Halls of lvy," the sen
A.ct of Karch a, 1871.
iors in our group realized if they
PRINTED BY PRATHER THE PRINTER, CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS
hadn't been aware of it before
that "this was it"--one more week
Editor -- - -- - -� - of Life at Eastern left.
And since this is
Associate Editor --------------------------------------the last issue of the
Sports Editor -------------'------------------------.. ---- Jim
News this is, natur
- --- . Rusty
ally, the very last Assistant Sports Editor
"Apropos" column.
Social Editor
Checking
through
Business Manager -------------------------------------the News morgue I
Adviser
-----------------------------------find that "Apropos"
made its first ap
pearance October 8,
Exchange desk . . .
1952. Because I had
just joined the staff in September
I wonder now how I ever had
nerve enough to think I could write
a column.
by Harold Snyder
\.
Bill Danley and the other big
PROSPECTIVE TEAOHE:RS, with have been reporting that
boys on the staff petrified Clare
craze is hitting the college
a yen to travel please, take note.
and me who were the only females
Bonnie
Hahn,
a
former
.coed
at
pus.
Traffic jams have b
brave enough to make an app�ar
Lewis and Clark college in Oregon,
ported from Yale and Moun(
ance at Prather the Printers
yoke to Illinois and s
and her husband decided Alaska
downtown.
was the place to start a teaching Southern California's Daily
I guess we were more afraid
profes sion.
suggests the sudden popu
of what Danley and Bain
bicycles is caused by the
She writes that walrus hunting
would say if we didn't show
problems and high cost of au
and catching an occasional whale
up.
biles and bus transportati41
is a good way to replenish the
What I'm leading up to is sim
also the spreading growth of
larder. She stored a portion of a
ply this. Each spring about this
of the nation's campuses.
whale in the cellar and later fed
time my S.O.P. has been to write
At · Bowling Green, Ohio.
it to the school children for the
about how much and what things
new queen of the fifth annUAI
hot lunch program.
we'll all miss about the graduat
ta Upsilon Bike Race was c
During Chrismas week, she
ing ·senior class. This year, being
statf.3, there is an annual feast by singing star Eddie
one of that crew, I hesitate to at for the entire village. Everyone
which might . be incentive. e
to/11pt that task much less even
brings a dish containing a deli for some to start a bicycle
assuming we will be missed.
Eastern may have its
cacy. Featured on the menu are
Instead I think I'll mention a
air dances, but M,ichigan. N
seal oil, seal blubber, frozen raw
few things that have happened
mal students had the "ne
fish, frozen raw caribou, duck
during our years at EI, events that s�p, caribou soup, Eskimo bis
to stage a Bermuda Sh
will mark us as ancient in the eyes· cuits, fish soaked in oil, and Wal
dance recently with prizes- f
of the underclassmen;the fanciest styles.
rus meat.
During our four years at
Poor Sydney Gene (a gir
Polar bears are killed regu
Eastern, we the class of '55,
having her troubles lately,
larly there; one of the neigh
have seen the price of coffee
bors, hearing the dogs bark
Miami university coed starte4
jump to ten cents and 'back
ing, discovered a bear outside,
troubles by receiving a draft.
again to five cents (in the
tice. When she enrolled at Mi
loaded his gun, opened the
caff.). We've seen the caff re
she was assigned to the
door, and shot it-a fresh bear
decorated and enjoyed the
dorm, invited to fraternitl
rug at his doorstep.
Christmas decorations every
parties and smokers, when.
"Indeed," says Bonnie, "it is an
year.
interesting life, although at times
records were lost they turne.i
We've seen a drinking fountain
at the Dean of Men's office,
it is a little slow."
installed in the annex, but still no
took two months for her S
Many of the American colleges
bells. Those of us who call the
teacher to stop calling her "sen
annex our second home welcomed
Even her sorority pin came
new neighbors, tl).e elementary
look through the class's old pin
dressed to "Mister."
training school junior high, who
nings. It would take a braver soul
Joan Misiewicz, feature
proved to be temporary and soon
than mine to print some of them
for the Simmons College N
moved to a new home. We enjoy
here.
recently reviewed the new C
ed (? ) listening to the squeeks of
We've lived through some inter
tian Dior "A" look and had
the little animals used in their sci esting slang expressions. Remem to say for the noted desi
ence courses.
b� ''never too busy to say hello," cr0:1ations:
Do you remember when Clyde
"shot down," "I'm impressed,"
Spring
Nealy caused an uproar on campus
"just can't hack it," and now
sent the "A" line-- sle
with the announcement of his se
"shure you. do."
shoulders for the apex, sicltl
cret marriage? Everyone heaved
Each quarter we griped that
slanting to a full base, will
a sigh of relief to find it was
the faculty was cracking down
the "A" crossing anyw h� •
Clyde's little April fool joke.
on us and right now I thihk it
the waistline from the hip
We witnessed the honor ac
must be true. The kids now-a·
empire to the low rnedie..
corded Dr. Howard DeF. Wid
days just don't have the fun
But who wants to look like u
ger, Miss Ruth Carmen and
we had and it must be because
upside down ice · cream coaef
Mr. Noble Rains for their com
they don't have the time. Of
Not only has he created the "
bined 109 years of service to
course most of our old places
line for us, but also the tunia
the college.
are clOsed to t,hem (and us)
the cut-away. The cut-awaJJ co
We used to really live it up at
anyW1ay.
closest to the "Q" look· becaUllll
the frequent jam sessions held at
So maybe it won't be too hard features swallow tails in the
the Campus with Tom N orthen,
on us to leave. It'll be kinda nice
emphasized by slanted tab11 on
George Mellott, Glen Shellabar
not to have to keep hours and sign hips.
ger, Dick Richardson and Joe Sum
in and out every time you lair-ve
merville giving out with "Perdido."
your dwelling place.
One year some of us managed
And Ea.stem's gonna be a lot
to joumey to the Villa Grove Pan
different next year, too. We prob�
cake Festival. Our band took p. a rt . ably won't be able to find our way
FINAL EXAM schedule for sp
and Kay Curry was Queen of the
around Old Main.
quarter has just been rele
festival; That was the year Ed
And then too we'll all be leading by Dean Hobart Heller.
Gire told his home town friends·
such different, exciting lives out
Wednesday
several of us were members of a
in the world. Maybe we'll be able
8-9 :40 a.m. All 3 o'cloeli! cl
band and drum majorettes so we
to squeeze in a few minutes a day
and labs· that meet at 3 and 2 or
could get ahead of the line.
to read a newspaper a,nd I know and 4.
We were here· when Tom Kat most of us will make time to keep
10-11 :40 a.m. All 2 o'clock
and his team showed �o much
up on what's going on around old ses.
smoke and traveling over icy roads
Alma Mater through reading the
2-3:40 p .m. All 1 . o'clock cl
to watch the team in action at News and the alum journal.
and labs that meet at 1 and 2.
Urbana was one of the seasons
It's been a wonderful four
Thursday
highlights.
years. Each one has been so
8-9:40 a.m. All 11 o'clock
Getting in late and explaining
completely different from the
ses and all double periodl
why for the first time to Dean
others. We'll leave you all
meet at 11 and 10.
Lawson made that occasion mem
with regret, but just as it's A
10-11 :40 a.m. All 9 o'cloek c
orable.
Good Thing that we choStl
ses and doubl e periods that
We watched the "Open" do
Eastern and Eastern accepted
at 9 and 10.
just that and watched with
us, it's also A Good Thing we
2-3 :40 p.m. All 10 o'cloek
much interest the return of
are leaving it now. There
ses.
the veterans to our "college
comes a time when .one should
Friday
campus.
leave. .
8-9:40 a.m. All 8 o'clock cl
We watched the jump in enrol
And there comes a time when
and labs that meet at 8 a nd 9.
ment as evidenced by the change· one should tack-30-- on the end
10-11 :40 a.m. All 4 o'clock
from Old Aud to· Lantz gym for· of her column for the last time.
ses.
the registration dances.
Farewell for now, kiddieboos;
Classes on Tuesday will
One of the most interesting we'll see you next fall at Home
and float periods will be unc
ways to trace our four years is to coming.
ged, according to Helle�.
,
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Bicycling craze hits college campuses

·
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·

"LOOKS LIK E an interesting news item, Professor Snarf-woul d you
mind removing your shoe?"

ige l <
ode l:

News
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by Rusty Herron

Palatine;

!Lo uise Kirby, Kimball Hall ele
.entary sc}lool, grade. 4, Palatine;

Lelah Mae Newman, Bement ele
mentary school, grade 2, Bement;
Joyce Tesson, Ja.J:llaica Cons., high
school, business education, Side.JI;
Norma Johnston, Oakland elemen
tary scho�l, grade l, Oakland;
Joyce
Taylor, Carlinville high
school, voe'! home econol)lics, Car
linville;

Hoehn, high school libra
'oan, Brentwood, Mo.;
Kay Whitmore, Gier elementary
ho-01, intermediate grade, Hills
fo, Mich.; Marilyn Dwyer, ele1nmtary school, grade 4, Denver,
lo.; Norman Pat.berg, junior high
1cfal science-coach, West Aurora;
Robert Nippe, Octavia Commun
ean
Smith Wilson, high school
ity Unit, junior high department
mne
economics, Flora; Patricia
coach, Colfax; Phillip E. Ayers,
:anikN, elementary school, grade
Edgewood elementary ·school, jun
, Bement;
Barbara Hussong,
ior high teacher and principal, Ef
elementary
school,
'ras.hin.gton
fing1lam; Phyilis Engle, elemen
de 3, Mattoon;
tary school, grade 1, Springfield;
Mary B. Worrell,- elementary
Sue Morrison, public scho-Ols1 ele
11001, grade 1,
Palatine; Fern
mentary music, Hinsdale; Wini
ichols, high school home economfred Sebright, Main street school,
:, Amboy; Elizabeth DePew, ele
grade 1, Shelbyville;
Shirley
Liberty
,entary school . music,
Smail, Community high school,
'lle; Ron Neupert,
high school
business education, New Baden;
dustrial arts, Gibson City; Rose
Lorene Sawyer, Williamsfield high
:iuy Devore, Pine Acres school,
school, voe'! home economics, Wil
ade 2, Mattoon; Virginia Tay
liamsfield;
r, Pine Acres school, grade 1 or
Loretta Watson,
Com�nity
Mn.ttoon; Carolyn Little, Ullrich
high school, voe'! home economics,
:lemcntary school, grade 2, Deca- Minier; Chas. E. Cole, Calumet
1r; Jeanne Ludwig, high ischool
Twp. high school, chemistry-bio
1ome _economics, Neoga;
logy, Gary, Indiana; Joyce Rey
;:Mary Lou Moore, Jamacia Cons.
nolds, Altamont and St. Elmo
P. E.-health,
igh school, Girl's
schools, speech correctionist, Alta
'1dcll; Joyce Hunter, elementary
mont and St. Elmo; Barbara
:boQ1, grade 2-3, Vandalia; Joan
Payne, Consolidated grade school;
eitt, elementary school, grade
grade 3, Palestine; Lucille Higger
Danville; Norma Cougill Groh
son,
Edwardsville
elementary
' Oglesby school, grade 3, Deschools, grade 2, Edwardsville;
tur; Robert 0. Frame, Emerson
Lorna E. Petty, Community Unit
hool, principal, Oak Park; Wilda
high school, voe'! home economics,
kins, high scho� physical ed
Windsor ; Marilyn Anne Scott,
tion, Oakland; Bruce Ensel Community high school, gjrl's p.
m, Junior
high school mathee., arts, crafts, Neoga; Marilyn
ati1:�. Elmhurst;
. �cFarland, grade 2, Kankakee;
IBetty Lindsay,, Lincoln elemenJoan Ingram Corrie, Ulrich scboo�
school, grade 5, Dixon; Don
grade 2, Decatur; Loren W. Pix
Lindiwy, Lincoln school, Woodley, Montrose high school, chemis
11h building, grade_ 1 , Dixon;
try-math., Montrose, Mich.; Paul
1
rgc Woodyard, '1Wp. high Foreman, Charleston high �hool,
hDol, Spanish-English, Palatine;
health, p. e., assistant coach, Char 
i.d.01-ia Waller, Twp. high school,
leston; Harriett Brooke, Washing
'I home economics, Palatine; ton school, grade 5, Vandalia; Car-
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BORICH, retiring 'News' editor, hands over the reins of the
college weekly at Prather the Printers last week to new editor
Jim Garner and associate editors, left to right, Marcel Pacatte and
Don Woods.

men Heacock, elementary schools,
elementary vocal music, Hoopes
ton; Martha Wylie, Twp. high
school,
voe'!
home
economics,
Roxana; Imogene Shryock, public
schools, grade 3, Denver, Colo1;
R. L. Olmstead, Wood
River
high school, dist. education, Wood
River; Paul Jenki� high school,
coach - science - math, Evergreen
Park; Robert Ankenbrandt, Spring
field junior high, junior high de·partment,
Springfield;
Janicsv
Waggoner,
'Leyden community
high
school,
typing-shorthand,
Franklin Park;
Ann Ashley, Johnstown junior
senior high school, physical educa
tion, grades 7-10, Johnstown, New
York; Anita Hopkins Brown, Oak1.and high school, biology-chemis
try- physics, Oakland; Carl York,
Pittsfield high school, Pittt;field;
·

Sparks is head
of physics gro up
DR. IRVIN Sparks of the Eastern
physics department, was elected
1955-56 chairman ·of the p}J.ysics
section of the Illinois academy of
science when the academy held its
annual ·meeting at Carbondale re
cently.
A number of Eastern staff mem
bers were members of committees
for the Carbondale meeting and
Dr. P. Scott Smith of the physics
department presented
a paper,
"Some Variations in the· Ballistic
Pendulrun Experiments."
Allen Monts, high school, graphic
arts, "San Diego, Cal.; Alice Zim
merman, pakdale school, grade 6,
Normal.

THERE'S BEEN a bad spring
breeze blowing through Brook
lyn this year, and if Walter Als
ton doesn't win a pennant, it
might turn into a full-scale tor
nado.
Them Bums have been having
trouble with everyone from the
bat boy to their exalted manager.
And not one of their magnified
headaches should be attributed to
anyone past th� eighth grade level
of intelligence.
Take for instance poor Don
Newcombe, who just won't lower
himself to pitch batting practice.
The big Negro hurler, whose head
seems to be growing with his sal
ary, put on a school-boy attitude,
refused to hurl to }!is teammates,
and received a suspension from the
Flatbush front office.
Upon his return, the husky
chucker pitched the best game
of hia major league career, so•
apparently his feelings were
all that suffered from the sus�
pension.
Jackie Robinson sat out a cou
ple of games and his howls could
be heard in tile Polo grounds. He
insulted Alston, asked to be trad
ed and in general, lowered the re
spect some of his fans held for
him.
Roy Campenella, probably the
greatest reeeiver in today's big
times, also had his troubles with
the Dodger manager.
Campy
found himself ba�ting cleanup in
the second five of the Brooklyn
lineup-and he didn't like it.
A.II complaints were directed at
Alston, ·whose managerial ac
tions do. not always compliment a
major league boss.
But if 'de Bums' think they
have trouble, they'd better look
into their basement at the flound
ering Phillies and other not-so
fortunites.
I wonder what the Redlegs
would give for three 'problems'
like Campenella, Robinson,
and
Newcombe.
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WILLIAM Ze.i'gel, head of the Pl acement Bureau, has annou nced
the fol lowing pl acements for the com ing school year:
Donna R ichison, Danvil le elementary school, grade 4; T. B. Bar
low, h igh school industrial arts, Augusta; Dwayne E. Roe, high
school history-coaching, Danvil le; Marilyn Roe, Northeast elemen
tary school, grade 2, Danvi l l e; Mable Booker, Kimball' Hall elemen-
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''WINSTON

brings flavor back to filter smoking I

• College smokers are welcoming Winston
like a long-lost friend! They found flavor
in. a filter ·cigarette-full, rich, tobacco

Along with finer flavor, Winston also
brings you a finer filter. The exclusive
Winston filter works so effectively, yet

S� VVINSTON fk �-dluwii'1lf' ljflfPJt �aJtelteJ

flavor-when Winston came along!

lets the flavor come right through to you.

<!!
R• .I. RKYNOLD8 TOBACCO CO., WJH8TON•SAL.DI, H. C.
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'l'age Eight

F��enmen finish strong thir� in conference meet with 45 poin

I/

8;1('

to.�dol ey leads Centra l Michigan
;J victory with 27 markers
v-

IT WAS Jim Podoley day Saturday at Macomb as the Central Mich
. igan Chippawas eeked a 59 1 1- 15 to 59 3, 15 victory over
Michigan Normal in the llAC conference track meet. Eastern totaled
45 points to place third.
Podoley amassed 27 of Central's total and was awarded a
bronze Most Valuable player plaque by Western basketbpll coach
"St ix" Morely.

The amazing Mr. P. took the 100
yd. dash, broad jump, 220 yd. dash,
and 220 yard low hurdles. He
yard
120
the
placed second in
highs, and ti-ed for the number two
position in the high jump with
of
Stoner
Eastern's Bruce and
Western.

Eastern's Panthers carried
away their own share of the
glory as freshman Ray White
C'arted off 11 points and Ray
Fisher's shot put heave of 48'
11 5-8"
shattered Macomb's
Hanson Field record by bet
ter than a foot and a half.

Michigan Normal's
Bob
Row
land breezed a nifty 9 :42 in the
two mile run, bettering Simm's
IIAC time of 9:46.7. The Normal
pacer led all the way and finished
with the kick of a 440 runner.
Eastern's
Jim . Mitchell
was
running a respectable second be
hind Rowland going into the last'
lap, when a recurrence of a recent
foot injury forced the fleety cin
derman to limp home a slow final
lap.

Following Eastern in fourth,
fifth,
sixth,
and
seventh
places
respectivf#y
were:
Northern, Southern, Illinois
Normal, and' Western. Of Illi
nois Normal's 12 points, ace
Fred Marberry collected eight,
as he placed second in both the
440 and 880 yiar d runs.

COA,CH REX Darling's net squad
wound up in a tie for fifth place
in the IIAC 1;enn'is matches last
Saturday at Western.
Normal wo11 the match follow
ed by Michigan Normal, Central
Michigan,
Southern, .
Eastern,
Northern, and Western.
I�yd Ludwig and
Ozzie
Fox
pil'.ked up the Panthers lone point
with a number two· doubles· win
over Northern. They lost in the
vc,1y mxt round, to Michigan Nor
mal.
ern wound up in fourth place.
The loss was the first of the
year of the Panthers who
won
five dual meets and the State col
lege affair at DeKalb.
Pale Vault; Mayville (CM), Mc
Bride (CM), and
Bluhm
(MN)
tied for first; Knicely (E) f9urth;
Adkins (CM), Seuer s (S1), and
Counsel (E) tied for fifth .' Heigh�
12 ' 6".
Shot P ut: Fisher
(E), Allen
(MN),
Scott
(CM),
Grotewohl
(MN), Hayes (S). Distance 48'

Winnie Brown, after a bad sta:r;t,
wa!
edged
by
Podoley's
long
straight nose in the 100 yd. dash,
. and the speedy little sophomore
was not disgraced by a second be
hind the 'co.aches dream' in the
220.
Chuck Matheny set a blistering
pace in the mile as he won handily
with a 4:22.3 time. He was only
two itnd ane-tenth seconds off the
1942 IIAC mile record.

Northern's bid for fame,
Floyd Smith, went 6 feet, S';4
inches in the high jump and it
appeared that the Huskie's
freshman was never going to
st.op, ias the bar went higher
and higher. His best leap this
year was 6' 8 5-8".

Netters tie for
fifth in I/AC

11 5-8';.

Javelin: Grant (N), Smith (E),
Dellamaria
Stoner
(W),
(N),
Perry (S). Distance 178' 8".
Broad Jump:
Podoley
(CM),
White (E), Birnbaum (MN), Ad
kins (CM), Milholland (E).
Dis
tance 23' 714".
High Jump: Smith (N), Stoner
(W), Podoley (CM); and Bruce
(E) three wa1 tie for second.
Hawes (CM) Shelton (CM), and
Kirksley (MN) three way tie for
fifth. Height 6' 814". New IIAC
record.

Ray White
the day not too warm 11.lthough a
stiff breeze blew out of the north
wes·t; into which the dashes and
hurdles were run.

(Continued on page

Michigan Normal's one mile
relay team wound up the af
ternoon by establishing a new
record with a 3 :22.1 mark. The
Hurons bettered their own
1950 >and 1951 mark which
stood at 3 :22.6.

HOT JAZZ COLLECTORS

Selling my collection. In
cludes Ventura, Miller, Good
man, Guarneri, Ellington and
others.

Call Gertrude Neff at 730
after 5 p.m.

Snyder's Jewelry Store
DIAMONDS - WATCHES
RINGS - SILVERWARE
FOUNTAIN PENS-BILL FOLDS

•

•

THIS WEEK'S play will wrap up another year of Eastern athl
and by switching a few dials on the old crystal file ca '
we can take a s'hort gaze back through the year and try to piclq
a few of the high and low spots.
Coach 'Pat' O'Brien's football squad started the year's acti
and even though their record m·ay not show too many wiM,

season provided several incidents
which deserve some mention.
Probably the highest peak was
!'eached at Western when a stub
to
refused
born Panther eleven
read the press clippings and held

the Leatherneeks to a tie. West
ern pulled a beauty out of their
hat, also, as they had to grab a
freshman quarterback
from
the
stands, dress him in.- a hurry, and
with a few hurried iD.structions,
sent him into the game.
This' boy performed like Otto
Graham and masterminded the ty
ing touchdown and Western saved
face.

O'Brien's
sle,eping habits
suffered greatly during most
'
of the season and probably the
one play that cost 'Pat' a few
restless
hours
occurred
against Central Michigan at
Lincolr:t field. Gene
Ward
broke loose on ta 90 yard plus
run and hit pay dirt. Then, the
shrill little whistle of Referee
Bill ·Filson shattered the air
back on the 20 yard rnrarker
and M.r. Filson was indicat
ing violently that someone had
pulled a 'dirty' and called the
play back for clipping.

while it looked like .anothel'l
croWfl. The Panthers
four straight and confer
ponents were wondering if it
ever stop. It did.

pickel
�

Southern traveled to L
gym early in January
though they were trou
84-60, it marked the begi
of the end for Eastern.
Brauer, in grabbing for a
bound, fell on his knee
the fireball junior was as g
as finished for the year.
tried to come back in t
game but the knee· would
hold up.
The weekend of Janua.eyi 1
saw disaster strike in the fo�
the two Michigan schools. Ce
handed Eastern their first
conference loss since 1948
day night and then Michi�
mal t�rned the trick agaht
vezy next night. For most
poses, this put an end to Eas
dominance of the IIAC.

on

back
clo11t

·

Needless to cay, the referee
did not get off lightly.
The basketball squad took over
along in
December
and for
a

'l'he squad' did get
winning form near the
the season and who could fo
Ludwig's · ·
e rf
Lloyd ·
against Millikin in the final
of the season? He came off
bench and rack
up 20

p

�

o

point41

(Continued on page
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Fountain Service
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LITTLE CAMPUS
"ACROSS FROM OLD MAIN"

Central
dethroned
Michigan·
Normal who won last year's meet
52 1-6 to 46 1-3 for Central. Ea st-

Ray Fisher

Myets Studio
and
Camera Shop
A goodly crowd was on hand to
watch the meet and the weather
man made the afternoon perfect
for spectators if not for the parti
cipants. The sky was overcast and

•

by Jim Garner

The wind slowed the compara
tively fast times of Podoley as he
was clocked at 10. flat in the 100
yd. dash, 2 1.9 in the 220 yd. dash,
and 24. in the 220 yd. low hurdle
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Ha rd luck

Netters win shutout
over Greenville

( Continued from page 4 )
lead the team home ahead by three
,oints.
Nothing could have put , a
more final ending to the sea
son than the announcement
that Eastern was not chosen
for the Champaign tourney •.

EASTERN AND
Indiana
State
meet in a return match Tuesday,
May 24,
the local courts , to
close out t
he 1955 tennis season ·
for the Panthers.

�

Coach Rex V. Darling's netters
belted Greeneville college , 9-0, last
Tuesday for their fourth victory
ni 11 matches, excluding the IIAC
matches .at Macomb last weekend.

Clifton
In
baseball,
Coach
hite's nine couldn't find the base
iits when men were on and found
e going a· mite rough . .

Summary :

Jack 'Kenny put some glitter to
e scene as he twirled a no-hitter
ainst Michigan Normal to give
.e team a split on the road. Ai
,r this, though, the road was
wnhill most of the way, and all
'pes for a showing in the IIAC
'ere shattered by a double loss to
uthern at home.

Singles
Stuckey ( E ) beat Young ( G ) ,
3-6, 6-4, 6-0. .
York ( E) beat Gaffner ( G ) , 6-4,

6-2.

Fox

6-2.

Lu dwig ( E' ) beat Mills ( G ) , 6-2,
.

��

Rude
6-0.

turday.

:rack . . .
(Continued from page 4 )
!Discus Trow : Gates ( N ) , Halle
), Allen ( M N ) ,
Byrne
(E),

:st ( E ) . Distance 143' 5".
1ne mile run: Matheny: Math

(E), Santer ( M N ) , Witbrodt
), Kilcullen ( N ) , Brown ( W ) .

e 4:22.3.
40 yard run: DeNeal ( S) , Mar
y ( N ) , Daves ( MN ) , Schaive

), Velasco ( S ) . Time 49.2.
00 yard dash : Podoley (C M ) ,
1wn ( E ) ; Pierce ( MN ) , Sprehe
, Bdyer ( CM ) . Time 10.0.
20 yard high
hurdles :
Root
), Podoley ( CM ) , White ( E) .
1� 9 .
.
:o yard run :. Miller (CM ) , Mar
( N ) , Wendt ( M N ) , Santer
). Time 1 : 57.
yard dash : Podoley (CM ) ,
1wn (E), Pierce ( MN ) , Keat
(MN ) Sprehe ( S ) . Time 21.9.
o mile run : Rowland ( MN ) ,
:ullen ( N ) , Host ( CM ) , Gould
), Vandehoover ( CM ) . Time

:o yard low hurdles:

JACK KENNY fi red a four-hitter
against Western l�st Saturday,
but his mates failed to back him
up and Jack was tagged for the
loss.
The double loss pushed the
Panthers record in the l lAC to
3-7 and put them in the cellar.
A split with
Illinois Normal
would move the team into sixth
place.
school mark.
Winnie Brown, the New Orleans
speed boy, came down the track
with a 9.9 seconds hundred yard
dash against Southern to topple
another mark.
These were but a few of the
sport's scenes we felt made . this
years another fine one in East
ern's history..
Maybe the teams
didn't win as many as we would
have liked, maybe the final stand
ing& didn't please everyone, but
that's still a part of this strange
world called sports.
PATRONIZE News advertisers.
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Banks

Golfers find I/A C meet
too rough; finish last
EASTERN'S GOLF squad found
the rough too rough and the cup
hard to find and wound up in sev
enth place in the IIAC meet held
at Western last Saturday.
Western continued their domi
nance of the- conference as they
racked up .another win. They also
set a new team score and indivi
dufl.l score. ·

NATIONAL OFFICERS of Sigma
Tau Gamma visited the campus
chapter last week.
Grand
President,
Robert
N.
Jones and Executive SeCretary, E .
Kennedy Whitesitt were greeted
by chapter president Larry Hart
and vice-president Jon Ulz.
The officers toured the campus
and talked with the college admin
istrators.

J. T. BELTING

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Hours by Appointment

Charleston Nat'l. Bank Bldg.

Eyes Examined • Glasses Fitted
Office and Res. Phone 12
803 Jackson S treet

' DR. EDWARD C. GATES

Office

Office 88

DR. CHARLES SELLETT

Huckleberry Building

Eyes Examine d • Glasses Fitted

DR. WARREN C.
HUCKLEBERRY
OPTOMETRIST

DENTIST
Charleston National Bank Bldg .
Phones: Off. 476; Res. 762

G. B. DUDLEY, M.D.

to

6: 00

511 % Jackson Street
LEWIS E. ADKINS, M.D.
GUY R. HARPER. M.D.
202-208 Miller Bldg.

•

Ph. 707

Office Hours 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Monday .thru Saturday
Dr. Adkins
Res. Ph. 2216

Dr. Harper

Res. Ph. 327

DR. R. H. GRIFFITHS
DE NTIST
700 Jackson Street
Phone 626

Phone 900

602 :!ii 6th

Eyes Examined

Glasses Fitted

•

Lenses Duplicated

Huckleberry Bldg.

Phone Office 808 - Res. 1808
SWICKARD

three in the second.
Ken Ludwig pitched fine ball
in the first game giving up only
seven hits and two run&, but his
teammates failed to
dent home
and his twirling was in vain.
In the second game,
J>ack
Kenny went to the hill for the
Panthers and gave
up
only
four hits but was tagged for
another loss as the terrifical
ly weak-hitting Eastern could
find the range with only three
hits and no runs.
Western wrapped this one up
in the fourth with their three runs
on two hits, one error, a base on
balls, and a sacrifice fly.
Summaries :
First game

Eastern
000 000 000---0 5 2
100 100 000-2 7 1
Western
Ludwig and Orvedahl;
Smith
and Lupinek.

Second game

Eastern
000 000 0---0 3 1
Western
000 300 x-3 4 2
Kenny and Gonzales ; Hutt and
Lupinek:

Al l·spo rts banq uet
last night for IM squads
THE

INTRA MURAL
all- sports
banquet was held last night and
awards given to winning teams.
The results were not available at
time of printing.

This banquet has become an an
nual affair and honors those ath
letes participating in the intra
mural program du.ring the year.
Trophies are presented to the all
sports winner and to teams win
nin
seasonal sports but not par
ticipating in every sport.

g

WHE N I N TOWN .

GREEN'S HOME MADE ICE CREAM
for a
Sandwic h a n d refreshing d rink

Keep your family cool and healthy
with this· deliciol:s fruit drink

�Grape Drink

Visual Training

510 :!ii Sixth St.

,..

. ���

CLINIC

-�
•

made from pu r-:. ::.:.ncord grapes

•

non-carbonated

Clinton D. Swicord, M.D.

•

no preservatives

Mack W.

•

refrigerator fresh

i..

Hollowell,

M.D.

R. Montemayor, M.D.
Office Phone 375

Residence Ph. 770 - 403 - 23 25
Office Hours: 2 to 5 p.m.
7 to 9 p.m., Sat. Only
Charleston,

Illinoi s

DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
OPTOMETRIST
Eyes Examined

•

Glasses Fitted

Visual Training

706 Jackson

Phone 340

1955

EASTERN'S BASEBALL sq uad will wind up their sesason this Satur
day agai nst the front-running I l l i nois Normal squad in a twi n
bi l l at Normal. The Panthers stand 377 in l l AC pl ay, wel l out �f the
ru nnil"lg .
· Western dumped t h e Panthers twice last Friday, 2-0, 3-0, a s
rhe hit-shy Easterners could garner only .five hits in the first game

Meadow
( Gold

Res. 418

OPTOMETRIST

DENTIST

Office Hours, 1 :00

Phone

Western bla n ks Pa nthers twice
to shove l lAC record to 3-7

SHOP AT

Sig m a Ta u Ga m m a
officers visit ca mpus

PHYSICIAN & SURGEON

DR. W. B. TYM

1Jd, established firm desi:res
lege student&, part or full
1e, to sell their nationally ad

beat

PROFESIONAL CARDS

e mile relay: Michig!th Nor

!O NEY FOR SCHOOL
THIS SUMME R !

beat Banks ( G ) , 6-0,

Dirks-Pope · ( E)
Carey ( G ) , 6-0, 6-1.

Phone 1305

Southern, Central Michigan,
rn, Northern.
Time 3 :22 . 1.
IIAC record.

( E)

Doubles
Stuckey-Conley ( E) beat Young
Martin ( G ) , 3-6, 6-4, 10-8.
Ludwig-Fox ( E ) beat Gaffner
Mills ( G ) , 6-4, 6-4.

Podoley
), White (E), Windom ( M N ) ,
1baum
(MN),
Biggs
(E) .

: 24.

.

Conley ( E ) beat Carey ( G ) , 6-2,

Last
Saturday
the
Panthers
'opped two more to Wes tern, 3-0,
·O, and will wind up at Normal
Coach 'Pat' O' Brien caught
up on his sleep this spring by
lurning out one of the finest
track teams ever to run for
the Blue and Gray. This was
the year that saw Eastern
'records fall like duckpins.
Ray White, a freshman from
larrisburg, Pa., put on a one.n show· against Illinois Normal
t should be remembered for
1ite a few years.
�e lithe Negro broke both hur
records and then broadjumped
'' 6" for another record. To add
,her honors, White crack� the
te college meet hurdle records
helpeq lead . the team in for
ir first state meet win.
Big John Byrnes, the
ex
Marine who has been fighting
a personal fight for his health
the past three years, stepped "into the discus circle ag'ainst
ormal and let fly with a 138'
1 1 " throw to break another

(E ) beat Martin ( G ) , 6-3,

6-2.

Baseball team to fini�·�
season's play at Norma� ....-

�
Children and
pure,

adu lts

fr u it ·ju ice

Meadow Gold

love the

flavor of

Grape

Drink !

For economy, ask for the quart

� -

!2ecatrice Toods C o ,
7th a n d Van B u ren
Phone 7
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��e n istry students tou r Petro,

n'age Eight

I

/.

.
tQ,�;dr

,.J

States I ndustrial pla nts

tL- C
;J \/CHEMISTRY
re:

by Warren Lowry

·

students who toured the National Petro Ch�m1cals pla nt, and the· United States I ndustrial Chemicals plant at
IT ,.::o la Monday afternoon, May 1 6, found that there is more to
1 s thing ca lled gas than meets the eye.
The group rode through the grou nds t>f the Petro plant as the
various phases of the operation were po.inted out by a guide on
each bus.

The tour began at the pump
house where gas is taken from the
panhandle line which comes in
from the ' west. Gas is pumped
from the line at the rate of 420
million cubic feet per day. The
plant takes out the hydrocarbons
they want and pump back in about
375 million cubic feet per day .
G.as from the truckline gas from
the gulf states is used to enrich
the gas Petro returns to the panhandle line, as the gas return ed
must have a rating of 975 BTU's
per cubic foot. The bill for gas is
$8,000 per day at the plant.
The first thing that is. done
is to remove the water from
it, as at some of the low terneratures which are used in the
process, it would freeze, and
thus block the lines. Two tons
of water are removed from the
gas each 24 hour period.
The dollar sign is all important
in this 80 million doll.ar plarit. One
of the many items pointed out in
this regard were the six valves on
the dehydrators. These valves cost ,
$3,500 apiece.
Heat exchangers are used wherever posible to save on the cost of
fuel. They operate processes at
the two extremes of the temperature range. The lowest temperature used is 298 degrees below 0
Fahrenheit, and thef high� st used
is 1,500 degrees Fahrenheit.
Even with the use of heat
exchangers, the fuel bill for
the plant is no small thing. A
reserve pile of 30,000 tons of
coal is kept on hand, and the
power plant generates e�ou gh
.
electricity to supply a city
three times the size of Cham·
paign- Urbana.
The plant is interested in only
the · Ethylene they get from gas,
but in getting this product there
are necessarily also many by-pro
ducts not wanted by the company.
These by-products are a big head
ache and are all sold on long term
cont::.ac ts. Their biggest by-pro
duct is propane which is produced
at the rate of 400,000 gallons per
day.
Most of the theylene produced is
used in making alc;ohol and polythelene plastic. This plant produces 25 per cent . of all the industri.al alcohol used in the United
States. The still is 119 feet high,
and is one of the largest in ·exist
ence.
To guard the government's
interest in this alcohol 13 men
are employed by the govern
ment to keep account of the
·

Mari lyn Fears is
Navy initiates n
Pem ha 1 1 president · officer flig ht cou

Phyllis Scott is
TKE sweethea rt

TAU KAPPA Epsilon's formal, . SUCCEEDING NANCY Newberry
the Red Carnation Ball, was held
as dorm president is Marilyn
May 14 at Burgess-Osborne audi
Fears. Marilyn is a business major .

torium }Vith more than 75 couples

atteti-ding.
Phyllis Scott was named "Sweet
heart of TKE" at the dance.

Faculty
members
attending
were Dean and Mrs. Hobart Hel
ler, Dean and Mrs. Rudolph Anfin
son, Dr. and Mrs. William Groves,
Dr. and Mrs. William Zeigel, Dr.
George Rommell and .Miss Char
lotte Lambert.

alcohol. If tax had to be paid
on this, it would amount to 21
dollars per gallon.
The new 20 million dollar polyethyl�me plant ·has just rec�tly
gone into operation. Som·e of the
phases of the' process here are
operated at pressures of 35,000
pound per square inch. Polyethy
lene is the type of plastic used in
WITH SUMMER school around
the familiar squeeze bottles.
the corner, be making plans. to
Water for the plant is pumped
devote some time to catch up on
from the underground Mohamet
novel reading . Booth library has
basin into the Kaskaskia river
an excellent selection of novels to
where it is then pumped out into
suit every taste.
the lake at Tuscola. The company's
Latest additions to the brows
2 5 acre l.ake holds a reserve ' suping room new books shelves in
ply of 117 million gallons of water.
clude the following :
"Love of
Also near the lake were the setSeven Dolls" by Paul Gallico,
tling beds and purification equip"Blue Hurricane" by F. Van Wyck
ment for processing the water beMasor, "Second F<>undation"
by
fore it is put back into the KasIsaac Asimou, "Tales from Gana
kaskia.
gan's Bar" by L.
Sprague de
There ' are ·three separate
Camp an� Fletcher Pratt, "They
water systems iat the plant,
Ran for Their Lives" by John
domestic, cooling, and fire. In
Brick, "Life In the Far West" by
case of an emergency, they
George Frederick Ruxton, "Wyom- ·
can all be put together, howing Cattle Trails" by John Rol linever.
'son.
The plant has $300,000 of fire
"Thomas Hardy"
by
Evelyn
fighting equipment, and practice
Hardy,
"The
Darby
Trail".
by
Dick
drills are held every week for the
Pearce, "Out of Bondage, the story
fire department at the plant, as
of Elizabth Bentley," "Many Long
one of their many safety meas 
Years Ago" by Ogden Nash,
ures.
"Texas Folk and Folklore"
by
Boatright Hudson Maxwell, "'Mid
century French Poets" by Wallace
Fowler, "The English Novel" by
Walter Allen.

Li bra ry gets books .
for summer rea ders

'

·

·

·

Lincoln hall honors
g raduating . · seniors

A PARTY was held a.t Lincoln
hall last night to honor the hall's
11 senior!!' who will graduate.
Those honored were Phyllis Boy
les, Lucille Burris, Marilyn Dwyer,
Joan Findlay, Joyce Hunt.er, Elaine
Minson, Lelah Newman, Donna
Richison, Imogene Shryock, Shir
ley Smail, and Marty Wynn.
Entertainment was furnished by
each corridor in the form of skits,
and individuals
also presented
acts. Refreshments were served at
the party, held after hours in the
recreation room.
PATRONIZ

� News advertisers.
SENIORS

-

"Men and Movements In Amer
ican Philosophy" by Joseph L.
Blau, "El Campesina, Life and
Death In Soviet Russia" by Valen
tin Gonzalez and Julian Gorkin.

from Vandalia and a member of
Sigma Sigma Sigma.
Other officers are Marilyn Tay
lor, vice president; Judy Lyons, sec
retary; Jo Bostic, trE)asurer; Joyce
Hamma, food chairman ;
Rietta
Tortorell<>, art chairman; Carolyn
Bline, social ch.airman ; and Carol
Lee Wagner, reporter.

On Mother's day pemites had a
special parents day when all of
the parents were invited to eat
and enjoy a. day at the dorm. Din
ner was served to 160 pemites and
guests. Arlene H � son acted as
mistress of ceremon\es and Kay
James gave a reading. ·
Pemites have made their room
preferences for next year and
many girls. have signed up to be
Big Sisters to incoming freshmen
next fall.

Ga ry Pope elected
p resident of math club ,
GARY POPE, Sorento, was elected president of the math club at
their last meeting of the year at
Fox Ridge.

Jon Higgins, Calhoun, was elect
ed vice president of the group
while Sherrill Harrold,
Taylor
ville, took the secretary-treasurer
post.
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VALUE VALLEY - ON 6TH

million times a day
at home,
at work 01'
while at play
50

· LILLIAN'S
Ph. 735

with your graduation
.

announcements send a--billfold photo·

Thought for the week
greater or better gift can
offer the republic than to
and instruct our youth."

TENNIS AND BADMINTON
2 hr. Service
Expert Factory MethOd-Hydraulic-No
Special School Price On
TENNIS RACKETS-$5.95 and .up
3 BALLS - $1 .89 - $2.35
STUDENT DISCOUNT ON ALL BALL EQUIPMENT

tion. See you next fa ll.
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Have a g ra n d vaca

Lincoln at 1 0th

NAVY DEPARTMENT an
ed today that a new A
Officers Candidates (AO�
gram was opened for colleg1
u.ates desiring a commi
the Naval reserve as a pilot.
Acceptable applicants will be
pointed Ensigns upon comp
of the four months pre
school at Pensacola, Florida.
pre-flight training is folio
eight months basic flight. and
months advanced training 81
ficers with flight pay and fUU.
lowances. Married as well aa
married college graduates aN
gible to apply.
The following qualificati
required in order to be elig1
apply :
Must be a male U.S. citiz�J\1
a baccalaureate degree from as
credited college ; be betweell
ages of 19 and 26 ; and be
cally qualified and aeronau
aiiapted for actual conttol of
craft.
Full details can be 'obtained!
the Office of Naval Officet
curement, 815 Olive St., St.
1, Missouri or at the NA¥
Procurement Office, Naval
Stat\on, Lambert Field, St.
'
Missouri.
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RYAN STUDIO

Flowers for all occasions.
Rates given on group orders
3 blocks east of college on
Lincoln and 1 1 th

PHONE 598
Lincoln

Lawyers Flower S hop
Phone 1 907

QUALITY
HAI R-SHAPI NG
HELE N'S BEAUTY
SHOPPE
9 1 6 Li11coln

Phone 1 691

Hatfield
Marathon Se rvice

YOUR LAUNDRY

·

I NDIVIDUALLY

WASHED - DRIED - FOLDED
FINISHED - DYEING
SHAG RUGS

•

BEDSP READS

2. FAST REFRESHMENT . . ,
a bit of quick energy for 1
wholesome little lift.

PHONE 320

.&th · & LIN COLN

WINTER'S
LAU NDROMAT
1511 South 10th St. - Ph. 128
(2 Blocks East of College)

1. BRIGHT, RIGHT TASTE .,c
tangy, bracing, ever-fresh.

Wash i n g
RAY

••

Greasin g
JIM

. ».

J

BOTILED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE.COCA-COLA COMPANY IY

Mattoon · coca-Cola B ottling Co ., I nc.
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Sen ior a rt exh i bit features 167
items from cha i rs to pictu res
by Jean DeVaud

ONE H U N DRED sixty· seven assorted items designed by graduating
a rt majors and mi nors wi l l be on exhibit in Booth l i brary until
after graduation exercises Sunday.
Senior exhi bit opened last week in. Paul Sargent gal lery to com
plete this year's sched u l ed showings of contemporary and historiCal
art. Ga l l ery wil l. be open this afternoon and evening, Thursday and
Sunday afternoons for campus vis
itors and guests.
Ten student artists have select
ed a representative sample of their
work completed while at Eastern.
Largest division is
the graphic
arts, including
oils and watercolors, drawings, prints by various
methods and several metal plaques. The great- variety
of
ap
pro.a ches to pictures by the seniors
reflects their individuality and interests in techniques.

Chapman elected
president of EPT
DW �GHT CHAPMAN was recent

ly elected president of Epsilon

Pi Tati' industrial .arts fraternity'
.
at a banquet he d In Greenup .
.
Kenneth Rank in was elected vice

�

president, Edward Hartweger, sec-

�

retary ; and Charles Jones, treas
urer.

Sec nd category in number is
.hat of jeweley and silver smith
ling. Pendants, ear rings, pins and
uff links in silver, copper and
namel predominate. Twenty-eight
'ets and pieces are exhibited.

New members were also initiat
ed into the fraternity. They are :
Felician Bright, Ron N eupert, Ed
ward Hartweger, Charles Jones,
David Fisher, Carroll Smith, Bob
Hesler, Norman Meers,
Dwight
Chapman, Victor Bell
and Kenneth
·
Rankin.

Pottery is third in the statistical
'ine up with 22 ceramic creations.
.�ms range from matched black
·oblets to "pinch pots" the size of
jigger.

Dr. Stuart Anderson, director · of
teacher training, was the guest
speaker for the banquet.

Sculptu.;e
executed
in
wood,
eta!, plaster, salt block and fired
ay suggest the range of raw
aterials available for 3-D deslgn.

A rmy recruiter
on campus today

Most surprising to find in such
showing are eight pieces of in1restingly and practic.a.lly design
fumiture capable of holding
own against many commercial
'.eces recently displayed here. A
1ammoth table lamp built from
1ncrete tile and shaded with a
mce wire arrangement is set up
long side a cord-on-wrought iron
1air and tear drop shaped coffee
.ble, shown in the adjoining pict
·e. In all, eight furniture pieces
:signed and constructed by senior
;udents are included.

REPRESENTATIVES FROM the
US Army Reserve Advisor's of
fice in Champaign, will be on the
campus all day toda,y to furnish
information concerning the New
Army Reserve program.

Information of vital importance
to all male students, both veterans
and non-veterans, will be available
from the advisor, according to an
army spokesmaJ?-.

Still in the domestic category
·e seven
enameled ash
trays,
-� leather purses and a ham1ered copper bowl. Fifteen hand
1ven and printed fabrics round
1t the
household
accessories.
posing to house �hese articles
art is a house plan and a scaled
se model, complete with shrubs
1d clothes-line.

day

Textbooks should be
returned at end of term
H. J. ARNOLD, manager of the
textbook library, has announced
that all textbooks must be return
ed to the library at the end of
spring quarter.

�

Students who pl n
to
attend
summer school may not hold books
over because
spring
quarter
grades cannot be cleared until all
textbooks are in, Arnold said. .

The departing artists have cov
:d thoroughly "architecture and
1e kindred subjects." Their desire
is that fellow students and
duates will take a last look at
1at might be, one day, collectors'

PATRONIZE New• advertisers.
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Tha n ks Fo r Yo ur Busip ess - Happy Vacation
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ever-fresh.
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lift.

712

MYERS GROCERY·
Lincoln Street
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( Continued from page
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Ronald Edwin Neupert, Nancy
Jane
Newberry,
Harlan
Clyde
Newbold,
Lelah
Mae
Newman,
Marjorie Fern Nichols, Mary Ann
Null, Carl Richard Ogles-by,

'B 22, 1955

Ann
Jesse
Allen
Orvedahl,
Davidson Payan, Carolyn Sue Kin
caid Pemberton,
Lorna
Earlene
Petty, Floella Mae· Phipps� Char
les Eugene Plock, Mary Alice Po
land, Phyllis Nadine Pruett,
Kermit Elwin
Radloff,
Lewis
Joseph- Ratcliff, Joan Marie Ref
feitt, William Budge
Reid, Jr.,
Betty Ann Richardson ,

Donna Carolyn Richison, Kath
ryn Walker Robison, Marilyn Ste
phan Roe, Donna R�th Ross, Rich
ard Irving
Rude,
Leo
Kenneth
Ruley,

Jo Ann Dickinson Sargent, Rose
mary Agnes Scheidker, Winifred
Sebright, Imogene Catherine Shry
ock, Norma Lorraine Siegel.
Shirley
Smail,
John
William
Snyder, Clarence Orman Steven
son, William Jean Strater, Dono
van Lee Swann,

Elizabeth Jane Brown Tankers
ley, Virginia Lee Taylor,
Mary
Joyce
Tesson,
Anna
Jeanine
Thornton, Joseph Edwa d Tiche
nor, Thomas Wilson Timmis, Fran
cis Xavier Vogel,

t

NORMA JEAN Gibson and Jim Robison discuss some of the art
work now on display in Booth li brary. Senior art work is the
current exhibit and will run through Sunday.

Victoria Ruthelma Wall er, Lor
etta Arlene Watson, Carolyn Kay
Whitmore, Jane Wigginton, Betty
Jane
Williamson,
Jean
Marie
Smith Wilson, Glenn Joseph Wolfe,
Mary &lle Worrell, Joan Marie
Wyack, Jerry Dean Wyeth, Aud
rey Madene Wynn,
Carl Amos
beth Kingery
Young.

York, Clara Eliza
York, Joe White

Leather Goods Repair

Gifts

Applia nces

Paints

Cutl e ry

Glass

E l ectrica l Supplies
General H a rdwa re

Master of Science
in Education Degree

Gerald William Ferguson, Loren
William Pixley,
Alice
Elizabeth
Tolle,
Janice
Jump
Waggoner,
Herbert Wills .
Two-year Junior College Diploma
Samuel
Smith
Doak,
Judith
Diane Tranbarger.

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

PHONE 492

Your Headquarters For

B. S. Degree
Frank D. Simmons.

Graduation
CARDS - GIFTS

LINCOLN GLEANERS
.
PICK-UP & DELIVERY
7 1 0 Lincoln St.

Phone 234

'

MAR-CHRIS GIFT SHOP
Just Soutn of Square on Sixth St.

Phone 898

LOOKIE! FUNNY PICTURES!

H brror Issue: Golden Col lege
Memories !

Charleston Federal · Savings

Plus a l l the answers to the
Finals!

And Loan Association

in the May
SHAFT COLLEGE HUMOR!

Ho me Loans and Savings

Get yours today at

CHARLESTON, I LLINOIS

CHARLESTON ROLLER RINK
507 MADISON STREET

Open Sun day, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday
a n d Satu rday nig hts

OWL S H OW

L

Satu rday and Sun day afternoons
2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

May 29-30

Sun.-Mon.

JACK WEBB

as SGT. JOE FRIDAY In the first
feature-length production of

*
PHONE 1 3 8
WALT NEAL, Manager

Tues.-Wed.

·May 3 1 -June 1 I Fri.-Sat.

g

4 "7.71·8•
1fAT!
,,.,..'1,J"
t'lr�,.,

. IJ]ilrd'#i -----���
J

•• 1

June 3-4

"CARNIVAL STORY"
- Plus -

"STATIONS WEST"

THU RSDAY, JUNE 2 - BUCKNITE "KNOCK ON WOOD"

WILL ROGERS ..._____________________
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

May 29-3 1

SUPER SCOPE

.onday and Th u rsday rese rved fo r private pa rties

EVERY SATURDAY NITE - _NO EXTRA CHARGE
COME EARLY - STAY LATE
THIS SATURDAY: "THE THI NG"

CHARLESTON DRIVE-IN ------r.:-------

TUESDAY IS "EARLY BIRD NITE"

Inc.

Housewa res

Phone 1 1 1 0

7:30 p.m. - 1 0 p.m.

1AHY IY

FROMMEL HARDWARE

KING BROS. BOOKSTORE

• • •
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=

See You Next Yea r

Seniors display wo n.

Seniors . . .

BURT LANCASTER
GARY COOPER

Wed. thru Sat.

June 1 -4

starring

Rl�HARD

TODD
JEAN

In

PfHHS

"VERA GRUZ"

COLOR

in

fi�er1i�du/e

n'1ge Eight

d

S :lr J

tQ/P

I

<; •aY
'""-de of tl)e Inverte-

ti!.:G (" Three Paintings by
.S113.
;..) \ICHEl1. Ballet by Degas, HS

'

/

1 .J

1cals
o
la f a.m. Henri Matisse, HS
,.::
IT
1 S thi•
,
p.m. Archery Slides, A l 7.

Ji'
0 p.m.
�ar!f.
ea
·

1

The Archers Paradox,

rl : lO p.m. Competitors in Big
.d'Usiness, HSU3.
2 : 10 p.m.
Making
Learning
Meaningfull, HSU3.
3 : 10 p.m. Poctor Speaks His
Mind, SUS.
7 : 10 p.m. Making a Serigraph,
P17.
Thursday
1 0 : 10 a.m. How the . School Can
Educate for mental Health, M lO.
Friday
8 :1 0 a.m. We Speak A itain; The
Rehabilitation of La·ryn�ctomized
Patients, speech clinic.
8 :1 0 a.m. New Voices, speech
clinic.
8 : 10, 9 : 10, U : lO a.m., 3 : 10 p.m.
The Big Story, SUB.
8 : 10, 9.10 a.m. The Inner Mah
Steps Out, HSU3.
10 : 10 a.m. Characteristics of a
Good Teacher, MlO.
1 1 : 10 a.m. Heredity, S305.
1 : 10 p.m. Follow the Arrow,
A17.
1 : 10 p.m. Bows and, Arrows,
A17.
3 :10 p.m. Report of the Living,
SUS . .
Tuesday
8 :10, U : lO a.m. Principles of
Child Development, HSU3.
·

•

Ath letics draws to p Doc Sellers heads
Ta u Kappa Epsilon
fund a I lotment
APPORTIONMENT BOARD released Monday the total amount
of operating funds to be granted
to tlie various
student-faculqr
boards on cam.pus next year.
Out of ea ch $10 student activity
fee Men's athletics was granted
$3.25 for a total .e! $16,6-00.
Women's. athletics 60 cents for a
$2,060 total.
Entertainment wiU
take 71 cents out of fees -for a
total of $3,630, while forensics
were given 40 cents making $2,040.
Health will take 88 cents, total
ing $4,500 and music takes 92
cents maldng $4,700.
Publications was granted
the
second highes1( apportionment be
hind Men's athletics with $2.94
totaling $1 5,000. Student Associa
tion was given 30 cents for a total
amo:ont of $1,530.
Apportionments were based on
an expected enrolment of 1700 stu
dents according to
Dr.
D<;mald
Rothschild, apportionment board
head.

Wesley Fellowship
holds final meetin g
FINAL
WESLEY
Fellowship
meeting of this year was held
at Fox Ridge state park with de
votions and singing on Sunday.
Next year's officers are Marian
Tracy, • president; Suzanne Taylor,
vice president; Juanita Jennings,
secretary-treasurer.

Tracy el ected prexy
of music frat�rnity
PHI SIGMA Mu, honorary music
fraternity, initiated
U new
members and elected next year's
officers at a recent meeting.
Marian Tracy was elected pres
ident; Dixie Mullinax, vice presi
denti Norma Olmstead, recording
secretary; Wanda Knowles, cor
Shirley
responding
secretary ;
Moore, alumni secretary ; Juanita
Jennings, treasurer; and Tim Mil
ler, historian.
Ne '{ members are : .Janis Baker,
Mary'bn Bayless, Mary Ann
Bridges, Martha
Guyer,
Jim
Brooks, Bob Beals, Carolyn Key,
Ann Reeser, Ron Miethe, Mary
Margaret Jones, and Pat Carr.

CHAPTER OF Alpha Epsildi
national honorary radio
nity, was installed at Eas
terday, according to Dr. El
'
Moses, Jr., head of the r
sion of the speech depar

Fifth grade students
go to Vincennes
F'IFTH G�DE students recently
were taken on a sightseeing trip
by their teacher, Miss Flor.ence
Reid, to Vincennes, Indiana, to
visit the Rogers and Clark II¥!m
orial, the Old Capitol, the home
of William Henry Harrison, and
other places of interest.
Sixth grade stud�nts under the
supervision of Miss Lorene Zeig
ler, will visit Springfield to see
the legislature in action, visit the
capitol, Lincoln's home and tomb,
and New Salem state park.
PATRONIZE News advertisers.

HEY l>ROOD1£ BUGS !

w1nt 1 H1ircut to Suit YOU

CHARLESTON Roundhoul!I
one of three places visi
members of Dr. Arthur F.
Audio-Visual aids class last
Cless dlembers also visi�
station WEIC, and Brown
factory.

ANOTHER BATCH !
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RIMNANT SALi
AT A DOUGHNUT PACTORT
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Luckies in the Droodle at right,
in a college cigarette-vending ma
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Audio-vis ual class
visits WEI C, factory
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MISS ROSEMARY Orlea recently
became engaged to Mr. Donald
F. Lang.
Miss Orlea is a junior elemen
tary major from Danville and a
member of Independent Student
Association.
Mr. Lang is 1a freshman indus
trial arts maij or from Chicago and
a member of Kappa Sigma Kappa.

MISS BETH Bauer recently became pinned to Mr. Leonard
Cameron. Miss Bauer •is a !resh
man business major from Effing
ham and Mr. Cameron, also from
Effingham, is a junior business
major and a member of Tau Kap
pa Epsilon social fraternity.

I

·The new chapter of the na
honorary Will be Alpha
It has grown out of the
Radio Guild, organized threll
ago. Miss
Blakeney, a
speech major from Danviil
president of the Guild.

WHAT'S ' THIS ? For solution see paragraph below.

captioned: Lucky Strike column

MISS DONNA Briggs recently be.:
came pinned to Mr. John Purcell,
industrial arts major from
St.
Elmo. She is a home economics ma
jor from Danville and a member
of Delta Sigma Epsil<m 4;ocial sor
ority and he is a member of Sigma
Tau Gamma social fraternity.

8ix students and the
sponsor, Dr. Moses, will
charter members. They are
Blakeney, Larry Hart, Ben
Judy Wilson, Shirley Stam
Sharon Bullock.
The installation will fo
ia banquet at the collega
teria.
On campus to perfo�
stallation will be ProfessOl'!
J orgen&en of Michigan SWAC
lege at East Lansing. He is
al governor of Alpha Epsildl

Ma rty Evans

E n gagement

Pinnings

Honora ry radio
installed here

CXRL "DOC" Sellers was elected
president
of
Gamma-Omega
chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon in
elections held recently by the 69
active members of that -0rganiza- .
ti on.
Bob Gudauskas, last
year's
prexy, was named vice-.pre!sident
along with a full slate of officers
that included Gerald Williams,,
secretary; Robert Williams, treas
urer; Robert Henkle, pledgemas
ter; John
McGinnis,
historian;
Wes Walker, chaplain, Bob Gilpin,
sergean·t-at-arms ; and Tom Aps
tin, steward.

Ca mp us Fellowship
attends U of I meeting
CAMP.US FELLOWSHIP m�mbers attended the meeting of
the University of Illinois Campus
Fellowship last � riday· to hear a
British speaker, David Abeney.
Last meeting of the year was
held last pight in .the form of a
picnic to which the members of
the University of Illinois Fellow
ship were invited.

Ka p·pa Sig darling

chine. On campuses all over Amer
ica, college students automatically
get Luckies. Why? Simply because

I shall I
with an <
logical anc

Luckies taste better. They taste

' j

better, first of all , ]>ecause Lucky
Strike means fine tobacco. Then
that tobacco is toast.ed to taste bet
ter. "It's Toasted" -the famous
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Donald Mills
u. of Alabama
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Ded ication

exceeds
I of 1 948

This Literary supplement is dedicated to the memory of Miss
Winnie Davis Neely, former member of the English department.
Miss Neely died at her home in Athens, Tennessee, November 3,
1952. During her twenty years of service as a member of Eastern's
faculty, Miss Neely encouraged many students to write essays, short
stories, and poetry.
It was quite appropriate, then, for her friends on the faculty
and for members of Sigma Tau Delta, honorary English society to
establish a fund in her memory, the interest from which was to be
awarded each year to the student submitting the best piece of writ
ing in the annual literary contest. The memorial fund now amounts
to over $500.
In this supplement is printed a speech which Miss Neely made
in honor of Miss· Isabel McKinney and Miss Mary Josephine Booth
upon their retirement in 1 945.

�

Miss Winnie Davis Neely

•

A Backward Gla nce i n to the Futu re

ited radio
wn
Shoo

�

"·

Friends, Members of the Graduating Class and Alumnae:
As your worthy Preceptress, Dr. Reinhardt, has said, after college, educa
tion begins. It is deemed necessary, therefore, to furnish these young ladies
with a few words of wisdom which may serve them as a road-map, l est their
educational tour become a detour..
This lecture, the outgrowth of l ong and careful research, deals with educa
tion. For the first hour I sha l l endeavor to answer the question, "Whom
MISS HARRYETT A Peterka has been
sha l l we teach?" During the second
awarded the Winnie Davis Neely
hour I sha l l discuss "What sha l l we
memorial award of twenty-five dollars
teach?" For the third hour I shall con
for her poetry. This award is present·
�ern mysel f with "How sha l l we
leach?"
ed to the best entry of the literary
.
contest each year.
When I have given this lecture in
the past, I have noticed that after
the first hour some · one of my lis
of the word, education.
teners is seized with nosebleed, and
The first syl lable of the word, ed,
is obl igated to leave by the nearest
is . an Anglo-Saxon corruption of Ned,
exit. This seizure then spreads through
or as he is commonly referred to, Old
the audience unti l there is a general
Ned. The next two syl lables, ucat,
exodus, and I am left ·alone with my
spel led backward in lndo-European,
'thoughts. At first. I was disturbed and
do not spel l anything, thus symbol iz
puzzled by this phenomenon until I
formulated the hypothesis that the in
ing the confusion in educational cir
cles, where people run around in cir
tellectual content of my address is
cles. The last-and final-portion of
such that it evokes unusual cerebra
the word, ion, is derived from the
fjon, thereby causing an excess of
penult of onion, signifying that in
blood to be rushed to the brain and
.some quarters education is in bad
resulting in a general nosebleed aca
odor.
demic. I trust that this evening, how
Now, with a clarification of the hid
ever, you may succeed in folio.wing
den meaning of the word education,
me instead of following each other
we are able to face the challenging
out the door.
question, "Whom sha l l we educate?"
I shall begin
my discussion
In former times the curriculum was
with an anthropological, philo
logical and etymological analysis
adapted to those who (a) wished to

SlTM.MER SCHOOL

registration
has topped the all-time high of
824 set in 1948, a year that saw
most schools filled to capacity by
the vet.eran enrolment.

cater-

learn and (b} could l earn. It was rel
ized later, however, that it is more
democratic to concentrate our efforts
upon those who (a} do not wish to
learn and (b) can. not learn. A move
ment then got under way to eliminate
the earnest and inte l lectual student
.from our democratic education sys
tems. It was found, furthermore, that
not only is it undemocratic to teach ,
this class of student but it is a l so very
expensive. Sickham and Sockham, in
their study, The Use of Books and Li·
braries, establish the fact that l ibraries
could be run more economically if we
excl ude these undesirable students of
the upper quartile.
Sickham and Sockham set up their
experiment as fol lows: A l ist was
made of a l l books borrowed within
a college year, together with ( l ) the
number of pages (excluding the index
an.d . pictures); (2) the days borrowed;
and (3) the I. Q. of the borrower. The
page- days were then correlated with
the I. Q. of the borrowers after the
luxury tax had been computed, divid
ed by the square on the hypotenuse
of the library floor, and the books
borrowed by ·faculty subtracted from
the aggregate col lege hours carried
by the non-borrowing students, as a
means of correcting the Probable
Error. In what seems to be a revolu
tionary result-finding, it was proved
(continued on page 1 6)
·
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Dr. Newell Gates, Registrar, told
a News reporter last Friday that
"registration will certainly equal
and probably surpass the 824 fig
ure set a few years back." At that
time, 821 persons had already reg
istered, and at least four others
were scheduled to
register
on
Monday.
Dr.
&ates attributes the
large number to several fac·
tors; one of which is the num·
ber of students on the accel
erated prognllilll which will
enable them to complete four
academic years in three full
year� by taking summer cour·
scs. Another factor is that
several students are beginning
their first quarter's work this
summer instead of waiting till
full
.

A brief study of class cards and
registrar's records indicate
that
the greatest majority of students
are enrolled in education courses.
This is explained by the
great
number of area teachers enrolled
for extra credit or finishing un
dergraduate work.
Dr. Gates went on to say he be
lieved there are more graduate
students attending
the
summer
session than ever before. This is
an unofficial estimate as it will
take more time befor:e any official
tabulation can be released.
Records also show the average
age of summer school students to
run a trifle higher than during
the regular year, and the housing
problem is slight, if any, because
a large percent of the students
commute · every day.
The official figures will be pub
lished as soon as possible.

Work started on $40,000
new frat house for Phi Sigs
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WORK WAS begun on a $4 0,000 new fraternity house for Phi
'
Sigma Epsilon on June 2 . The construction is the first house
ever bui lt by a fraternity or sorority in the history of Eastern.
Completely modern in every manner, the house wil l be home
for some 38 members and a housemother by October l if the
weather is favorable during the next three months.

NOLAN SIMS, president of the Phi Sigma Epsilon
alumni association turns the first scoopful of
dirt in the groundbreaking ceremonies of the new

Phi Sig fraternity house. Looking on are President
Robert G. Buzzard (right) and Claud Sanders, pres
ident of the fratemity.

The ground-breaking
ceremon
ies took place the afternoon of
June 2, and among the notables
present were
President
Robert
G. Buzzard, Nolan Sims, president
of the alumni ass<>eiation,
Dean
Rudolph Anfinson, and Dean Hob
art Heller.
Local radio and newspaper mem
bers were on hand to present an
on-the-spot coverage of the event.
The ceremonies were rebroadcast
later that same day.
The 'dream hous,e' will be l<>eat
ed on Second street, and will be
far removed from the other fra
ternity and •sorority homes. It will
be a two-story building with nine
rooms upstairs housing four mem
bers each, and the officers
are
schfduled to live downstairs. The
housemother will occupy an apart
ment consisting of two rooms.
Besides the meeting rooms and

completely furni1shed lounge, .a.
modern kitchen is also included in
the plans. Complete cooking faci
lities plus all new appliances are
planned for the fortunate occup
ants.
To add to the lust.er, the howre
will be covered with stucco with
halite underneath.
This material
will cause the building to be al
most 100 percent fireproof.
The old residence, l<>eated
on
Seventh street, will be up for sale,
according to Claud Sanders, presi
dent of the fraternity.
Sanders, in commenting on the
move, had this to say, "We feel
this new house should set a pat
tern for the campus. We are very
pleased with the thought of being
the first to accomplish such a pro
ject. We �re not at all sad at
leaving the old b.ouse."
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Three Paintings by
.S113.
\'CHE.'i. Ballet by Degas, HS

1cals
a .m . Henri Matisse, HS
ola
,.:
IT
1S thi·
rJ p.m. Archery Slides, Al 7.
. .50 p.m. The Archers Paradox,

varif.

ea rl : lO p.m. Competitors in Big
, rlll.siness, HS113.
2 : 10 'p.m.
Making
Learning
Meaningfull, HS113.
3 : 10 p.m. Doctor
Speaks
His
Mind, Sl18.
7 : 10 p.m. Making a Serigraph,
P17.
Thursday
1 0 : 10 a.m. How the School Can
Educate for mental Health, M lO.

•

Friday
8 : 10 a.m. We Speak A 1tain; The
Rehabilitation of Laryn�ctomized
Patients, speech clinic.
8 : 10 a.m. New Voices,
speech
clinic.
8 : 10, 9 : 10, 1 1 : 10 a.m., 3 : 10 p.m.
The Big Story, Sl18.
8 : 10, 9.10 a.m. The Inner Mah
Steps Out, HS113.
10 : 10 a.m. Characteristics of a
Good Teacher, M lO .
11 : 1 0 a.m. Heredity, 8305.
1 : 10 p.m. Follow
the
Arrow,
A17.
1 : 10 p.m. Bows
and, Arrows,
A17.
3 :10 p.m. Report of the Living,
S 1 18 . .
Tuesday
8 : 10, 11 :10 a.m.
Principles
of
Child Development, HS113.

Cam pus Fellowship
attends U of I m eeting
CAMP.US FELLOWSHIP
mltmbers attended the
meeting
of
the University of Illinois Campus
Fellowship last 1Friday to hear a
British speaker, David Abeney.

y

Last meeting of the
e ar was
held Jast night in .the form of a
picnic to which the members of
the University of Illinois Fellow
ship were invited.

Engage ment
MISS ROSEMARY Orlea recently
became engaged to M r. Donald
F. Lang.
Miss Orlea is a junior elemen
tary major from Danville and a
member of Independent Student
Association.
Mr. Lang is 1a freshma.n indus
trial arts maijor from Chicago and
a member of Kappa Sigma Kappa.
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The H u nter

by V . M . Churukian
(First Prize)

EVERYBODY I N Kara-Dou ran knew Mugo, of course, but as The H u nter. I n fact
everybody in town cal led him "Hu nter," and he was very proud of it. Hu nt
i ng was his hobby, just l i ke a nybody else's; and even though there were m a ny
people in Kara-Douran. who had hunting as their hobby, nobody except Mugo
was cal led " H u nter." Even Bedros, the professional h u nter had not had the honor.
It w as not his h u nting, though, w h ich had made him famous, but the stories
which he used to tell about his hu nting trips. Anything he did, a nyth ing
he saw ha ppened w h i l e he was hu nt
ing. Not on ly that, he had kil led a l l
kinds of game . birds and animals, in
clu ding a rabbit with one ea r shorter
tha n the other, a crow with a cou ple
of wh ite feathers on the ta il, a pa rt
ridge with an extra toe, and a tai l ess
fox.
One day he came to me an com
plained about his _eyes; l ately he had
been missing, especia l ly w h i l e s hoot
ing at birds in the ai r. I suggested to
him to go to Beirut and have his eyes
exami ned.
Since Beirut, Lebanan is
about 200 m i l es away from Kara
Dou ran, Syria, he decided to take off
a cou ple of weeks d u ri ng wh iCh time
he could have his eyes examined and
meanwhile visit wih some friends and
relatives, especia l l y w i th his nephew
who was going to school in Beirut. He
had not seen Beirut for a long time;
there had been big cha nges in the
city. I was anxious to meet Mugo and
hear about his visit as soon as he
returned from Beirut.
I used to see Mugo every Sunday
either in the chu rch which was next
door to us or in our back yard, "U nder
the Laurel Tree," where al most a l l the
m a l e adu lts used to gather after the
sermon which was held nine to ten.
I don't know which one Mugo enjoyed
most-the chu rch or the gathering un
der the Laurel Tree where the events
of · the past week were discussed.
Most of the time was given to hu nt
ing events, of course, beca use every
body had something to tel l about
hunti ng-especi a l ly Mugo who used
to come out a lways with the best
story. Nobody cou ld tel l whether his
stories were right or wrong. H e was
the only one in the town who had
"The Automatic" - the Wi nchester
a utomatic-(he had bought from Osep
who · had brought it from America)
which could f i re five ti mes in succes
sion. Besides, the way i n which he
used to tel l his stories was so nice,
no one - cared very much about their .
·

About the author
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birth, he lived in Syria for many years
before corning to the United States. He
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six languages fluently and has

traveled extensively through Europe.

being true or false. Mugo was not
educated but he was an intel l igent
m·a n with an alert mind, and he wa nt
ed to keep u p with cu rrent events, a
digest of wh ich I had to give him
every week.
.
I was sure I would see him the
Sunday after he returned from
Beirut. He might have so many
things to tell me that he would
come earlier than usual. I was
riglo
I was not d ressed up that
S .day when he called from
J nder the Laurel T ree." After I
fin ished d ressing I hu rried down
a n d s a i d , "Good morning,
stra nger."
"Good morning," he answered i n
a very pecu l i a r way.
"How was the trip? Did you enjoy
it," I as ked.
''What did you say? Oh, yes, it was
a l l right, I su ppose."
''What did the doctor say- about
your eyes?" I asked.
"My eyes? They are a l l right.
mean not so good . I have to wear
g lasses."
Mugo was acting funny; there
m u s t have been
something
wrong. I changed the subject and
asked him if the boys were com
ing to the church. Mugo's house
being on the opposite side of the
town, on his way to · church he
would stop a minute at the boys'
home to say hello and to see
that they were coming to church,
·especially when he had some-

thing good to tell.
That Sunday when he stop
Hagoh's house, something unu
ha ppened. H agoh asked him if he
heard about Avdo's hu nting succ
But H agoh had kept on talking a
it j ust being sensational and uniq
in the history of Kara-Douran, and h
said that Avdo would be "U nde•
Lau rel Tree," and that Mugo had
ter ask him. about it, and he add
that he was surprised that Mugo
not heard about it because it h
been the tal k of the town.
Mugo did not stop at any
else's house that morning. He c a
straight to me. He knew I wou ld tell
it to him; he wou l d rather hear ·
from me than from anybody else.

pe4

But what could it be, how sen·
sational could it be to be call..
the talk of the town? Nobody
was as good a hunter as he was.
p rofessio Rll
Even Bedros,
the
hunter, had not a gun whicli
could shoot five times in succes
sion like his
"Automatic." He
could not give an explanation; he
was i n a daze. I could read his
mind and knew the situation he
was i n .

I wanted t o ca l m him down a littl
so I told him that Avdo's hunting
cess was not as sensational as H
had told h i m and according tq
opinion it cou ld n't be considered bet.
ter tha n his own big successes. I tri
to min imize it as much as possibl
hated to see Mugo, that cheerful
low, in as deplora ble a conditiol'I as
he was in that Sunday mornin� I
also told him that I had not seen Av
I had hea rd the story from som
el se. It wou ld be better to hear it fr
Avdo who wou l d come to church th
Su nday. It was
already
past ni
o'clock. I cou l d hear the organ pla
i ng; it was time to go to church.
U ncle Aram, who wou l d go in t
church only when the sermon wo
start, was in the church yard. Mu
asked h i m if Avdo had been in; w
he gave a negative answer, Mu
tur ned and looked' at me. I assu
him that Avdo wou l d be there
cause the m i n ister had told me
Since the back seats were already
cupied, we had to go to the fr
Everytime somebody came in, M

Pinnings
MIS S DONNA Briggs recently be.:
came pinned to Mr. John Purcell,
industrial arts major
from
St.
Elmo. She is a home economics ma
jor from Danville a nd a member
of Delta Sigma Epsilon social sor
ority and he is a member of Sigma
Tau Gamma soci a l fra terni ty
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MISS BETH Bauer recently became pinned to
Mr.
Leonard
Cameron. Miss Bauer •is a l'resh
ma,n business major from Effing
ham and Mr. Cameron, also from
Effingham, is a junior business
major and a member of Tau Kap
pa Epsilon social fraternity.
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wou ld turn a round to see who he was.
He kept on doi ng this until he saw
Avdo wa l k in. H is comi ng sti l l did
not help very much . Mugo was in a
terri b l e . state.
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In Kara - Douran, partridge
hunting was the biggest sport, as
baseball or football is in the U nit
ed States. Mugo had been the
hero of this sport for fifteen
yea rs, ever since the death of
Vartar.

How cou ld he stand Avdo taking
his place while he was sti l l alive and
healthy. He wou ld n't tolerate his even
com ing close to him; he did not be
l ieve in two heroes in one tow n. It
was too bad if Avdo had a good story,
and who knows maybe he did have
one. And all this should ha ppen when
he, Mugo, was not in the town . At
J east he cou ld learn what it was, or
he could do someth ing better duri ng
the week. How was he going to face
the boys . . . Always things ha ppen
at the wrong time .He shou ld have
been at home last week; he was sure
he cou ld do something about it.
It was not a hot day, but I cou ld
see the sweat running down his face.
He put his hand i nto his pocket and
took out his hand kerchief. Something
dropped on the floor, but nobody
pa id any attention, beqiuse coi ns very
often drop on the church floor during
the �ermon. I saw the "coin" in be
tween Mugo's feet. It was brownish
and as big as a half do llar. After he
wiped his face, he picked up the thing
he had· dropped and put it i n his
pocket.

After awhile the sermon was
over. Mugo was the first one to
come out of the church; I follow
ed him; he· saw that everybody,
especially Avdo went to the
usual gathering place - "Under
the Laurel Tree."

For quite some time there was a
foreboding silence. Nobody wanted
to start the conversation which wou ld
inevita bly be about hunting and na
turally about Avdo. I was su rprised
to see Mugo less nervous than be
fore; I thought he would have been
more jittery. I was anxious to see
what was going on . i n Mugo and what
wou ld ha ppen to him after he heard
Avdo's story about his hunting trip.
I decided to start the conversation. "I
th ink the h u nting season for partridge
will be over in a couple, of wee ks." I
said. Everybody looked at Avdo, he
was the hero, he had to answer that
uestion; he was silent. I looked at
ugo. It was fun ny; an hour before
e had been a nervous rag and now
I saw him smoking his
cigaret so

�

ca l m ly; and when he saw Tom was
not tal k i ng and althoug h he did not
want to ta lk that day but listen fi rst,
he said, "Is that · rig ht, Avdo?"
'
"Yes," answered Avdo.
Mugo was happy that finally Avdo
had opened his mouth, but Avdo did
not go beyond that one word, yes.
Harout came to Mugo's rescue-God
save his sou l . He took his pipe out of
h is mouth, which he used to keep it
i n all the time and said, "I reckon ti:iat
w i l l give enough time for the H unter
to outski l l Avdo."

Mugo did not even look at
Harout. He was smoking his
cigaret, as if that statement re
ferred to somebody else.

Paul, who was cutti ng on a piece
of wood with his kn ife, said, "I don't
thi n k the H u nter can come even close
to Avdo in two years." Everybody
l aughed. I just couldn't explain ,it.
Mugo had taken a dignified prisition
and was ca lmly rol l i ng his s�ond
ciga ret. He wa,s a chain smoker. What
cou ld have happened i n such short
time to bring that change in him?
Mugo lig hted the ciga ret, took a
cou ple of puffs a nd said, "Who knows;
maybe I wi l l not be able to outdo
Avdo at a l l . My eyes are not so good;
I am getting older; I am not going to
l ive forever; Kara-Dou ran needs a
hero." He stopped for a second, took
a good puff on his ciga ret and said,
"Avdo, my boy, let us hea r about it."
Something was going on in Mugo; I
knew it was not defeatism, as the rest
of them thought, but I could not tel l
what.

"Yes, Avdo,· tell him what hap
pened. Let him hear it from you,"
said Paul.

"That is right, Avdo my boy; let
me hear it from you," said Mugo.
Avdo looked a round. When he saw
that everybody wa nted him to tel l the
story, he started. "Last Monday morn
i ng, after I got up, I saw that it was
perfect weather for hu nting at the
Twin Rocks region. I told my wife
that I was not going · to work, but i n
stead I was going h unting. I was not
l ucky at fi rst; for two hours I did not
see a single feather. I was very
thi rsty. On my way to Bold H i l l , I
stopped at Maiden Spring for a dri nk
of water, after which I sat down to
rest. Wh ile I was rol l i ng a ciga ret. I
heard pebbles clicking down the
slope. At this instant four partridges
took to the a i r. Ba ng ! Bang! Two of
them fel l down. I ejected the em pty
shel l and l oaded the gu n and bang !
bang ! the other two fel l down."

"Bravo! Bravo!" I heard some
of the boys saying.

"That's what I ca l l hunting," said
Ha rout.
"You are not kidding, boy," said
Bedros.
Avdo's su�cess was rea l l y sensa
tion a l . Eeverybody was excited except
Mugo, who was smoking his ciga ret
so calmly. By this time, his attitude
had attracted not only my attention
but a lso the attention of a l l the others.
When he saw that everybody was
si lent, he turned to Avdo and said,
"Is that a l l ? I thought you had some
thi ng better. I thought some day
somebody wou ld be a good enough
hu nter to take my place and my name,
'The H unter' and carry it honora bly
as I have done in the past two de
cades." He took out his tobacco case
and started rol l ing his third ciga ret.

I had never seen Mugo so re
laxed. Why was he underestimat
ing Avdo's hunting skill which
was unique in the hunting his- ,
tory of Kara-Douran?

"Well, boys," he said fi nall y, "I
was going to keep th is one, but I
guess I have to tel l it." He lig hted his
ciga ret and after a cou ple of puffs,
he began: "As you may have heard,
during the past fifteen days I was i n
Beirut visiting friends. a n d relatives;
meanwhile I had my eyes checked
up. Here," he said taking a pa ir of
g lasses from his pocket and putti ng
them on his eyes, "th is is what the
doctor gave me. They looked a l l right
to me but I had to try them. My
nephew, Van, who is going to school
in Beirut, knew what I meant. He
took me down to 'Ti r aux pigeons'
pigeon shooti ng contest. He said if I
cou ld shoot down three i n succession,
the glasses were a l l right. It w i l l take
a l ong time to explain to you, wh ich
I wil l not, the difficu lty of pigeon
shooting at 'Tir Aux Pigeons;' but I'll
j ust say that i n ten years, a French
captain has been the only one to
shoot down eight in succession and re
ceive the first medal for his ski l l .
Yours truly, The Hunter , of Kara
Dour'an shot down eleven in succes
sion and got this." He th rust his hand
into his pocket and took out a medal
and ha nded it to the one who was
next to him.
I t went arou nd and fin ally came to
me. There was an inscription on the
meda l written in French, and I was
the only one who could read French.
·
After I had read it, 1 gave it back to
Mugo who put it into his pocket, took
out his tobacco sack and sta rted roll 
i n g h is fourth ciga ret.

George, who was an admirer
of Mugo, stood up and said,
"Kara-Douran has produced one
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Grad students,
new freshmen ·
swell enrolment

S�ER SCHOOL
registmtion
has t.opped the all-time high of
824 set in 1948, a year that saw
most schools filled to capacity by
the veteran enrolment.
Dr. Newell Gates, Registrar, told
a News reporter last Friday that
' "registration will certainly equal
and probably surpass the 824 fig
ure set a few years back." At that
time, 821 pers<ms had already reg
istered, and at least four others
were scheduled to
register
on
Monday.

Dr.
�tes
attributes
the
large number t.o several factors ; one of which is the num
ber of students on the accelineers
erated progria.m
which
will
enable them to complete four
>f the
academic years in three full
Len in
i.dents
years by taking summer courses. Another factor is
that
m the
several students are beginning
l this
their first quarter's work this
vment
summe r instead of waiting till
there
1ot be
flall.
mice
A brief study of class cards and
going
registrar's records indicate
that
the greatest majority of students
were
than
are enrolled in education courses.
This is explained by the
great
other
number of area teachers enrolled
:tively
for extra credit or finishing un
�ering
dergraduate work.
elec
Dr. Gates went on to say he be
lieved there are
more
graduate
�mical
students attending
the
summer
session than ever before. This is
_
an unofficial estimate as it will
ri.a.t
take more. time befor.e any official
tabulation can be released.
mo;
Records also show the average
,_ The
age of summer school students to
8
"ll
run a trifle higher than during
ac u - .
' the regular year, and the housing
' ru problem is slight, if any, because
g
ro �
a large percent of the students
commute · every day.
eThe official figures will be published as S'oon as possible.
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Work started on $40,00 0
new frat house for Phi Sigs
WORK WAS begun on a $40,000 new fraternity house for Phi
'
Sigma Epsilon on J u ne 2. The construction is the first house
ever built by a fraternity or sorority in the history of Eastern.
Completely modern in every manner, the house w i l l be home
for some 38 members and a housemother by October l if the
weather is favorable during the next th ree months.

�

1otlte11.!

·s

NOLAN SIMS, president of the Phi Sigma Epsilon
alumni association turns the fi rst scoopful of
dirt in the groundbreaking ceremonies of the new

Phi Sig fraternity house. Looking on are President
Robert G. Bu:z:zard (right) and Claud Sanders, pres
ident of the fraternity.

The ground-breaking
ceremon
ies took place. the afternoon of
June 2, and among the notables
present were
President
Robert
G. Buzzard, Nolan Sims, president
of the alumni association,
Dean
Rudolph Anfinson, and Dean Hob
art Heller.
Local radio and newspaper mem
bers were on hand to present an
on-the-spot coverage of the event.
The ceremoni•es were rebroadcast
later that same day.
The 'dream house' will be locat
ed on Second street, and will be
far removed from the other fra
ternity and OSQrority homes. It will
be a two-story building with nine
rooms upstairs housing four mem�
hers each, and the officers
are
sch�duled to live downstairs. The
housemother will occupy an apart
ment consisting of two rooms.
Besides the meeting rooms and

completely furnished lounge, ,a
modern kitchen is also included in
the plans. Complete cooking faci
lities plus all new appliances are
planned for the fortunate occup
ants.
To add to the luster, the house
will be covered with stucco with
halite underneath.
This material
will cause the building to be al
most 100 percent fireproof.
The old residence, located
on
Seventh street, will be up for sale,
according to Claud Sanders, presi
dent of the fraternity.
Sanders, in commenting on the
move, had this to say, "We feel
this new house should set a pat
tern for the campus. We are very
pleased with the thought of being
the first to accomplish such a pro
ject. We were not at all sad at
leaving the old 11.ouse."
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Three Paintings by
_Sl13.
\'CHE.'1. Ballet by Degas, HS
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a.m. Henri Matis se, HS
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l" p.m. Archery Shdes, A17.
. JO p.m. The Archers Paradox,

1

vanf
.
ea'l : lO p.m. Competitors

in Big
. .dusiness, HS113.
2 : 10 p.m.
Making
Learning
Meaningfull, HS113.
3: 10 p.m. poctor Speaks His
Mind, S118.
7 :10 p.m. Making a Serigraph,
P17.
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Worn•
$2, 064
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8 : 10 a.m. We Speak A � in; The
Rehabilitation of Laryn�ctomized
Patients, speech clinic.
8 : 10 a.m. New Voices, speech
clinic.
8 : 10, 9 :10, 1 1 : 10 a.m., 3 : 10 p.m.
The Big Story, S118.
8 : 10, 9.10 a.m. The Inner Mah
Steps (hit, HS113.
10 : 10 a.m. Characteristics of a
Good Teacher, MlO.
11 : 1 0 a.m. Heredity, 8305.
1 : 10 p.m. Follow the Arrow,
A17.
1 : 10 p.m. Bows and, Arrows,
A17.
3 : 10 p.m. Report of the Living,
Sl18 . .
Tuesday
8 : 10, 1 1 : 10 a.m. Principles of
Child Developme·nt, HS113.
·

Ca mpus Fellowship
attends U of I m eeting
CAMP.US 'FELLOWSHIP members attended the meeting of
the University of Illinois Campus
Fellowship last 1 Friday to hear a
British speaker, David Abeney.
Last meeting of the year was
held iast pight in .the form of a
picnic to which the members of
the University of Illinois Fellow
ship were invited.

Engagement
MISS ROSEMARY Orlea recently
became engaged to Mr. Donald
F. Lang.
Miss Orlea is a junior elemen
tary major from Danville and a
member of Independent Student
Association.
Mr. Lang is ,a freshman indus
trial arts maij or from Chicago and
a membe r of Kappa Sigma Kappa.

hu nter and that is Mugo, The
Hunter," and left. Nobody dis
ag reed with George and for a
long time nobody said anything.

"What is the time?" asked Ha nnes.
"Twelve-thirty," I saicf.
"Oh, it is past l unch time," said
Ha n nes.
,
Harout was the first one to leave;
then Pau l ; then a l l the rest of them,
one by one. When Avdo sta rted to
leave, Mugo asked him to stay a min
ute. He wa nted to ta l k to him.
They were a few yards away and

overheard Mugo say, "Avdo, my boy,
that damn. story you told does not
sou nd right to me. There must be
someth ing wrong some place. It just
does not sound right. You better do
·
someth in.g to it."

"Not unless you do something
to yours," said Avdo with a big
grin on his face.

"Now come on, Avdo, come on,
tel l me the truth."
"Well," said Avdo, "the story is al
most true, except that I shot all four
partridges with the first two shots."

by Ja mes G a rn e r
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Mugo looked at me, then
with a big smile on his face and sa·
"Why, you . . . you . . . you . . .
Then he thrust his hand into h
pocket, took o_ut the medal and th
it as fa r away as he cou ld.
Avdo went home. I invited
for lunch. On our way home I sa·
"Mugo, I saw you th rowing aw
your meda l ."
"Yes," replied Mugo. "It was j
someth i ng I picked up in one of
streets in Beirut."
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10:10 a.m. How the. School Can
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(Honorable Mention)
pay my insurance before it ain't
M I KE SAT at the kitchen tab l e gazi ng out the rairrstreaked windo�. The rain
bounced agai nst the glass and thel'l s l id down to form a crazy pattern of
no good?"
..,
l ittle rivers a l l over the pa n_e .
He quickly turned his head dow
ward and stared at the rug.
He g u l ped the last dri n k from the cup, lighted a cigarette, and then tried
Barnes remained silent for a few
to remember when it hadn't rained that spring.
moments, and then in a very soft
Hell, it seemed to him l i ke ten years since the sun had shone! Suppose the
voice replied, "Mike, you know thirl911
Democrats wou ld bl ame this on the
a i n't going any to.o good around h�
Republicans, too. If this damn depresswore softly for having forgotten his
I ai n't sold a hog si nce way last y�a�
sion a nd ra i n doesn't stop i n a hu rry
boots. His cursi ng then turned to Opal
and corn ai n't worth a dime a bus hell
e v e r y b o d y is gonna starve, he
and her constan t compl aining. She
Tel l you the truth, I'm durri near
thought.
acts l i ke it's my fau l t that the whole
ready to se l l out and head south. Doc
His wife, Opal, was bending
country :is goofed u p, he thought. I f
Peters told me that one more healf
over a galvanized tub slowly
a man only knowed how a woman
rubbing a pair of faded overalls
was goi ng to· act they oughta look ... attack l i ke the last one and that's all
she wrote."
over a washboard. Her cotton
around before gettin' hitched.
·

dress was hi ked up behind revealing tiny varicose veins across
the back of her knees. Her hair
fell in tangled strands, and her
only attempt to make it appear
neat was to push a few stra nds
behind her ears.

As Mi ke pushed his cha ir back,
Opal turned suddenly and said,
"Mike, I - a in't m ea n i ng to be griping,
but don't you th ink you'd better ask
Mr. Barnes for l ast month's wages
'cause if that insurance premium ain't
paid by Friday i t ai n't no gocx:J . "
Mike didn't answer right away, and
when he did his voice was strained
to keep from screaming. He finally
answered, "I've told you a hundred
times that Barnes ain't a hel l uva lot
better off than we are. He told me
he'd pay me thi rty bucks as soon as
he could se ll some hogs. · Now ju st
shut up about it, w i l l ya?"

The barn was dry and the heat
from twenty head of Jersey cows
made it al most comfortable. Mike
walked down the middle aisle to
the back where he grabbed a
milk bucket from the wall, picked up a one-legged stool, and
started the morning's milking.

After he had finished and had put
clean straw in every stanchion, Mi ke
left the barn and headed for Barnes'
house. He cleaned the mud from his
shoes on the steps and knocked on
the door.
He heard the heavy steps of Bar_nes approaching the door, and step- ,
ped back as the door was ·opened. A
heavy, nea rly ba ld mah stood framed
in the doorway. Barnes looked down
at Mi ke and said, "What brings you
up here this time of the day? Come
on i n out of the rai n ."

Mike stepped inside the hallway, wiped his feet once again
on a throw-rug, and with his
eyes never quite meeting Barnes', he mumbled, "Well, Mr.
Barnes, me and Opal-uh-we
was wondering if you could-uh
-se& your way a s to letting us
have a few dollars so's we could

Opal whined back, "Hon, that .
thousand dollars is all I'd have if
anything was to happen to you.
At least ask Mr. Barnes for
enough to pay that."

Mike tu rned without a word and
wa l ked out into the rai n .
The ba rnya rd was muddy a nd he

Mike's head snapped up s�
denly and he blurted, "Now,
that's just what I told Opall Just
forget about me asking Mr. Bar
nes. I'll talk to that insurance man
and maybe he'll give me a few
more days. We'll make out some
ways, Mr. Barnes."
He turned to leave, but Barnes

caught him by the shoulder and said.
"Look, here's ten bucks, Mike. Taki
it -and pay off that insurance 'cautl
I wou ld n't want to think I caused Yot
to lose it, and f�om now on why don1
you start ta king a gal lon of mil� ex·
tra a day and sel l it i n town to pay
part of you r wages?"
"Well, gosh, thanks a heap, Mr.
Barnes, but you don't have to. I surt
appreciate it and that gallon of milk
oughta hel p out a lot."
"Go on in town now and pay

that insurance. Just be back in
time for milking . tonight."

Mi ke hurried down . the steps and
with a final wave of his hand, he half.
· ran, half-wa l ked through the mud\I
barnyard to his th ree-room tenart
house.
Opal was overjoyed, but as Mika
sta rted to leave for town she offer..

Pinnings
MISS DONNA Briggs recently be�
came pinned to Mr. John Purcell,
industrial arts major from St.
Elmo. She is a home economics ma
jor from Danville and a member
of Delta Sigma Epsilon social sor
ority and he is a member of Sigma
Tau Gamma social fraternity.
MISS BETH Bauer recently became pinned to Mr. Leonard
Cameron. Miss Bauer •is a l'resh
man business major from Effing
ham and Mr. Cameron, also from
Effingham, is a junior business
major and a member of Tau Kap
pa Epsilon social fraternity.
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Avdo
said,

a final word of warni ng by saying,
"For God's sake. Mike, don't git into
another crap game l i ke Christmas and
lose that ten. Just pay the i nsurance
and get home, please."

"

) his
threw
Mugo
said,
away
is just
of the

ain't
downa few
·y soft
thing s
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This time Mike made no effort
to restrain himself. He screamed,
"Listen to you! You gotta be grip
ing about something all the time,
don't ya? I'm getti ng mighty sick
of you harping about me losing
that thirty bucks. Just shut up
and leave me alone." He once
more started for the door.

"Hon, I'm just worried, that's a l l .
Barnes might not g ive u s anymore i f
you was to lose this.''
."HelJ , Barnes knows I'm about fed
up with his crap, too. He damn near
broke his arm getting i nto his bill
fold for this. Just as soon as I ca n find
another job I ' l l tel l Barnes to go to
hell so fast he won't know wha.t hap
pened." Mi ke's courage was building
with every word.

"Well, go on and pay that,"
Opal said, "and hurry back."

The road leadi ng i nto town was as
muddy as the barnyard, and Mike
cursed everyone from the WPA to the
President for not having enough
gravel on the road to keep a ma n's
feet dry. By the time he reached town,
he was ready to be nasty with the
first person he met. This unfortunate
soul turned out to be a boy of about
fi.fteen who was working in the h a rd
ware store. ·
The vi ll age was quite s mall, and
the hardware owner doubled as post
master and i nsurance salesman. Mi ke
wa l ked i nto the store, looked the boy
over, and said, "Where's old man Tur
ner? I wantc, pay off my insura nce."

The boy replied, "Mr. Turner is
home sick to bed, and if'n you
want to pay you have to go
down to his house."

Mi ke sta rted to swear at the boy,
but, instead, he turned and left the
store. He had every i ntention. to go
to Turner's house, but as he passed
the pool h a l l , he saw several men he
knew and figu red it would n't hurt to
go in and say" hel lo.
As he opened the door the group
of men· all tu rned and a l l had some
thing to say.

"How's old Mike these days?
-The old lady let you out?
Ain't seen you since Christmas,
hah, hah, and didn't expect you
now-Still working for Barnes?
Hear Roosevelt needs somebody
to clean up after his dog. Why
don't you look into that, Mike?"

�e didn't say a word and even
ma naged a smile at the last remark.
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"That's rig ht, go ahead and laugh,
but at least old Mi ke's working for a
l iving.''
One hump-shoul dered man said,
"Ain't no sense working these days.
We git fifteen bucks a month for
doi ng nothi ng.' A l l we gotta do is sign
a paper and act real g ratefu l."

Mike grinned and said, ''You
ain't catching old Mike eating
none of that wormy relief flour
or beans, boys, not long· as I can
still get out of bed and do a
day's work, Nosir, not old Mike."
His words had angered some of
the men, and he knew it.

"Since you're a working man and
making a l l sort:; of money, why don't
we ever see you in any crap games,"
one man asked ?
"Oh, he got enough of us a rou nd
Ch ristmas time," another chimed in.

Mi ke's temper suddenly got
the best of him and he screamed,
"That's right, crow your heads
off about me losing that thirty.
let's see if any you bastards is
willing to let me earn a little of
it back. How about you, Charlie?
You was the big winner if I re
member right?"

The man cal led Charlie smi led at
Mike and answered, "Su re, Mi ke, any
time you feel up to it. Always w i l l i ng
to let a man win his own money
back." This remark brought a big
roa r from the men.
"Come on then. Anybody that
wa nts in is welcome. We' l l use the
back table," Mike said.
Six of the men accepted Mike's

challenge, and they walked to
the back table which had a piece
of plywood propped against one
end that served as a bankboard
for the dice.

"High dice goes first," Charlie said.
Mike tossed and made a five. Charlie rol led a ten and no one topped it.

The game started with dimes
and quarters being bet. Mike's
luck was terrible, and in less than
an hour he had lost five of the
ten. When his turn with the dice
came, he tossed five dollar bills
on the green table top and said,
"Shoot it all.''

One of the men started to protest,
but Cha rlie cut him off by placing a
five dol lar b i l l on the ta ble and say
ing, ' "Your covered, Mike."
Mike took the dice, cupped them
in both ha nds, rnu rmered a prayer,
and rol l ed them across the table. The
dice bou nced off the board, spun
crazi ly for a few seconds, and then
came to a stop. A pa ir of black dots
stared back at Mike. Someone mutter-

ed, "craps," and Mike gri pped the
edge of the ta ble.

Without saying a word, Mike
walked slowly out of the build
ing. As he reached the sidewalk
he could hear the laughter of the
men inside.

He wal ked toward Turner's house,
hoping to get a _few day's extension
on the insura nce payment, but knew
· he wou ld n't get it. Tu rner wou ld n't
even ta l k about any more time, he
thought.
He was right. Turner told him
either to have the payment ready by
Friday or the policy wou ld elapse.
Mi ke did n't even have enough left
to swear at the man.

He spent the rest of the day
wandering around the village,
afraid to go home. He tried to
' borrow from everyone he knew,
but the all-powerful dollar was
no where to be had.

Final ly, a l ong time after the sun,
which had n't shone a l l day, had set,
Mike sta rted the t ri p home. His mind
was fil led with only one thought: how
could he ever expl a i n this to O pa l ?
He knew he coul d never possibly
raise the money by Friday, and that
i nsura nce policy for a thousand cfol
l a rs had meant a l ot. What was he
going to do? When does a m an's l uck
ever change? What the hel l's the use
of it a l l , anyway?
As .he wal ked through the barn
yard, his chai n of thought was sud
denly broken by a sou nd corni ng from
the barn. He stopped and l istened.
Then he knew what it was, and
suddenly he also knew what had to
be done to square thi ngs with Opa l .

The sound was dirt being
thrown against the barn by a
young bull Barnes had been
keeping around for no reason in
the world except that Mrs. Bar
nes had thought him cute when
he was a calf.

That was three years ago, and in
the last six months he had become
very mean. Mike remem bered at least
twice when the devil had chased him
all over the pasture whi l e he had been
trying to g et the cows in the barn.
Mrs. Ba rnes cal led him 'Knothead',
and it fit him perfectly.
Mike opened the barn door, reach
ed around the corner, and g rabbed a
pitchfork leaning agai nst the w a l l .
Then he opened t h e gate of the bull's
pen, closed it very del iberately beh i nd
him, and stood facing the bul l .
Without hesitating, Mike thrust the
pitchfork i nto the soft, brown nose of
the bul l u ntil 'Knothead' was bell ow,
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Grad students,
new freshmen ·
swell enrolment

SUM.MER SCHOOL
registm:tion
has topped the all-time high of
824 set in 1948, a year that saw
most schools filled t.o capacity by
the veteran enrolment.
Dr. Newell Gates, �gistrar, told
a News reporter last Friday that
'
"registration will certainly equal
and probably surpass the 824 fig 
ure set a few years back." At that
time, 821 persons had already reg
istered, and at least four others
were scheduled to
register
on
Monday.

Dr.
GQtes attributes the
large number to several fac
tors ; one of which is the num
ber of students on the accel
erated prog1181m
which
will
ineers
enable them to complete four
>f the
academic years in three full
I.en in
years by taking summer cour·
&dents
m the
ses. Another factor
is
that ·
J this
several students are beginning
vment
their first quarter's work this
there
summer instead of waiting till
flail.
'lOt be
A brief study of class cards and
ervice
going
registrar's records indicate
that
were
the greatest majority of :students
than
are enrolled in education courses.
other
This is explained by the
great
number of area teachers enrolled
:tively
for extra credit or finishing un
�ering
dergraduate work.
elec
Dr. Gates went on to say he be
imical
lieved there are
more
graduate
students attending
the
summer
session than ·ever before. This is
an unofficial esti mate as it will
rta.turtake more time befor.e any official
100,
tabulation can be released.
more
Records also show the average
Jo The
age of summer school students to
• will
run a trifle higher than during
acturthe regular year, and the housing
, rub- ·
problem is slight, if any, because
grow.
a large percent of the students
gradcommute · every day.
- deThe official figures will be pub
lished as S'Oon as possible.

Work starte d on $40,0 00
new frat house for Phi Sigs
WORK WAS begun on a $40,000 new fraternity house for Phi
'
Sigma Epsilon on J u ne 2. The construction is the first house
ever built by a fraternity or sorority in the h istory of Eastern.
Completely modern in every manner, the house wil l be home
for some 38 members and a housemother by October l if the
weather is favorable during the next three months.

�

otltM.!

·s

NOLAN SIMS, president of the Phi Sigma Epsilon
alumni association turns the first scoopful of
dirt in the groundbreaking ceremonies of the new

Phi Sig fraternity house. looking on are President
Robert G. Buu:ard (right) and Claud Sanders, pres
ident of the fraternity.

The ground-breaking
ceremon
ies took place the afternoon of
June 2, and among the notables
present were
President
Robert
G. Buzzard, Nolan Sims, president
of the alumni association,
Dean
Rudolph Aniinson, and Dean Hob
art Heller.
Local radio and newspaper mem
bers were on hand to present an
on-the-spot coverage of the event.
The ceremonies were rebroadcast
later that same day.
The 'dream house' will be locat
ed on Second street, and will be
far removed from the other fra
ternity and •sorority homes. It will
be a two-story building with nine
rooms upstairs housing four mem
bers each, and the
officers
are
schtduled to live downstairs. The
housemother will occupy an apart
ment consisting of two rooms.
Besides the meeting rooms and

completely furni•shed lounge, ,a.
modern kitchen is also included in
the plans. Complete cooking faci
lities plus all new appliances are
planned for the fortunate occup
ants.
To add to the luster, the house
will be covered with stucco with
halite underneath.
This material
will cause the building to be al
most 100 percent fireproof.
The old residence, located
on
Seventh street, will be up for sale,
according to Claud Sanders, presi
dent of the fraternity.
Sanders, in commenting on the
move, had this to say, "We feel
this new house should set a pat
tern for the campus. We are very
pleased with the thought of being
the first to accomplish such a pro
ject. We �re not at all sad at
leaving the old b.ouse."
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t� Inverte-

Three Paintings by
.8113.
Ballet by D egas, HS

jJ \!CHE.� .

1cals
l a a.m.
o
.::
1
IT
1 S thi
,

Henri

Matisse,

HS

,

'f' p.m. Archery Slides, A17.
.sO p.m. The Archers Paradox,

var1f
.
ea'l :lO
•

p.m. Competitors i n Big
. .d'usiness, HS113.
2 : 10
·p.m.
Making
Learning
Meaningfull, HS113.
3 : 10 p.m. Doctor
Speaks
His
Mind, Sl18.
7 : 10 p.m. Making a Serigraph,
P17.

Thursday

10:10 a.m. How the. School Can
Educate for mental Health, MlO.

Friday

•

8 : 10 a.m. We Speak A !;l; ain; The
Rehabilitation of Laryn�ctomized
Patients, speech clinic.
8 : 10 a.m. New Voices,
speech
clinic.
8 : 10, 9 : 10, 1 1 : 10 a.m., 3 : 10 p.m.
The Big Story, S118.
8 : 10, 9.10 a.m. The Inner Mah
Steps ()ut, HS113.
10 : 10 a.m. Characteristics of a
Good Teacher, M lO.
1 1 : 10 a.m. Heredity, S305.
1 :10 p.m. Follow
the
Arrow,
A17.
1 : 10 p.m. Bows
and, Arrows,
A17.
3 : 10 p.m. Report of" the Living,
S118 . .
Tuesday
8 : 10, 1 1 : 10 a.m.
Principles
of
Child Development, HS113.

AH
fu n

i ng l i ke a wounded elephant · and
throwing bloody foam all over the
pen . Mike then stopped and stepped
back u ntil his back ru bbed the side
of the barn.

APP<
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of OJl
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�

y

Last meeting of the
ear was
held iast pight in .the form of a
picnic to which the members of
the University of Illinois Fellow
ship were invited.

Engageme nt
MISS ROSEMARY Orlea recently
became engaged to Mr. Donald
F. Lang.
Miss Orlea is a junior elemen
tary major from Danville and a
member of Independent Student
Association.
Mr. Lang is 1a freshman indus
trial arts mllljor from Chicago and
a member of Kappa Sigma Kappa.

Just as the b u l l started to charge
at him, Mike smiled and softly mur
mured, "Come on, Knothead, let's
make that thousand dol lar point the
hard way."

WEDNESI
HONORABLE MENTIONS are not
ed, but are listed alphabeticall,i
cording to the author's last name.

- Born of Si n

board
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by Ma rilyn K rueger

$ 3.25
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$2,06(
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total
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ing $
cents

(Honorable Mention)
"HURRY U P, Maud!
don't want to miss any of this. It looks l i ke the whole
county is here !"
Jed P h i l l i ps hu rried his wife across the dusty Mai n: Street of Ca nyon City
a nd qu ickly ushered her through the swinging doors of the Silver Spur Saloon.
Yes, it did seem as though the whole county was present. Probably every
horse, rig, and carriage of Canyon City, at least, was hitched outside the Silver
Spur on that hot, stifling mid-August
his friend's face.
afternoon. All work had stopped-the
forthcoming event made chores seem
"Buck up! Yes sir, this'l l rea lly be
comparatively unimportant.
someth i ng. I'm just g l ad it isn't me
The Silver Spu r-center for
goin' to be u p there on tri a l . There's
every type of activity from beer
no tel l i n' what they'l l pi n on h i m !"
brawls and dancing to marriages
The room was nea rly fu l l . All the
and pony express stopovers
seats had been taken l ong ago, and
had taken on the guise of a court
people were sta nding wherever there
room. That wasn't unusual, for
was. room to stand. Only the front row
"trials" were held there several
remai ned vacant-that was reserved.
times each week. The usual pro
The crowd h ad fi nished tal king, and
cess of holding trial was usually
everyone was begi nning to look
so vague, however, that the regu
arou nd the room, waiting for some
lar saloon activities continued
thing to happen.
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while the "trial" was progressing
in one corner of the noisy,
smoke-filled, yet glittering bar
room .

Ca m pus Fel l owship
a ttends U of I meeting
CAMP.US
FELLOWSHIP
members attended the meeting
of
the University of Illinois Campus
Fellowship last 1Friday· to hear a
British speaker, David Abeney.
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Jed scanned the room. "Things
should start poppin' pretty soon.
Yeah, here comes Bronson and
his brood now.':

The room was fil led with noise on
that day too, but not with the usual
singing and laughing amid the danc
ing· girls and poker games that made
the Silver Spur what it was- the best
entertainment house in the then strug
glin g new state of Texas. The noises
that afternoon were low and rumb
l i ng-that of over seventy-five people
casting their opinions concerning the
trial which was to begin within the
next fifteen mi nutes.
Jed Ph i l l i ps spotted his friend, Wil
Mowrey, standing a lone on the other
side of the room, and, l eaving Maud
with her women friends, he threaded
his way between the temporary rows
of benches to Wil's side.

Yes, the arrival of La ne Bronson
meant that the proceedi ngs would
soon begi n . If the town had not been
cal led Canyon City, it could just have
wel l been cal l ed "Bronson" City-that
is the way thi ngs stood. La ne Bronson
either owned or control led every
busi ness in the town, and he had ab
sol ute control over every official
this was common knowledge. Can
yon City had a mayor, a town cou ncil.
a sheriff, and severa l deputies, but it
it still safe to say that "Lane Bronson's
word was law-by one way or an
other."
The sheriff, head deputy, and
Bronson's right hand "attorney," Mat
Enders, took their pl aces on the front
bench a long with Bronson .
Enders
was to handle the ·prosecution since
he a l so acted as Town Prosecutor.

"Howdy, Will Say, this is goin'
to be quite the show, eh?"

Wil Mowrey's solemn dark eyes
hardly moved as Jed came u p- beside
him. His reply was distant and dis
concerted-almost as though he had
been in a daze.
Oh, hel lo, Jed. Yes, qu ite a show,"
he said uncomforta bly.

J udge Gamble took his place
at the front of the room, and, as
he did so, a knowing glance pas
sed between him and Bronson.
Gamble pounded his gavel three
times to obtain order in the al
ready ominously quiet room, and
then announced, ''The court will
now come to order. Bring in the

·

"What's eatin' you anyway,
man?" queried Jed, unable to
comprehend the faraway, help
less expression which he saw on

prisoner."

Two deputies left the room and
turned a few minutes later with
defendant, whom they had fetc
from the jail, two doors down t
street.
The defenda nt, . Abraham Tyl
though actually of medium height a
rather slender build, possessed su
poise that he gave an appearanQI cl
greater stature-he had an air of al
most king-l i ke qual ity. His a
ance seemed to have demanded
response of u nexplai nable res P,911
which he received from the on-loOI
ers. There was truly something differi
ent about that middle-aged man with
the pierci ngly dark eyes and the flOW1
ing brown hair which reached near!i
to his shou lers. About him was an urr
defi nable air of self-assura nce-a�
as though he already knew just what
was in store.
As Abraham took his place in
the defenda nt's chair at the front
of the room, he was sworn in by
the head deputy. "Do you swear
to tell the truth . . . so help you

God?"

J

Abra ham answered steadi ly,
k·
ing at the Bible beneath his ha
'1
do."
Everyone was silent-waitin{fj Mat
Enders glanced over at Bronson as W
to receive a signal and then arose
from his seat. Jed Phil lips leaned over
and whis pered to Wi l, ''Wel l, here.
goes. I'm sure g l ad I'm not sittin' up
in that chair."
Mat Enders walked over to the

defendant and asked, slowly anf
deliberately, "Abraham Tyl8'Jl
have you or have you not ap
proached a number of the citi
zens of this community and at·
tempted to indoctrinate them
with what you call 'the right way
of life?'

The defendant answered, equal
as slowly and deli berately, "I hal
spoken to many of the people, te lli rt
them of the only real way, ' t he al
satisfying, way of l ife."
Enders looked pleased-like a big
cat about to jump on its hel pless pre)1_
"Tell me," he said, "how does Canyt
II

Pinnings
MISS DONNA Briggs recently be.:
came pinned to Mr. John Purcell,
industrial arts major
from
St.
Elmo. She is a home econ·omics ma
jor from Danville and a member
of Delta Sigma Epsilon 4locial sor
ority and he is a member of Sigma
Tau Gamma social fraternity.
MISS BETH Bauer recently became pinned to
Mr.
Leonard
Cameron. Miss Bauer •is a fresh
man business major from Effing
ham and Mr. Cameron, also from
Effingham, is a junior business
major and a member of Tau Kap
pa Epsilon social fraternity.
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City compare with B i l l ings Springs, or
Shenoa, or Buffal o Gate, or any of
the towns around these parts?" He
did not leave time for an answer, but
quickly continued, "There isn't much
comparison, is there? Why, those
towns are l ike cow sheds compared to
Canyon City. And you go around say
ing that we don't l i ve right."
Abraham remained silent, and
Enders showed obvious pride at
the use of his logic. He turned
around and fairly beamed at the
audience. Some rewarded him
with q uiet snickers while others
were intent upon hearing more.

Then Abraham spoke, "It is not the
physical conditions of this community
that I speak of." He spoke quietly and
evenly, al most as if he were a father
speaking to his bewildered child,
"People also need provisions for their
souls, not merely their bodies. This
hel p must come from Above-from
one greater than any man here on
Earth."
The crowd began to stir. Enders
wheeled around and faced the audi
ence. "You heard that, folks, but what
do you think? I think Mr. Bronson,
here, has done a spanking good job
of building up this town for us. Who's
to say we aren't wel l off? What other
town around here can compare with
ours?"
. With
that,
Bronson
turned
around and glanced at his men
standing at the back of the room.
One of them caught his glance
and quickly said, "He's right! I
think we're doin' all right just
as we are!"

"Who says we need

any

help?"

boasted another.
"Just that guy up there," answered
another of Bronson's men, pointing
an accusing finger towards Abraham.
Those comments were enough
to get the rest of the crowd start
ed. One indignant voice after
another proclaimed
until
the
room was filled with noise.

Abraham, still by all measures
calm, looked over at Wi l · Mowrey. A
l ook of helpless anguish passed over
Wi l's face, but he made no move.
Abraham returned an expression . of
father-like, though hurt, understand
ing.
" I don't think he's quite right in his
head!" jeered one of Bronson's men.
"I don't want that man near
my children!" was the fearful
c ry of one mother.

"He' l l try to turn then'I against us!"
added another.
''That's right! The man must be
crazy!"
'We don't want no crazy man
around here !"
"He should be hung from the near
est tree!"
"Let's have a lynchin'!"
That seemed to have been the
answer. Everyone was complete
ly unstrung. The men all headed
for Abraham while the women
stood aside and watched-fear
ful, yet eager to see what was
happening.

Lane Bronson cast a congratulatory
look at Mat Enders, and then signaled
the rest of his men to join the crowd.
Abraham was half-shoved, half
carried through the swinging doors
and out into the street. It was late af-

ternoon, but the sun sti l l shone with
great intensity. The mob started to
make its way toward the hill at the
edge of town, at the top of which
stood the mighty oak that had served
so many times before.
Through all of this Abraham
remained cal m and self-control
led. He showed no signs of fear
or hysteria-only shadows of sor·
row covered his face.

"Heres your rope necktie," heckled
one of the men, fl inging a heavy rope
at Abraham.
The rope hit Abraham hard, sting
ing his face and arms. He picked up
the rope and carried it the rest of the
. way, his face bleeding · from a cut on
his forehead.
When, at last, the branches of
the mighty oak spread ovethead,
the rope was t!lken and one end
was flung upward and fastened
around one of the strong limbs.
Abraham was put on a horse, his
hands were bound behind his
back, and the noose was slipped
over his head.

The once boisterous crowd became
silent.
Judge Gamble asked of Abraham,
"Have you any last words, Abraham
Tyler?"
The soft sobbing of a women could
be heard from within the crowd, and
the bright, sunny sky of a few min
utes before had become overcast wit�
dark, ominous clouds-the day was
almost as night and a chill wind blew
over the crowd.
' Abraham turned his face upward
and prayed, "Father forgive them, for
they know not what they do!"
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A Sheaf of Short Essays
by John Keiser
(First Prize)

A Row Across the Lake
About· the · author
MR. JO!fN Keiser makes his initial appearance in the literary supplement

with his sheaf of essays. Mr. Keiser is
a

freshman social science major

Mt.

Olive.

Most Eastern baseball

from

member of the Panther diamond nine.
He is an active member of Sigma Tau
Gamma fraternity .

:tively
eering
elec
imical

fans

will be familiall" with Keiser as he is a
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NEARLY ANY morning in late fal l or winter my hunting companion and I may
be found standing on the banks of a small lake near our home, gazing
into the stream rising from the water and striving for a glimpse of the opposite
shore . It is there our duck bl ind is l ocated and the place we spend many hours
during this time of year. The thrill of the hunt, however; seems to assume sec
ondary importance as we stand in the pre-dawn sti l l ness and inhale the crisp,
clear winter air. Truly every sense is
from its mooring against a large mos
alive and the surroundings more than
sy log. The gl istening frost is wiped
satisfy sensory longings to be cleared
from the seats and the oars are placed
of the usual cloudings of everyday
silently into their l ocks. With a little
happenings. The boat is reached.
crackl ing of ice and moaning of frost
Quietly as po�sible it is unfastened
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SUM.MER SCHOOL
registriation
has topped the all-time high of
824 set in 1948, a year that saw
most schools filled to capacity by
the veteran enrolment.
Dr. N ewell Gates, Registrar, told
, a News reporter last Friday that
"registration will certainly equal
and probably surpass the 824 fig
ure set a few years back." At that
time, 821 persons had already reg
istered, and at least four others
were scheduled to
register
on
Monday.

Dr.
Gates
attributes
the
large number to several fac·
tors ; one of which is the num
ber of students on the accel·
erated progna.m
which
will
enable them to complete four
academic years in three full
year� by taking summer cour·
ses. Another factor
is that
several students are beginning
their first quarter's work this
summer instead of waiting till
flall.
A brief study of class cards and
registrar's records indicate
that
the greatest majority of students
are enrolled in education courses.
This is explained by the
great
number of area teachers enrolled
for extra credit or finishing un
dergraduate work.
Dr. Gates went on to say he be
lieved there are
more
graduate
students attending
the
summer
session than ever before. This is
an unofficial estimate as it will
take more time befor.e any official
tabulation can be released.
Records also show the average
age of summer school students to
run a trifle higher than during
the regular year, and the housing
problem is slight, if any, because
a large percent of the students
commute every day.
The official figures will be pub
lished as ·S'Qon as possible.

Work started o n $40,00 0 · .
n ew frat house for Phi Sigs

'WORK WAS begun on a $40,000 new fraternity house for Phi
Sigma Epsilon on June 2 . The construction is the first house
ever bui lt by a fraternity or sorority in the history of Eastern.
Completel y modern in every manner, the house will be home
for some 38 members and a housemother by October 1 if the
weather is favorable during the next three months.

�

otlteA.!

NOL AN SIMS, president of the Phi Sigma Epsilon
alumni association turns the first scoopful of
dirt in the groundbreaking ceremonies of the new

Phi Sig fraternity house. Looking on are President
Robert G. Buzzard (right) and Claud Sanders, pres·
ident of the fraternity.

The ground-breaking
ceremon
ies took place the afternoon of
June 2, and among the notables
present were
President
Robert
G. Buzzard, Nolan Sims, president
of the alumni association,
Dean
Rudolph Anfinson, and Dean Hob
art Heller.
Local radio and newspaper mem
bers were on hand to present an
on-the-spot coverage of the event.
The ceremoni'es were rebroadcast
later that same day.
The 'dream hous,e' will be locat
ed on Second street, and will be
far removed from the other fra
ternity and •Sorority homes. It will
be a two-story building with nine
rooms upstairs housing four mem
bers each, and the
officers
are
sch duled to live downstairs. The
housemother will occupy an apart
ment consisting of two rooms.
Besides the meeting rooms and

f

completely furni1shed
lounge, .a.
modern kitchen is also included in
the plans. Complete cooking faci
lities plus all new appliances are
planned for the fortunate occup
ants.
To add to the luster, the house
will be covered with stucco with
halite underneath.
This material
will cause the building to be al
most 100 percent fireproof.
The old residence, located
on
Seventh street, will be up for sale,
according to Claud Sanders, presi
dent of the fraternity.
Sanders, in commenting on the
move, had this to say, "We feel
this new house should set a pat
tern for the campus. We are very
pleased with the thought of being
the first to accomplish such a pro
ject. We �re not at all sad a t
leaving the old Q.ouse."
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Three Paintings by
.S113.
..) \'CHE.�. Ballet by Degas, HS

;

1cals
a.m. Henri Matis se, HS
IT 1 .:ola
IS thi·
.
"P p.m. Archery Shdes, Al 7.

·

,

. JO p.m. The Archers Paradox,

vanf
.
ea'I :.lO
p.m. Competitors
·

•

in Big
, rl'usiness, HS113.
2 :10 p.m.
Making Learning
Meaningfull, HS113.
3 : IO p.m. poctor Speaks His
Mind, S118.
7 : 10 p.m. Making a Serigraph,
PI7.
Thursday
IO:lO a.m. How the School Can
Educate for mental Health, MIO.
FTiday
8 : 10 a.m. We Speak A � in; The
Rehabilitation of Lacyn�ctomized
Patients, speech clinic.
8 : 10 a.m. New Voices, speech
clinic.
8 : 10, 9 :10, l l : IO a.m., 3 : 10 p.m.
The Big Story, S118.
8 : IO, 9.10 a.m. The Inner Mah
Steps Out, H S113.
IO: lO a.m. Characteristics of a
Good Teacher, MIO.
!l :IO a.m. Heredity, S305.
I :lO p.m. Follow the Arrow,
A17.
1 :10 p.m. Bows and, Arrows,
A I 7.
3 : IO p.m. Report of the Living,
Sl18 . .
Tuesday
8 :10, 1 1 : 10 a.m. Principles of
Chila Development, HS113.
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shrunken planks the boat is afloat.
Oars dip i nto the rippling water deft
Ty but smoothly and silently. Occa
sionally we are startled by the whir
of a ducks' wi ngs rudely awakened
from his. reverie. Soon we should be
across, the time for this journey is
well fixed in my mind and I await

the gentle nudge that means we have
reached the other bank. Ah, there it
is and not any too soon for the mist
and steam are begi nning to lift from _
the water and I notice a faint glow i n
the east. Again with a s much silence
as can be mustered the boat is fasten
ed to the shore, equipment is should-

My Father's Hobby
MY FATHER was the first and one of the finest fishermen I ever knew. As long
as I can remember on nearly any evening several hours after dark, he
would return with a stringer loaded with large and it seemed to me beautiful
black bass. Never was I as eager to grow up fast as I was then. To go fishing
with my father was my fondest dream. The time came, however, when he con
sidered me old enough. to accompany him on his fishing trips. Of course I was
too young to handle a rod but I knew
whole thing at first but soon the won
I would learn fast by watching such ·
ders of the lake and its surroundings
an exper:t as my father truly was. Only
completely absorbed me. My father
big enough to see over the sides of
had told me that the mark of a true
the boat I was quite afraid of the
fisherman was his sense of apprecia-

WHAT KIND of personality does your fountain pen have? Is it the efficient,
always ready, and neat type; or does it require a bit of coaxing and hunting
for before it reluctantly offers its services? Indeed, I have been acquainted with
fountain pens with such complex personalities that it took some careful study
and consideration before I was able to comply with their needs so that they
might satisfy me as best they could. Some fountain pens are extremely particular
about the type of ink they use. If gi
ven the wrong kind or if they are i n a
of the species I think, will present
stubborn mood, they may become
their ink in proud, bold lines; while
sick and vomit out their i nk on my
the female pen usually gives forth a
newest shirt or sweater. Another type
much finer and more delicate li ne. A
of pen may hold its breath so stub
few pens have cli ng ing characteristics
bornly that the ink will refuse to come
out and it must be primed as would a
and once they attach themselves to my
pump. Some pens, usually the male
pocket will refuse to release their grip

MISS ROSEMARY Orlea recently
became engaged to Mr. Donald
F. Lang.
Miss Orlea is a junior elemen
tary major from Danville and a
member of Independent Student
Association.
Mr. Lang is 1a fresh
indus
trial arts maij or from Chicago and
a member of Kappa Sigma Kappa.

man

without a lengthy struggle. Most pens
possess a wanderlust, however, and
may be found in the oddest plaC911
They are forever turning up in bath
rooms and washing machines, and of.
ten remain behi nd in class rooms for
mysterious reasons. Then, of cour511
there are the brave and dashing pens
that do their work thousands of feet
i n the air and even are said to funo.
tion under the sea with equal skill
and ability. What a complex fell�
my fountain pen is; I think I will get
to know him better.

The 'Cl utch' P layer

attends U of I meeting

Engage ment

tion for the beauty of the fish
catches and the surroundings he ta
them from. Certainly I was beginn
to see why he always was i:iore c
and relaxed when he returned f
these trips than he ever was be
A more perfect picture of peace a
contentment can not be imagined t
the stillness of a summer night11. w
only the sounds of the water to
heard and the reflection of the moaa
and the trees to be seen in it.

Fountain Pens

C .l m pus Fel l owship
CAMP.US FELLOWSHIP m�mbers attended the meeting of
the University of Illinois Campus
Fellowship last 1Friday to hear a
British speaker, David Abeney.
Last meeting of the year was
held j.ast pight in .the form of a
picnic to which the members of
the University of Illinois Fellow
ship were invited.

ered, and we disappear into the d
ness of the surrounding woods. E
though we shall imitate this e
morning sojurn again and again
thrill and exhilaration of it is i
sible to describe accurately and
tainly is never to be lost on the
ory.

by Bob Borich
(Honorable Mention)

CRACK! THE sharp smack of the small ball connecting squarely against the club
sends a sweet fresh echo across the fai rwa y. A tiny white object lifts high
i nto the air and fades i nto a green hill some 25 0 yards away. The author of the
drive smilingly steps. back from the tee and accepts words of praise from his
three partners. I joi ned in the approval with, "Good ball, Ed," or some similar
ly appropriate comment. These were becoming monotonous as I watched first
Hugh, then Ben take a few practice
swings, bl.ast the ball out of sight,
fort from me; and, with an actor's
bend over and scoop the tee from the
poise, I played the part perfectly-up
dirt, all i n one mechan ical operation.
to a certai n point. I nonchalantly flip
I was conscious of the following
ped the correct wood from my bag
foursome , watching us, while they
and exhibited _professional form with
were waiting to drive off. I noticed
my practice swings. Simultaneously
their admiring gaze as I strode up to
knocking the dirt from my golf shoes
take my swing. The success of my
and looking down the fairway for any
stray golfers that would give me a
colleagues had given me an air of
confidence and aloofness. Naturally
reason to shout an authoritative
the onlookers expected a similar ef"fore", I thought what a great game

this golf is.

.

I imbedded my right cleated
shoe into the earth, gripped the
club in correct fashion, lined up
the ball, and I was ready.

Swish - it is a sickening sou1141
that a golf club makes when it
lashes at nothi ng but air; I was qui�
to recover; I passed the blunder off
as another practice swing and agaif
I was ready. This time I felt the clul
connect with the ball; it took a few
high bounces� rolled awhile, and
finally came to a halt about 50 yards
9way. Insti nctively I searched the end
of the club, as if looki ng· for faulty
construction. Or maybe my foot sliP1
ped, or the wind blew the ball off the

Pinnings
MISS DONNA Briggs recently be_:
came pinned to Mr. John Purcell,
industrial arts major from St.
Elmo. She is a home economics ma
jor from Danville and a member
of Delta Sigma Epsilon �ocial sor
ority and he is a member of Sigma
Tau Gamma social fraternity.
MI SS B;ETH Bauer recently became pinned to Mr. Leonard
Cameron. Miss Bauer •is a !resh
man business major from Effing
ham and Mr. Cameron, also from
Effingham, is a junior business
major and a member of Tau Kap
pa Epsilon social fraternity.

Appointments - When
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, t he
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tee. There cou ld be a thousand rea
sons for a poor shot.
I rationalized by thinking that
even the best golfers mess up a
shot once in a while; but, this
explanation fell through when I
followed my ball the short d is
tance down the fairway and pro
ceeded to gouge up a piece of
turf, large enough to re-sod my
front lawn, with my second shot.
I tossed my friends a sick grin as
I prepared for my third shot while
they were sti l l chasing their fi rst. By
the time my fel low golfers were far
ahead of me, I bel ted a beautiful 200
yard mid-iron drive onto the g reen.
Why cou ld n't I have done that back
at the tee with everyone looki ng on ?
Now that I was alone, den ied the op
portu nity of making ·an im pression, I
had the effectiveness of Ben Hogan
on one of his better days. As it was,
my shot just did not seem possible to
my colleagues. J udging from thei r
doubting glances, they must have
thought I set the ball up there. Cer-
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tainly the same golfer coul d not have
executed that shot, must have been
thei r opinion.
Everyone has heard of "clutch com
petitors", "money pl ayers', or "pinch
performers", t h o s e
phenomenal
species who perform i nvariably at top
efficiency when it counts the most.
My chargrin is permanent. When
alone, I bowl a 1 80 game; in compe
tition, I range around the 1 50 mark.
As a solo golfer, I consistently score
i n the 90's, but with compa ny, I have
trouble d riving the ba l l l 00 yards;
provided, that is1 that I hit the ball at
all.
I often wonder what i t is that
makes those cool players so im·
mune to the particular situation.
I'm not referring to the ones that·
play at top ebb consistently, but
the ones who display an unrival
ed capacity for rallying all their
talents at the most opportune
moment.
There must be a secret, an answer
to this problem of mine; but, where
·

and how can it be found. I thought
of these things as we were teeing off
at the eig hteenth hole. This time I no
longer cared what onlookers thought
of my style or performa nce; I con
centrated on the ba l l . It was for the
sake of the game that I di rected my
efforts now; I wasn't i nterested in
pleasing my fel l ow-pl ayers or specta
tors. I had lea rned to put the game
before the glory. Concentration was
the secret of perfect coordination of
' mind, muscle and nerve, which is
conducive to a good performa nce;
a nd, a good. performance is the only
indication of abil ity. All this I learned
in seventeen holes, at quite an ex
pense of turf and baHs.
Now it was different; I learned
how to be a "cl utch" player as I felt
the mel l ow, sol id meeti ng of oak
against the resil ient balr and watched
the white speck soar high into the
a i r, pla nting itself on the soft green.
And for the second time that day I
thought what a great game golf is.

The Great Tri u m ph
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IT HAPPENED that in the sma l l town of Tuscu mbia; Alabama, on J u ne 27, 1 880,
a child was born to the very ordin ary fa mily of Mr. and Mrs. Arthu r H.
Kel ler. This child was a healthy, normal baby girl who became the center of
the parents' love and affection. At the age of six months, she could say "How d'
ye," artd on her first birthday, she took her first halting steps.
The goldenrods turned to bri l l iant yel low; birds congregated and flew
.
south; leaves began to cu rl and fal l .
Thus began the second wi nter of the
dow, and beside the living room
fire in what might seem to be
childs l ife-the fateful winter that was
play to a casual observer, but all
to witness the com plete change i n
her l ife. In February, the child fel l
the while, the child was learn·
ing to identify objects, to write
�angerously i l l · with what was the n
letters with her hands, to talk,
cal l ed "acute congestion of the
although she could not hear the
lltomach and brain." Only her pa rents
sound of her own voice, and to
held out hope for her recovery. Af- ..
ter days of i l lness, the fever left sudread Braille.
Benly and mysteriously and with it,
Time passed , and at the age of
twenty years and assisted by her beleft the sight and sound from the
loved teacher, this young lady ensenses of the sm a l l girl.
tered Radcl iffe College and graduatMonths of difficu l t adjustment foled cum laude in 1 904. She learned
lowed . The chi ld was rebellious,
several l anguages, and acqui red a
ltubborn, and frightened. The parwide general culture. In addition, she
ents were puzzled and heartsick.
presented lectu res and has written
When the child reached the age of
several books about the story of her
six years, her father contacted the
lirector of the Perkins I nstitute for
l ife. When we think of the handicaps
of this person, we can not help mar�he Blind in Boston and as ked for a
vei l ing at her achievements. The
leacher to be sent to their home.
story of this unfortun ate child is none
On March 2, 1 887, Miss Anne
Mansfield Sullivan entered the
other th an the story of the noted
child's life and brought with her
Hel len Adams Kel ler.
light, sound, and hope. They
Abra ham Lincol n was born in 1 809
spent long
hours together uninto the hu mblest of homes. Mi les
from the nea rest tow n, the house set
der the grape harbor, in the mea-

exceeds
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nt
�1 1

by Wil ma B riggs
on a gently rising knol l in the w i ld
erness of Kentucky. Mud was stuffed
into the cracks between the logs, and
· a firepl ace heated the single room.
The furniture was made from ha nd
hewn logs.
Few people have had
less
opportunity for learning than did
Abraham Lincoln. Books were
few and expensive. The school
was many miles away, and the
only means of transportation was
walking or riding a horse. Be·
sides, his family was so poor
that he had to spend much time
helping his father.
However, he read a nd reread those
materials wh ich were available. He
carried books to the field with him,
read them when he rested, and
thought about what he had read
while working. Many times he read
far into the n ight by the light of the ·
burning logs of the fireplace. Before
he was a very old man, he had stud
ied, prom pted solely by his own de
sire to learn, the subjects of g r9mmar,
mathematics, h istory, chemistry, as- ,
tronomy, philosophy, surveying, and
law. Lincoln real ized that he cou ld
learn many things from even the du!test of neigh bors. He had the abil ity
to extract information from the peo
ple whom he met and store it.
·
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Grad students,
new freshmen ·
swell enrolment

SUM.MER SCHOOL
registration
has topped the all-time high of
824 set in 1948, a year that saw
most schools filled t.o capacity by
the veteran enrolment.
Dr. Newell Gates, Registrar, told
, a News reporter last Friday that
"registration will certainly equal
and probably surpass the 824 fig
ure set a few years back." At that
time, 821 persons had already reg
istered, and at least four others
on
register
were scheduled t.o
Monday.

Dr.
Gates attributes the
large number t.o several fac·
t.ors ; one of which is the num·
ber of students on the accel·
erated progmm
which
will
ineers
enable them t.o complete four
>f the
academic years in three full
Len in
year� by taking summer cour•
idents
ses. Another fact.or
is
that
m the
several students are beginning
J this
their first quarter's work this
vment
summer instead of waiting till
there
flall.
lOt be
A brief study of class cards and
mice
that
registrar's records indicate
going
the greatest majority of students
were
than
are enrolled in education courses.
great
This is explained by the
other
number of area teachers enrolled
for extra credit or finishing un
:tively
dergraduate work.
eering
Dr. Gates went on to say he be
, elec
lieved theve are
more
gra duate
�mical
students attending
the
summer
session than ever before. This is
an unofficial estimate as it will
na.turtake more time befor.e any official
100,
tabulation can be released.
more
Records also show the average
L The
age of summer school students to
s will
run a trifle higher than during
acturthe regular year, and the housing
, rub- ·
problem is slight, if any, because
grow.
a large percent of the students
gradcommute · every day.
. deThe official figures will be pub
lished as soon as possible.

Work started on $40,000
new frat house for Phi Sigs
WORK WAS begun on a $40,000 new fraternity house for Phi
Sigma Epsilon on June 2. The construction is the first house
ever built by a fraternity or sorority in the history of Eastern.
Completely modern in every manner, the house w i l l be home
for some 38 members and a housemother by October l if the
weather is favorable during the next th ree months.
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NOLAN SIMS, president of the Phi Sigma Epsilon

alumni association turns the first scoopful of
dirt in the groundbreaki ng ceremonies of the new

Phi Sig fraternity house. looking on are President
Robert G. Buzzard (right) and Claud Sanders, pres·
ident of the fraternity.

The ground-breaking
ceremon
ies took place the afternoon of
June 2, and among the notables
present were
President
Robert
G. Buzzard, Nolan Sims, pvesident
of the alumni association,
Dean
Rudolph Anfinson, and Dean Hob
art Heller.
Local radio and newspaper mem
bers were on hand to present an
on-the-spot coverage of the event.
The ceremonies were rebroadcast
later that same day.
The 'dream house' will be locat
ed on Second street, and will be
far removed from the other fra
ternity and swority homes. It will
be a two-story building with nine
rooms upstairs housing four mem
bers each, and the
officers are
sch duled to live downstairs. The
housemother will occupy an apart
ment consisting of two rooms.
Besides the meeting rooms and

f

completely furni1shed lounge, .a.
modern kitchen is also included in
the plans. Complete cooking faci
lities plus all new appliances are
planned for the fortunate occup
ants.
To add to the luster, the house
will be covered with stucco with
halite underneath.
This material
will cause the building to be al
most 10 0 percent fireproof.
The old residence, located
on
Seventh street, will be up for sale,
according to Claud Sanders, presi
dent of the fraternity.
Sanders, in commenting on the
move, had this to say, "We :fuel
this new house should set a pat
tern for the campus. We are very
pleased with the thought of being
the first to accomplish such a pro
ject. We �re not at all sad at
leaving the old b.ouse."
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p.m. The Archers Paradox,

ea

<l : lO p.m. Competitors in Big
, rlllsiness, HS113.
2 : 10
p.m.
Making
Learning
Meaningfull, HS113.
Speaks
His
3 : 10 p.m. Poctor
Mind, S118.
7 :10 p.m. Making a Serigraph,
P17.
Thursday
10:10 a.m. How the School Can
Educate for mental Health, MlO.

•

Friday
8 : 10 a.m. We Speak A �ain; The
Rehabilitation of La.ryn�ctomized
Patients, speech clinic.
8 : 10 a.m. New Voices, speech
clinic.
8 : 10, 9 : 10, 1 1 : 10 a.m., 3 : 10 p.m.
The Big Story, S118.
8 : 10, 9.10 a.m. The Inner Mah
Steps Out, HS113.
10 : 1 0 a.m. Characteristics of a
Good Teacher, MlO.
11 :10 a.m. Heredity, S305.
1 : 10 p.m. Follow
the
Arrow,
A17.
1 : 10 p.m. Bows
and, Arrows,
A17.
3 : 10 p.m. Report of the Living,
S118 . .
Tuesday
8 : 10, 1 1 : 10 a.m.
Principles
of
Chilcl Development, HS113.

Ca mpus Fel lowship
attends U of I meeting
CAME'US FELLOWSHIP
m�mbers attended the meeting
of
the University of Illinois Campus
Fellowship last 1 Friday to hear a
British speaker, David Abeney.

Last meeting of the
ear was
held iast pight in ,the form of a
picnic to which the members of
the University of Illinois Fellow
ship were invited.

y

Engage ment
MISS ROSEMARY Orlea recently
became engaged to Mr. Donald
F. Lang.
Miss Orlea is a junior elemen
tary major from Danville and a
member of Independent Student
Association.
Mr. Lang i� ,a freshman indus
trial arts maijor from Chicago and
a member of Kappa Sigma Kappa.
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Abraham Lincol n had had no op
portunity to learn of social grace. His
manners were as crude as those of
the common peop le about him. His
appearance did not add to his socia l
grace a s he was extremely ta l l , loose
joi nted and homely.
But, oddly
enough, he attracted friends from the
ran ks of co ll ege g radu ates to that of
river roisterers.
There was about this homely
man of the Kentucky hills a per·
. sonality that was made up of
wisdom, sense of the humorous,
and intelligence. This man of so
humble beginning and so few
opportunities beca me one of Am
erica's greatest presidents.
A g reat American Negro reformer
and educator, Booker T. Washi ngton,_
was born either in the year 1 858 or
1 859-for you see, at that time, the
Negro was sti l l a sl ave and the rec
ord of birth was of l ittle con§equence.
His father was thought to have been
a white man and his . mother, a
mulatto slave. His place of birth was
a small cram ped sl ave ca bin i n
Fra n k l i n County, Virginia. After the
war was over and his fa mily freed,
his sister, brother, mother, and him
self traveled to Malden, West Virginia

to join his mother's husba nd a nd
Booker's
step-father.
At
Ma lden,
Booker worked at a salt fu rnace and
went to school when his step-father
would permit it. He learned easily and
was a most eager student.
One day, Booker T. Washington
heard of a school for Negroes in Vir
ginia where pupils could work for
their school ing. He secured permis
sion from his mother to go and start
ed out afoot for the Hampton Normal
and Agricu ltural I nstitute. It was a
ragged, dirty, but eager boy who
presented himself that day to Miss
Mackie, the lady pri ndpa l .
A few years after his gradua
tion from Hampton, he received
a n invitation from a former slave
holder and a former slave to
-establish a Normal School for
Negroes. This school became the
famous Tuskegee Institute of
Alabama.
Booker T. Washi ngton has done
much for his people. I n 1 900, he or
ga nized · the National Negro Busi ness
League at Boston . He has helped
many people of the North and South
to understand h is race th rou gh his
lectu res and writings. On the cam pus

�

of his beloved Tuskegee l nsti
stands a monument to its found.a I
shows Booker T. Washi ngton lifti
the vei l of ig norance from his peo
and at the same time, pointi;ig
way to progress through e<4Jcati
and ind ustry.
The examples of the life of Heletl
Kel l er, Abraham Lincol n, and Book
T. Washi ngton have a l l i l lustrated ho
huma n courage, wisdom, and abil"
ca n tri umph over seemi ngly insu
mounta ble obstacles.
These pe
are not the only examples of triu
phant people. There are many oth
such as Fanny Crosby, George Waslt
ington Ca rver, Andrew Jackson, Lou�
Brai lle, El izabeth _Barrett Browniral
and countless others. Sometimes thesll
obstacles are physical handicapt I
lack of opportu nity to obtain an ed111
cation, or sometimes the obstacl- is
belonging to an unpopu lar minor
race.
For the greatest triumphs of this
world, one should not . look at the
victoriously fu rled flags over greaf
battle fields: But rather, triumpq can
be seen in the lives of indivud•
everywhere who have not bowed to
adversity, but instead, have rende,..
it ineffective to stiffle the noble sou�

Gl i m pses of Mexico
by Royma rion Baird Crist
(Honorable Mention)
MY MOTH ER suggested that we spend ou r vacation in Mexico. My father was
u n-enthusiastic. He said he had left noth ing in Mexico (he had never been
there) so he didn't need to go after it. My mother said the trip wou ld be educa
tiona l . We went to Mexico. Before we had been in this l azy, carefree, irrespon
sible l a nd of our Southern Neighbors a week, my father had succum bed to its
charm and was enthusiastica lly planning that a l l ou r vacations sho1u l d be spent
there; and what is worse, he was
pla nt, and draws up the plant's stored
learning a few dozen Spanish words
a day giving them h is own special
water or j uice by means of a pipe.
This l iquid he puts into the kegs and
accent which bewildered the natives.
when it is fermented it is the na�
His Spanish probably amused the
tional drink of Mexico.
Mexicans very much but they were
The houses we saw were mainly
fa r too polite to let us know it. This
hovels with thatched roofs and no
episode i l l ustrates the power of this
wi ndows. Often we saw a garden
colorful, charming, fun-loving land
plot which ca used us to marvel where
over the hig h-gea red, over-ambitious
the family could get sufficient water
American, whose _l ife must run by the
clock.
to make the pla nts flouris h. No hut
We took the west coast route, for
was too poor to have a tin ca n of
blooming flowers beside the door;
it is noted for its scen ic beauty. The
no house but had one or two lean,
land is mainly desert with the inter
nondescript dogs ru nning about the
esting pla nts which can survive li ttle
rain. and great heat. Maguey pl ants
dooryard and a frizzy chicken or so.
look�ng l i ke century pla nts grew in
Often the fire was built outside the
rows in fields big and l ittle. When
house and women were tending little
these plants are six years old, they
bee-hive-l ike stone ovens, . and oh,
are harvested . A Mexican carrying two
how beautifu�l ly brown and crusty
kegs across the back of his l ittle gray
were the loaves coming from those
bu rro, cuts out the center of the
ovens!

In the . front yard of almost
every house, a pig was tied to 1
sta ke by one hind leg. He seem·
ed to be part and parcel of the
family, and often he was much
cleaner than the children. How·
ever, we could not blame the
Mexicans for not looking clean
with water so precious and
everywhere yellow shifting dust.
At one wayside stop, we noticel
a surprisingly plump, spotted pi9!
which was loose and had wander..
down to the train. Mexican trains are
as leisurely and slow as are the �
pie. As they move away from the sflo
tions thei r movement is almost im
perceptible. I hea rd a pig squeal and
looking out the wi ndow, I realiz4
by the consternation on the fac et of
the Mexican women who were staml
ing i n their little yards nearby( that
the pig was under the train. Th& pas
sengers he ld their· breath in sy "'
pathy for they real ized what the lost
of a fat pig would mean to these peo
ple. There was another squeal a nd a
fat, spotted pig trotted for ho rnf
Passengers and natives smiled and

Pinnings
MIS S DONNA Briggs recently be:
came pinned to Mr. John Purcell,
industrial arts major
from
St.
Elmo. She is a home economics ma
jor from Danville and a member
of Delta Sigma Epsilon isocial sor
ority and he is a member of Sigma
Tau Gamma social fraternity.
MISS BETH Bauer re<:ently became pinned to
Mr.
Leonard
Cameron. Miss Bauer •is a :fresh
man business major from Effing
ham and Mr. Cameron, also from
Effingham, is a junior business
major and a member of Tau Kap
pa Epsilon social fraternity .
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nodded to each other ha ppily.
the Mexican farmer walking beh ind
I spoke to a Mexica n U niversity
d ressed in white blouse a nd white
professor's wife about the picturesque
trousers, sandals on. his feet and a
poverty of the country we were pass
wide straw hat upon his head. He
ing through and she poi nted out to ·
carried a folded serape on his
me that people were far better off
shoul der to wear duri ng the cool
than the poor of ou r own large cities,
eveni ngs. His plow was often a crook
who were crowded and had no gard
ed stick sha rpened; or, it might be
>f Hele n
ens with beans, tomatoes, green pep
metal tipped. A few sma ll tractors
Boo ker
pers or corn as wel I as no pigs and
were seen in the south. The pictures
ted how
chickens. These people eat their dogs
que, big wheeled carts were every
:I abil ity
when their meat supply runs low.
where.
y insurThis lady and her husband were Am
Men and women in town and · i n
' peo ple
ericans who had l ived in · Mexico a
the country, ca rried h u g e jars, loads
>f tri umlong time and I felt her opinion was
of stove wood, bas kets of bread and
1y other s
a valuable one.
many other th ings on their heads. ·
ie Was h
It seemed to make no difference
The women carried the babies on thei r
on, Lou i s
how poor or how dirty the people .
h i ps, wrapped secu rely in a woven
row ning ,
were; there was a broad smile with
scarf, twisted so that it cou ld not
nes these
sparkl ing wh ite teeth, which con
loosen, leaving the mother's arms
a
icaps,
trasted sharply with their dusky, da rk
free.
1 an . edu
eyed faces.
It was interesting watching the
>stac le is
As we rode along, we noticed
Mexican women and girls of a
mi nor ity
that every little village had its
village gathered at a stream,
tall adobe church perched upon
washing the clothes on the .
s of thi s
a hill with each church in a dif
stones and exchanging the gos
·k at the
ferent pastel shade. One city
sip of their households.
<1er g reat
boasts 365 churches - one for
As soon as we arrived in Mexico,
n
Jmp h ca
each day in the year. Mexico is
D. F., we went to see the Py ramid of
1divud uals
now about 80 per cent Catholic,
the Su n and the Pyramid of the Moon.
bowed to
we were told.
These two pyramids a re so tal l , so
rendered
One outstanding characteristic of
g rand, so vibrant with history that it
oble sou l .
the land of Mexico is that it is a l a nd
is very difficu lt to describe them ade
of manana-there is never any hu rry
quately. The Pyra mid of the Su n cov
about today-there is tomorrow. We
ers twelve acres and is 2 1 6 feet ta l l .
had made a reservation for a hotel
.For a long time i t was thought that
in Mexico, D. F. for a certa in day and
the Tol tecs built them. The Toltecs
discovered that we would be a day
were the I ndi ans there before the
late because the tra in was ambl i ng
Aztecs, and the Aztecs were those
along so slowly.
there when Mexico was conquered
We as ked the conductor, who spoke
r alm ost
by Cortez. But now the archeologists
ried to a
a l ittle Engl ish, if we wou ld make con
bel ieve that the pyramids were built
le seem·
nections at Guadala jara with the train
by people of Mexico much older than
•I of the
for Mexico City. He said this train had
the Toltecs, and that the age of the
as mu ch
not made the con nection in the
pyramids must be at l east 1 500 years.
,ighteen years he'd been on the run.
n . How·
However that may be, one approaches
When we poi nted out the hours to
aime the
them with a kind of awe, and solemn
ig clean
spare, which the ti me-table showed,
ly cli mbs the three hundred steps to
and
he smiled and sh rugged his shou lders.
IUS
the top.
fina l l y w e began t o laugh; i f they
ing dust .
Rel uctant to leave, we go over to
we notic ed
h adn't caught that tra in i n eighteen - see the Temple of Quetza lcoatl and
otted pig,
the sacrificial mounds nearby. The
y ears there .wasn't much chance of
tatching it just because we were
I wand ered
carvings on the tem ple were master
llong.
n tra i ns a re
pieces of sculptu re, even if we did
re the peo
While in Mexico one may as
not feel these an imal-li ke heads were
well forget about · time. There is
·om the stabeautifu l .
almost im
only one time the Mexicans are
O n the adjoining mounds, in an
squeal a nd
prompt about a nd that is the
cient times, gruesome human sacri
I real i zed,
time for their siesta- down goes
fices were made. The finest young
the ticket window, bang goes the
·he face s of
man in the tribe was chosen by the
door-there is no work during
were stand priests to be king for a year. · His
1earb y, that
'their siesta, so one must simply
every wish was granted, and he was
1i n. The pas
wait until Mexico wakes up
treated as a god. At the end of the
·
again.
th in sym
year, during a great and horrible
•hat the l oss
Farther in land, the fa rming land
ceremony, he was sacrificed to the
o these peo was much l i ke our own, · especia l l y
Sun-God by the priests of the tribe.
que al a n d a 1vhere there was i rrigation. Yokes of
H is heart was cut from his l iving body,
for home. 1oxen were plowing in the fields with
and the priests matted his still warm
smiled and
Inst itute
nde r. It
lifti ng
I
peop l e
·ing the
::lucation

blood i n their hair, before the an
guished eyes of his parents a nd
friends. There is a story that this reli
gious ceremony caused the disi nte
gration of the tribe. The great sacri
ficial stone with its gutter for human
blood may be seen in the museum.
We stopped to see the Basilica
of the Lady of Guadaloupe. A
basilica is a church noted for one
great event. The story is that the
Virgin Mary came to a young In
dian telling him she wa nted a
churc h built here. When he told
the priests, they thought he was
mistaken.
Later the Virgin came to the young
I ndian and gave him the famous
pa inti ng, the Lady of Guad a l oupe, as
proof that she wis hed a church there.
All good Mexican Cathol ics believe
this picture came from heaven. The
Lady of Guadaloupe is the patron
saint of Mexico, so copies of this
picture are fo be found everywhere,
in resta urants, in shops, in booths,
in taxis, and are worn as cha rms to
wa rd off ev il.
Stra nge a s it may seem we did not
attend a bullfig ht. A Mexican friend
poi nted out to us tha t a bul lfight is
a g lorious drama in th ree acts, each
act building itself up i nto a master
piece of color and action; but despite
his bitter disa ppointment, we did not
care to attend.
We visited the Belles Arts
building, that magnificent struc
ture which is sinking into the
spongy earth at the . rate of
twelve feet in fifty years. The
Mexicans do not worry. It is well
that the city is built upon spongy
Lake Texacco, for otherwise the
earthquakes would have shaken
it down years ago.
In the Be l l es Arts Building, are the
much d iscussed pa intings of Diego
Rivera , as wel l as the famed glass cur
tain from · Tiffany's. · This curtain is
shown only on Sundays because of
the cost of showing it. It cost many
m i l l ions of pesos, the Mex ica n dol l a rs,
and has the picture of the vokanos
Popocatepetl and Sleepi ng Woman
u pon it.
We wished to see the Castle of
Chapa u l tepec, wh ich was the palace
of the ha ndsome Emperor Maximilian
and h is beautiful and charming bride,
Em press Carlotta. It seemed stra nge
that they, who were Austrian, should
rule Mex ico unti l we look into the
histor}t of the country. Mexico was
conquered by Cortez for the King of
Spa in; but Spain, in one of her many
wars with Fra nce, lost Mexico to
France. Napoleon I l l , Emperor of
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Grad students,
new fresh men ·
swell enrolment
SUM.MER SCHOOL
registration
has topped the all-time high of
824 set in 1948, a year that saw
most schools filled to capacity by

the veteran enrolment.
Dr. Newell Gates, Registrar, told
, a News reporter last Friday that
"registration will certainly equal
and probably surpass the 824 fig
ure set a few years back." At that
time, 821 persons had already reg
istered, and at least four others
were scheduled to
register
on
Monday.

Dr.
Gates attributes the
large number to several fac
tors ; one of which is the num
ber of students on the accel·
erated progriaan
which
will
enable them to com plete four
academic years in three full
years by taking summer cour
ses. Another factor
is that
several students are beginning
their first quarter's work this
su mm e r instead of waiting till
flail.
A brief study of class cards and
registrar's records indicate
that
the greatest majority of students
are enrolled in education courses.
This is explained by
the
great
number of area teachers enrolled
for extra credit or finishing un
dergraduate work.
Dr. Gates went on to say he be
lieved there are
more
graduate
students attending
the
summer
session than ever before. This is
an unofficial estimate as it will
take more time befor.e any official
tabulation can be released.
Records also show the average
age of summer school students to
run a trifle higher than during
' the regular year, and the housing
problem is slight, if any, because
a large percent of the students
commute every day.
The official figures will be pub
lished as S'OOn as possible.

Work started on $40,000
new frat house for Phi Sigs
WORK WAS begun o n a $40,000 new fraternity house for Phi
Sigma Epsi l on on June 2. The construction is the fi rst house
ever built by a fratern ity or sorority in the hi story of Eastern.
Completely modern i n every manner, the house will be home
for some 38 members and a housemother by October 1 if the
weather is favorable during the next three months .

•

s

rtootlteA.!

NOLAN SIMS, president of the Phi Sigma Epsilon
alumni association turns the first scoopful of
dirt in the groundbreaking ceremonies of the new

Phi Sig fraternity house. Looking on are President
Robert G. Buzzard (right) and Claud Sanders, pres
ident of the fraternity.

. The ground-breaking
ceremon
ies took place the afternoon of
June 2, and among the notables
present were
President
Robert
G. Buzzard, Nolan Sims, president
of the alumni association,
Dean
Rudolph Anfinson, and Dean Hob
art Heller.
Local radio and newspaper mem
bers were on hand to present an
on-the-spot coverage of the event.
The ceremonies were rebroadcast
later that same day.
The 'dream house' will be locat
ed on Second street, and will be
far removed from the other fra
ternity and •sorority homes. It will
be a two-story building with nine
rooms upstairs housing four mem
bers each, and the
officers are
sch�duled to live downstairs. The
housemother will occupy an apart
ment consisting of two rooms.
Besides the meeting rooms and

completely furni1s·hed· lounge, .a.
modern kitchen is also included in
the plans. Complete cooking faci
lities plus all new appliances are
planned for the fortunate occup
ants.
To add to the luster, the house
will be covered with stucco with
halite underneath.
This material
will cause the building to be al
most 100 percent fireproof.
The old residence, located
on
Seventh street, will be up for sale,
according to Claud Sanders, presi
dent of the fraternity.
Sanders, in commenting on the
move, had this to say, "W'e feel
this new house should set a pat
tern for the campus. We are very
pleased with the thought of being
the first to accomplish such a pro
ject. We were not at all sad at
leaving the old house."
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Making
Learning
Meaningfull, HS113.
3: 10 p.m. Poctor
Speaks
His
Mind, Sl18.
7 : 10 p.m. Making a Serigraph,
P17.
Thursday
10:10 a.m. How the School Can
Educ.ate for mental Health, MlO.

•

Friday
8 : 10 a.m. We Speak A �ain; The
Rehabilitation of Laryn�ctomized
Patients, speech clinic.
8 : 10 a.m. New Voices, speech
clinic.
8 : 1 0, 9 : 10, 11 : 10 a.m., 3 : 10 p.m.
The Big Story, Sl18.
8 : 10, 9.10 a.. m . The Inner Mab
Steps 0ut, HS113.
10 : 10 a.m. Characteristics of a
Good Teacher, M IO.
11 : 1 0 a.m. Heredity, 8305.
1 : 1 0 p.m. Follow the
Arrow,
Al7.
1 :10 p.m. Bows
and, Arrows,
A17.
3 : 10 p.m. Report of the Living,
Sll8 . .
Tuesday
8 : 10, 1 1 : 10 a.m.
Principles
of
Child Development, HS113 .

Fra nce, had his relative, Max i m i l ian,
come to Mexico to take over th e ru l e
for h i m . Maxi m i l i a n brought his wife
to l ive in the magnificent castle, wh ich
had been b u i l t by the great Indian
king, Montezu m a .
T h e castle i s very beautiful and
l avishly furnished,
as
if
Empress
Carlotta were yet l iving there. We saw
her exquisite French bed room,
her
m arble bath a nd her lovely boudoir.
Max i m i l ia n's suite of rooms and his
i nforma l reception rooms were a l most
i n d escribably beautifu l , and the form
al reception and d i n i ng rooms u pstairs
were most i m posing of a l l . We saw
the golden ca rriage which the royal
pai r used, . drawn by fou r snow-wh ite
horses.
Empress Ca rlotta's ghost is
supposed to roam
the marble
halls at night, surveying her be
loved castle. The guards told us
that the Emperor was taken out
and shot by Mexicans, and lovely
Ca rlotta became insane, and died
a dried up, little, old woman in
Belgium.
Su nday is the best day to see the
Floating Cardens at Xoci m i l co.
All
remember how flower g a rdens were
pl aced on rafts on this strea m in the
pleasure grou nd of the Aztecs, and
how the rafts became fi xed in the
mud and the ga rdens grew perman
ently there. There is now a dusty l ittle
town a round
these
gardens.
The
streets
are
u npaved;
the
town
abounds with chu rches, and a very,
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place, �nrom antic country boy,
m ust have i nspired the lndiallll
ages with its romance and
spu rring h i m on to ·poetic fanciil
matter how p6or ly achieved.

very l a rge market place offers a i l
ma nner of
merch andise,
especial l y
fru its and vegetables. Every fruit a n d
vegetable wh ich we had ever seen
cou l d be seen there, and there were
so many we had no na mes for, that
it gave one a feel ing of bewil dered
a n noyance to see them.
We wa nde red over to the canal,
where there were dozens of boats
decorated with fragrant f l owers. Each
boat had a n a me, The Anita, The Juan
ita, The Maria, The Bonita, The Rosita
and the l i ke. A l l the boatmen were i n
viting passengers to come aboard.
There was much haggl i ng as to p'r ice
for the boat trip,
for
a
Mexican
tradesm an del ights in di sputi ng over
the prices for h is wares. The canal
had not its usua l l y lavish d isplay of
flowers, since this was the dry season.
The boatmen were i n Ameri
can jeans, which were none too
clean, and they sent the boats
out into the canal with long black
paddles. The passengers sat on
Mexican chairs, which were the
worse for wear, but the old boats
were gay with flowers.
The· centuries old and sti l l active
volcano, Popocatepetl, delighted us.
Nearby is l xtaca hu atl
or
Sleeping
Woman. Mount Orizaba, the ·Moun
tain of the Mor n i ng Star rises closer
to heaven than a ny other mounta i n
from Al aska to Pana m a . B u t i t was
O l d Popo which seemed to endear
itself to one. It i nspired a common

Confessions of

a

Oh Beautiful Old Popo
Oh beautif u l Old Popo
With your top so snowy whi�
With l ittle puffs arising
A-showing · a g a i nst the light.
There are many thi ngs to ask
For we know that you must k
Wi l l you tel l us of the l ndiant
Living hu ndreds of years agoi
Were they ta l l and dark a n d 1
handsome,
Loving, kind and true?
Long before the Spa niards
Came to trouble you.
Were there golden mountainll
Of which the I ndi ans knew,
But no a mount of torture
Cou l d force the secret true?
0 Bea utiful Old Popo,
How very wise are you l

y

Last meeting of the
ear was
held tast pight in .the form of a
picnic to which the members of
the University of Illinois Fellow
ship were invited.

YOU HEAR and read a l ot about the suffering, fears and torment u ndergone
by the groom, the father of the bride, the best man and other m a l e mem
bers of the bridal party. The bride is, of course, the undisputed star of the show
<1nd by tradition. is either cool and serene as she f l oats down the a i s l e or shy
and blushing. In either case she is blissf u l l y ha ppy as she a pproaches the quak
i n g groom.
She has been through a whirl of
serene, nor am I shy and blush
pre-bridal events that may leave her
ing; I'm just a plain, ordinary,
breathless, but it is with stars in her
garden-va riety nervous wreck.
eyes that she anticipates the end re
I have crossed every bridge besult of her long search for a mate.
tween here and Xanadu twice. What
Accord ing to the books, the faculty
if I'm just not the ma rrying kind? Af- ·
for planning and executing a wed
ter the comparative freedom of col
ding is i n herent in every female. It is
lege l ife w i l l I be able to make the
as much a part of her natu re as her
transition to a wife who m ust make
tendency to goss i p a rid to be an
plans for the conve nience of two?Wi l l
enemy of every other wom a n .
my fia nce cha nge from the consider
Surely, o n l y a man h a s perpet
ate, fu n-fi l l ed person he is now to a
uated these ideas-this propagan·
silent, h ide-behind-a-newspaper brand
da. Or am I ; a bride to be in just
hu sband? Wi l l I be a b l e to stay home
a matter of days, a deviate of my
a nd take care of a house, husba nd and
species? For I am not cool and
ch ildren 24 hou rs a day, 7 days a

·

MIS S DONNA Briggs recently be:
came pinned to Mr. John Purcell,
industrial arts major from
St.
Elmo. She is a home economics ma
jor from Danville and a member
of Delta Sigma Epsilon Mcial sor
ority and he is a member of Sigma
Tau Gamma social fraternity.

When . you

wa nt • Haircut to Suit YOU
come

to m�e it taste even better

week without drying up
old woman ?
Wel l , these fears can be alla
somewhat by remembering how
i nto the future they extend. How
the actu al wedding ceremony is I
i n g l a rger and l a rger on the hori
and no a mount of rationalizi ..
push that specter away.
I've been to as many weddinal
the next one, but until y,ou face Pl
ning your own you are subli�
conscious of the sci l l ion minuttl
ta i l s that make or mar the cere
Such things as when and how
pews are decked with ri bbons
seem i ns i g n ificant to you nqw,
j u st wait u nt i l it's your proble'llt
In desperation you consult the
experts such as Amy (Vand84
bilt). Here you find that the bridt
never d rives to C hurch in any-
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you pull for Luckies?

Zane Thom.pson
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I n furth
friends w
itedd i ng <
mtmber-t1
.-,arri ed is
one who's
th i n g t h ;
"It's wort�
lad it's y4
this from y
echo, "I'm
glad it's y

·

Pinnings

-

nec:essit
wh ite-w

Homeward
Oh Mexico is colorful
And most romantic too.
' So f u l l of ancient history,
· With a sky of bl uest blue.
Her s m i l i ng fol k delights one,
For they're fascinating all.
It's wonderful to visit there
·-When travel u rges cal l .
B u t after I have seen thi ngs,
And enjoyed a l l of them; then
I love to turn me homewar<j
· To our U. S. A. aga i n !

·

Engagem ent

Appointments

Amy go

I n the �

B ride-to-be

(Honorable Mention)

CAMP.US FELLOWSHIP
m�mbers attended the
meeting
of
the University of Illinois Campus
Fellowship last 1Friday to hear a
British speaker, David Abeney.

MISS BETH Bauer recentl y became pinned to
Mr.
Leonard
Cameron. Miss Bauer •is a fresh
man business major ,from Effing
ham and Mr. Cameron, also from
Effingham, is a junior business
major and a member of Tau Kap
pa Epsilon social fraternity.

thing le

by Audree McMi llan

Ca mpus Fellows hip
attends U of I meeting

MISS ROSEMARY Orlea recently
became engaged to Mr. Donald
F. Lang.
Miss Orlea is a junior elemen
tary major from Danville and a
member of Independent Student
Association.
Mr. Lang is 1a freshman indus
trial arts maij or from Chicago and
a member of Kappa Sigma Kappa.
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thing less than a l imousine. Well,
Amy goes on to qualify, perhaps
in the Middle West this is not a
necessity, but the car must have
white-walled tires anyway.
In further desperation you turn to
friends who have been through a
wedding ceremony . they'll surely re
member-their own. I think getting
married is a cousin to amnesia. Every
one who's been through it remembers
. noth ing that happened and only says,
"It's worth going through, but I'm
.glad it's you and not me." You hear
this from your single friends too who
echo, "I'm ha ppy for you, but I'm
glad it's you and not me, buddy."

PAGE THIRTEEN
These u ngrammatica l expressions are
always accompanied by a wicked
gleam i n each respective pai r of eyes.
So here you are perched way
out, and not too prettily, on the
end of a weak tree limb.
Wel l , it seems such a shame to keep
this nervous tension a l l bottled u p in
side one person so you begin tel l i ng
people your sad story., They a re sym
pathetic, but really do not u nderstand
as they try to reassure you .
Then you tal k to the prospective
groom and find that ·he thi n ks he is
the most ghastly shade of green any
groom ever was. This ma kes you
sl ightly furious.

Does he have to worry about
the million and one details in
volved in planning your wed
ding? No, all he has to do is
walk out a door and stand and
wait for you, repeat the same
words you do and there you are.
Worki ng yourself up i nto a tantrum you j ust happen to take a good
look at him. H e is a rather pecu l i a r
shade of green. Wel l , · perhaps after
a l l "they also serve who stand and
wait."
And as you take even a closer look
at him your a nger just melts away.
With a sigh you decide it sure w i l l
be worth a l l the worry-gosh l 0 long
days more!
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TH E OLD question, "Which affects one more, heredity or environment?" receives
an unusual and thought-provoking a nswer in this novel. Presenting a char
acter who excited i nterest as wel l as horror, Steinbeck opened a whole new
rea l m of speculation with his descri ption of a certain woman's personal ity and
mora l fiber. The author assumed that even as one may be born with physical
eformities-misshapen limbs, defective sense organs, and the l i ke-so may one
born without kind ness, compasslon or conscience.
About th e author
Presenti ng his hypothesis in a logi
cal fash ion, he decla red that moral
MISS CAROL Lieder a·lso makes her
as wel l as physical deficiencies could
first appe>arance in the annual liter
be the result of twisted genes or eggs.
ary supplement with her book review.
Wou ld such a conscienceless indivi�
Miss Lieder is a freshman pre-medicine
dual be aware of tiis abnormalities?
student from Stewardson. She plans to
No, says the author, for "a monster is
become a labratory
teehllician
upon
only a variation . . . to a· monster
graduation. 'East of Eden" is currently
the norm is monstrous." Such an un
making a tour of the theaters las one of
usual and distu rbing creature was
the top movies of the year
Cathy Ames, whose conduct certain
ly suggested that of a witch or a
!.Qrceress.
Her every action was
the honest, hardworking, lova
$hrewdl y calcul ated to adva nce her
ble people whom we all know
ow n interests: she adm itted no im
and respect.
pedim ent to the fulfi l l ing of her de
I m pressed by Cathy's beauty and
�ires and did not hesitate to murder,
seem ing in nocence and helplessness,
ie, steal, intim idate, or a pply mental
Adam welcomed her into his l ife
:torture to achieve her ends.
when he found her bru ised and beat
Oddly enough, people seemed
en at his door (Which beati ng, i nci
irawn to her as is the proverbi al moth
dental ly, was administered by one of
Ito the fl ame; those. most closely asso
the very few who rebel l ed at Cathy's
·ated with her i nvari ably met with
torments). Flatteri ng, guiding, hesitat
1ragedy, yet only rarely was she
ing, smi l i ng, weeping, she persuaded
lamed. Her i ntell igence, beauty, and
the moon-struck Adam to propose to
ex were merely tools
which the
her.
11t·oman applied to gain what she con
He coul d offer her protection and
rdered to be se<;urity.
money; she needed both. There was a n
'Adam Trask, on the other
aura about Adam which s h e could not
hand, was portrayed as one of
understa nd: he loved her genu i nely

�
be

.

1

a nd unselfishly. Nevertheless, she
married him prom ptly-a nd proceed
ed, on their wedding night, to drug
him and commit adultery with his
brother. The two had been married
j ust long enough for her to bear
Adam's twin sons, when she deserted
the m a l l to become esta blis hed in a
fabulous brothel.
Now let us turn to the two
sons, Caleb and Aron, to see how
Steinbeck interpreted the effects
that heredity and environment
had upon them.
Neither was told of thei r mother's
behavior; they grew to love a nd re
vere her memory. Adolescence, how
ever, brou·g ht ·its problems, for such
a dark secret can not be easily kept.
Caleb and Aron both
loved thei r
father, but here the simil arity i n their
emotions ended. Aron's handsome
appearance attracted many to him,
while Ca l's· reticence made people
wary of him. Because .Cal was accus
tomed to bei ng rebuffed, his acts
te nded to be defensive: he felt that
mother's wicked ness was respon
sible for his erratic conduct.
Aron, the more studious brother,
was intros pective also, but his stand
ards of right and wrong perm itted no
deviations. Both boys had tender con
sciences; both had . moral tra i ning .
One notes that Aron desired to be
come a cel i bate while Cal frequented
the "houses of the town." One can
not help wondering why this differ-

Grad students,
new freshmen ·
swell enrolment

SUlUfER SCHOOL
registriation
has topped the all-time high of
824 set in 1948, a year that saw
most schools filled to capacity by
the veteran enrolment.
Dr. Newell Gates, Registrar, told
, a News reporter last Friday that
"regi stration will certainly equal
and probably surpass the 824 fig
ure set a few years back." At that
time, 821 persons had already reg
istered, and at least four others
were scheduled to
register
on
Monday.
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Dr.
Glates
attributes
the
large number to several factors; one of which is the num
ber of students on the accel
erated progmm
which
will
enable them to complete four
academic years in three full
years by taking summer cour
ses. Another factor
is that ·
s everal students are beginning
their first quarter's work this
summer i ns tead of waiting till
flail.
A brief study of class cards and
registrar's recm-ds indicate
that
the greatest majority of students
are enrolled in education courses.
This is explained by the
great
number of area teachers enrolled
for extra credit or finishing un
dergraduate work.
Dr. Gates went on to say he be
lieved there are
more graduate
students attending
the
summer
session than ever before. This is
an unofficial estimate as it will
take m ? re time befo� any official
tabulat10n can be released.
Records also show the average
age of summer school students to
run a trifle higher than during
·
'
the regular year, and the housmg
problem is slight, if any, because
a large percent of the students
commute every day.
The official figures will be published as S'Oon as possible.

Work started on $40,000
new frat house for Phi Sigs

·�

WO RK WAS begun on a $40,000 new fraternity house for Phi
'
Sigma Epsilon on J u ne 2. The construction is the first house
ever built by a fraternity or sorority in the history of Eastern.
Completely modern in every manner, the house will be home
for some 38 members and a housemother by October l if the
weather is favorable during the next three months.
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NOLAN SIMS, president of the Phi Sigma Epsilon
alumni association turns the first scoopful of
dirt in the groundbreaking ceremonies of the new

Phi Sig fraternity house. Looking on are President
Robert G. Buz:z:ard (rig ht) and Claud Sanders, pres
ident of the fraternity.

The ground-breaking
ceremon
ies took place the afternoon of
June 2, and among the notables
present were
President
Robert
G. Buzzard, Nolan Sims, president
of the alumni association,
Dean
Rudolph Anfinson, and Dean Hob
art Heller.
Local radio and newspaper mem
bers were on hand to present an
on-the-spot coverage of the event.
The ceremonies were rebroadcast
later that same day.
The 'dream house' will be locat
ed on Second street, and will be
far removed from the other fra
ternity and 1oorority homes. It will
be a two-story building with nine
rooms upstairs housing four mem'..
bers each, and the
officers
are
sch f duled to live downstairs. The
housemother will occupy an apart
ment consisting of two rooms.
Besides the meeting rooms and

complebely furnii!rhed· lounge, ,a
modern kitchen is also included in
the plans. Complete cooking faci
lities plus all new appliances are
planned for the fortunate occup
ants.
To add to the luster, the house
will be covered with stucco with
halite underneath.
This material
will cause the building to be al
most 100 percent fireproof.
The old residence, located
on
Seventh street, will be up for sale,
according to Claud Sanders, presi
dent of the fraternity.
Sanders, in commenting on the
move, had this to say, "We feel
this new house should set a pat
tern for the campus. We are very
pleased with the thought of being
the first to accomplish such a pro
ject. We were not at all sad at
leaving the old b.ouse."
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tl�G (" Three Paintings by
. S l l3.
;..) \'CH EA. Ballet by D egas, HS
1cals

I T 1 .:ola
J S thi·
,

a.m.

Henri

M atisse,

HS

rJ p.m. Archery Slides, Al7.
.sO p.m. The Archers Paradox,

�ari
f
ea<l : lO p.m. Competitors
.

in
Big
. rlusiness, H S113.
2 : 10
p.m.
Making
Learning
Meaningfull, HS113.
3 : 10 p.m. Poctor
Speaks
His
Mind, S118.
7 : 10 p.m. Making a Serigraph,
P17.
Thu rsday
10:10 a.m. How the. School Can
Educate for mental Health, MlO.
Frida y
8 : 10 a.m. We Speak A�ain; The
Rehabilitation of Lacyn�ctomized
Patients, speech clinic.
8 : 10 a.m. New Voices, speech
clinic.

8 : 10, 9 : 10, 11 : 10 a.m., 3 : 10 p.m.
The Big Story, 8118.
8 : 10, 9.10 a.m. The Inner Mah
Steps Out, H S113.
10 : 10 a.m. Characteristics of a
Good Teacher, MlO.
11 :10 a.m. Heredity, S305.
1 : 10 p.m. Follow
the
Arrow,
A17.
1 : 10 p.m. Bows
and, Arrows,
A17.
3 : 10 p.m. Report of the Living,
Sl18.
Tuesday
8 : 10, 1 1 : 10 a.m.
Principles
of
Child Development, HS113.
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Ca m pus Fellows hip
attends U of I m eeting
CAMP.US
FELLOWSHIP
m�mbers attended the meeting
of
the University of Illinois Campus
Fellowship last 1Friday to hear a
British speaker, David Abeney.

y

Last meeting of the
ear was
held last pight in .the form of a
picnic to which the members of
the University of Illinois Fellow
ship were invited.

Engagement
MISS ROSEMARY Orlea recently
became engaged to Mr. Donald
F. Lang.
Miss Orlea is a junior elemen
ta.ry major from Danville and a
member oi Independent Student
Association.
Mr. Lang is 1a freshman indus
trial arts maijor from Chicago and
a member of Kappa Sigma Kappa.
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The climax of the novel occurs
when Lee, the gentle and wise
Chinama n who cared
for
the
twins, explai ned a verse from
Genesis which reads "Thou shalt
triumph over sin."

This same verse had a l so been i n

terperted as "Do thou triumph .
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Lee urged this tra nsl ation of the He
brew word timshel: "Thou mayest."
Whereas one version orders man to

certai nly u n l i ke any the reade11
encountered before, Stein becij
trayed them so convi ncingl1 as
make them seerri rea l .
Wh i l e . East of Eden i s essen
an American saga and the hist
the Trask family, the
novel o
va rious philosophies and allowt
reader to m a ke his own sel
Whether or not Lee's expl anat
Scripture wou ld a pply to th e m
ster" Cathy, Steinbeck is most em
tic on th is point: heredity and envir
ment are on ly as important as e
person a l l ows them to be. One
truly aspire to greatness if he
members the word timshel and
that it i mpl ies.

overcome sin a.nd a nother promises
that he sha l l , timshel gives
man
a
choice. " I t might be the most i mport
ant word in the worl d. That says the
way is open. That also th rows it ri ght
back on man. For if 'Thou mayest'-it
is al so true that 'Thou mayest not.' "
Whether or not one accepts th is ph i l
osophy, it offers a
ricb
sou rce of
"food for thought."

ence should h ave been made evident.
The author offered this expla nation:
even thought . thei r beh avior was the
natural res u l t of their fee l i ngs and
emotions, both possessed the a b i l ity
to choose between right and wrong.

-#

l

·

The author is clever i n h is plot a n d
character treatments: h e a l l owed the
reader to become symphathetic a nd
yet obj ective.

Fast-movi ng,

breath

ta king scenes were interspersed with
comedy and q uiet · comment.
Even
though some of the cha racters are

b y J o h n Steinbeck

reviewed by Don Woods
·

(Honorable Mention)

"T HE GRAPES of Wrath," by J oh n Stein beck, is one of the most forcef u l a n d
soul sti rring books I have read.
The Joad fami ly-Pa and Ma, Grandpa and Grandma, Uncle John, Ruthie,
Wi nfield, Noah, Al, Tom, Rosasharon, and her h usband, Connie, are the center
of one of the bitterest struggles for existence a nd survival to come out of the
drought a n d depression ridden days of the thirties.
The story moves swiftly from the
"I ai n't a-gonna go," she said
time young Tom Joad is paroled from
. . "I'll light into you. An' you
McAlester prison for ki l l i ng a man i n
ain't so sure you can whup me
s e l f defense unti l the f a m i l y is left
anyways. An' if ya do get me,
stranded i-n the rai n-swept cotton l a n d
I swea r to God I'll wait till you
of Ca l iforn i a .
got your back turned
an'
I'll
Stei nbeck's cha racters, often v u l g a r
knock you belly-up with a buck
and consta ntly profane, seem t o f i t
et."
the average person's concept of poor,
The eyes of the whole family
u neducated, and homel ess people. Of
shifted . . . to Ma. She was the
a l l h is cha racters, Ma, Tom, and Casy
power. She had taken control.
are his most outsta nding proba bly be
Ma cou l d be tender and u nder
cause their feel i ngs, desires, and men
sta nding when the situation dema nd
tal turmoils a re more caref u l l y de
ed, but a lways she was the crutch
scribed.
on wh ich the entire f a m i l y leaned for
Ma Joad is no ordi n a ry woman !
su pport and knowing this, she never
She, used to bei n g a docile member
hesitated, never · faltered.
of the fam i ly circle, takes com m a nd
of the entire fa m i ly when Pa wea kens
Of a l l her ch i l d ren, Ma l i ked Tom
and seems to have no thought for
the most in spite of the fact he had
kil led two men-one i n self defense
what to do next. At every suggestion
to brea k up the · fam i ly, her anger
and the other w h i le trying to protect
rises and th rough her th reats, cajol ing,
Casy. She l i ked and depended on Tom
and pleadi ng, ma nages to keep the
beca use he was sure of h i m self, a
good worker, and u ndersta nding i n
f a m i l y u nder control and moving. At
the first suggestion to d ivide the fa m
everything h i s mother tried t o do. He
i ly even for a short time, Ma rises to
cou l d work, swear, fight, and drink.
meet the situation and assumes con
better than any other member of the
trol of the f a m i l y saying:
fam i l y but his association with Casy
"I ain't a-gonna go." Pa was
cha nged h i m from a swea rer, fighter,
amazed at the revolt. Ma stepped
and d r i n ker to a serious-minded th i n k
to the touring car and . . brought
er. Just before leaving the family,
out a jack handle and balanced
w h i le sti l l hi ding out for k i l l i ng Casy's
it in her hand easily.
mu rde rer, he tel l s h is mother:

"Lookie, Ma . I been all day an'
all night hidin' alone. Guess who
I been thinkin' about? Casyl Ht
talked a lot. Used ta bother me.
But now I been thinkin' what he
said, an' I can remember-an of
it-An' I got to thinkin'. Ma-most
of the preachin' is about the poor
we shall have always with UI
I been thinkin' how it was in
that gov'ment camp . . . I been 1
wonderin' why we ca n't do th1t
all over. Throw out the cops that
ain't our people. All work to
gether for our
own
th i n g -4
farm our own Ian'."
T h i nking l i ke a revolutiona• T
spoke the thoughts of thousa iicll
m igrant workers. This gradu af
son a l ity cha nge made Tom the m
outsta nding cha racter i n the en ·
book because it was n't
only T
cha nging but rather hu nqreds of th
sa nds of Toms who were sowi
seeds of revolu tion-getting re
trample the vintage from the gra
of wrath . ·
Casy, tutor of Tom and con
t h i n ker, was Steinbeck's way of sh
ing the mental turmoil wrought! in
minds of· people a l l over the w
by the machi ne age, drought, w
and general un rest th at seemed to
spread ing to every
corner of
world d u r i ng the thirties. Casy
troubled because he' thought the c
fusion he fe l t was due to his own ·
ful l ife in conflict with h i s occu
·
as a preacher, but he came to rea
that everyone
was
confused
.

•

M I S S BETH Bauer recently became pinned to
Mr.
Leonard
Cameron. Miss Bauer •is a fresh
man business major from Effing
ham and Mr. Cameron, also from
Effingham, is a junior business
major and a member of Tau Kap
pa Epsilon social fraternity.
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Pinnings
MISS DONNA Briggs recently be.:
came pinned to Mr. John Purcell,
industrial arts major from
St.
Elmo. She is a home economics ma
jor from Danville and a member
of Delta Sigma Epsilon Mcial sor
ority and he is a member of Sigma
Tau Gamma social fraternity.
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gropi ng at straws. He found the
answer he was looking for while sit
ting in jail for taki ng the blame for
hitting a policeman. While in jail, a
cellmate told him:
"The_ on'y thing you got to
look at is that ever' time they is a
little step fo'ward, she may slip
back a little,· but she never slips
clear back. You can prove that
an' that makes the whole thing
right. An' that means they wasn't
no waste even if it seemed like
they was."

Casy decided that was true and at
tempted to lead the "Oakies" for
ward and encourage them through
their slipping back periods but he was
killed for his efforts. Through Casy's
death, however, others, like Tom,
were urged forward so that even
though the book ended abruptly with
seemingly no future for the homeless
thousands, the reader still knew that
as long as families like the Joads were
alive and searching, eventually the
steps forward would be longer and
the backward sli ps shorter.
Steinbeck's plot is a consistent and
strong one with events being caused.
For example: because of the contin
ued drought, mounting debt, and mo
klernization, farmers . are driven from
1hir land. Because of the heat . and

PAGE FIFTEEN

long trip, Grandpa and Grandma die.
Because of the growing number of
migrant workers, wages are forced
down and people who are fearful for
tl-ieir lives and property turn to
violence and hatred to defend them
selves, and because of the violence
and hatred the "Oakies" begin to
think of organizing, revolution, and
how to best survive their troubles.
The plot of The Grapes of Wrath is
sharp and clear and the setting and
background of the book are no less
important.
Stei nbeck's
descriptive
scenes are superb and his use of com
parisons is excellent. One of the best
descriptions in the entire book is of
the dust blowi ng freely in the
drought-stricken areas of Oklahoma:
"The wind
g rew stronger,
whisked under stones, carried up
straws and old leaves, and even
little clods, marking its course as
it sailed across the fields. The air
and
the sky darkened
and
through them the
sun
shone
redly, and there was a
raw
sting in the air. During a night,
the wind raced faster elver the
land . . . The dawn came, but no
day. I n the gray sky a red sun ap·
peared, a dim red circle that gave
a little light, like dusk; and as
that day advanced, the dusk slip·

Son net

Poetry

by H a rryetta Peterka

ped back toward darkness, a nd
the wind cried and whimpered
over the fallen corn.
When the night came again, it
was black night, for the stars
could not pierce the dust to get
down, and the window lights
could not even spread
beyond
their own yards. Now the dust
was evenly mixed with the air,
an emulsion of dust and air."·

The purpose of this book was to ·
call to the attention of the American
people the plight of the transient
workers in this country during the
thirties. It seemed also to show the
need. for soil conservation programs,
and in a milder way, the need for
more schools and better -educations,
es Pecially in the south. The book more
than accomplished its purpose, and
although it was written about a per
iod i n the ni neteen thirties, it is ap
plicable to the present day because
there still are thousands of wander
ing workers i n America, i nadequate
schools, and once agai n the drought
and its ever-constant threat of dust
storms.
The title, taken from the "Battle
Hymn of the Republic," shows clearly
the stori ng, by the people, of their
warth, ready to be trampled out at
the right time, under the right leader
ship.
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nary, Tom
(First Pri:ze)
usands of
1dual per- 0 wine-brushed leaves, not all your fire pour
the most 11'1 thirsted cups of beauty-seek ing eyes.
he entir e Force back hot thrusting drops that burst and soar
>nly Tom In flame upon your breast. Smother your cries
:is of thou- A.nd hide your tears against the wi nd's brusque sleeve
owing the But let no ne guess yotir ecstasy's sharp pain.
� read y to E'e n though eternity can not conceive
the grapes A j oy so deep as that which swells your vein,
Each ash-eyed snow will reach for your soul's fire,
d constant 'Each sorrow's mouth, with sobs, will claim your breath.
y of show� 'ou r heart's deep song, i f touched b y time's desire,
ught in the ill melt i nto the soft whisper of death.
the world So soon does life the wine of joy drink up,
ight, wars1 rid none will come to· taste the dried brown cvp.
�med to be
·r of the
About the author
Casy was
MISS HARRYETTA Perterka's work is making its
ht the conthird appearance in the annual literary supple
1is own sin
ment. A junior English major from Charleston, Miss
occu pati oJt
Peterka is active in Eastern dramatic productions.
e to realize
fused · and

(Honorable Mention)

Eternity sobbed with loneliness.
Her hair fell o'er the moon
To wash it in moa ning billows
In strangled black,
In scarves of thi n worn endlessness,
And the trees reached up to tear the veil
And shook their tear-wet fingers o'er the heads of men.
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by Wil m a B riggs
(Honorable Mention)

Oh, see the moon all pale and bright,
Shi ning in the blackest night.
Oh, watch the early garden row
Appear amidst late fallen snow.
Oh, feel the pulse of life and joy,
�nd touch the hand that will destroy.
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Grad students1
new fresh men ·
swell enrolment

Sffi\UIER SCHOOL
registria:tion
has topped the all-time high of
824 set in 1948, a year that saw
most schools filled to capacity by
the veteran enrolment.
Dr. Newell Gates, Registrar, told
a News reporter last Friday that
'
"registration will certainly equal
and probably surpass the 824 fig
ure set a few years back." At that
time, 821 persons had already reg
istered, and at least four others
were scheduled to
register
on
Monday.

Dr. Gates attributes the
large number to several fac·
tors ; one of which is the num·
ber of students on the accel·
erated program
which
will
enable them to complete four
academic years in three full
year!i by taking summer cour·
that
is
ses. Another factor
several students are beginning
their first quarter's work this
summer instead of waiting till
fall.
A brief study of class cards and
that
registrar's records indicate
the greatest majority of 'students
are enrolled in education courses.
This is explained by the
great
number of area teachers enrolled
for extra credit or finishing un
dergraduate work.
Dr. Gates went on to say he be
lieved there are more
graduate
students attending
the
summer
session than ·ever before. This is
an unofficial estimate as it will
take more. time befor.e any official
tabulation can be released.
Records also show the average
age of summer school students to
run a trifle higher than during
the regular year, and the housing
problem is slight, if any, because
a large percent of the students
commute · every day.
The official figures will be pub
lished as ·soon as possible.

Work started on $40,000
new frat house for Phi Sigs
WORK WAS begun on a $40,000 new fraternity house for Phi
'
Sigma Epsilon on June 2. The construction is the first house
ever built by a fraternity or sorority in the history of Eastern.
Completely modern in every manner, the house will be home
for some 38 members and a housemother by October l if the
weather is favorable during the next three months.

�·
iot-ltm!

NOlAN SIMS, president of the Phi Sigma Epsilon
alumni association turns the first scoopful of
dirt i n the groundbrea king ceremonies of the new

Phi Sig fraternity house. Looking on are President
Robert G. Bu:z:zard (right) and Claud Sanders, pres·
ident of the fratemity.

The ground-breaking
ceremon
ies took place the afternoon of
June 2, and among the notables
present were
President
Robert
G. Buzzard, Nolan Sims, president
of the alumni association,
Dean
Rudolph Anfinson, and Dean Hob
art Heller.
Local radio and newspaper mem
bers were on hand to present an
on-the-spot coverage of the event.
The ceremonies were rebroadcast
later that same day.
The 'dream hous,e' will be locat
ed on Second street, and will be
far removed from the other fra
ternity and •sorority homes. It will
be a two-story building with nine
rooms upstairs housing four mem
are
bers each, and the officers
sch duled to live downstairs. The
housemother will occupy an apart
ment consisting of two rooms.
Besides the meeting rooms and

t

completely
furni1shed lounge, .a.
modern kitchen is also included in
the plans. Complete cooking faci
lities plus all new appliances are
planned for the fortunate occup
ants.

To add to the luster, the house
will be covered with stucco with
halite underneath.
This material
will cause the building to be al
most 100 percent fireproof.
The old residence, located
on
Seventh street, will be up for sale,
according to Claud Sanders, presi
dent of the fraternity.
Sanders, in commenting on the
move, had this to say, "We feel
this new house should set a pat
tern for the campus. We are very
pleased with the thought of being
the first to accomplish such a pro
ject. We were not at all sad at
leaving the old l,J.ouse."
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Three Paintings by
. S 1 13.
\'CHE.'i. Ballet by J)egas, HS

1cals
a.m.
ola
.:
,
IT
I S thi ·

Henri

Matisse,

HS

.

, -p p.m. Archery Shdes, Al 7.
. .so p.m. The Archers Paradox,

var1f
.
ea'l : lO

p.m. Competitors in
Big
. rlusiness, HSU3.
2 : 10
p.m.
Making
Learning
Meaningfull, HS113.
3 : 10 p.m. Doctor
Speaks
His
Mind, SUS.
7 : 10 p.m. Making a Serigraph,
P17.
Thursday
10 :10 a.m. How the . School Can
Educ.ate for mental Health, M lO.

Friday
a.m. We Speak A1p in; The
Rehabilitation of Laryn�ctomized
Patients, speech clinic.
S : lO a.m. New Voices, speech
clinic.
S: lO, 9 : 10, U : lO a.m., 3 : 10 p.m.
The Big Story, SUS.
S:lO, 9.10 a.m. The Inner Mah
Steps <'hit, HSU3.
10 : 10 a.m. Characteristics of a
Good Teacher, MlO.
1 1 : 10 a.m. Heredity , S305.
1 : 10 p.m. Follow
the
Arrow,
A17.
1 : 10 p.m. Bows
and, Arrows,
A17.
3 : 10 p.m. Report of the Living,

S : lO

SUS. -

•

Tuesday
S : lO, 1 1 : 10 a.m. Principles
Child Development, HS 113.

of

Ca m pus Fellowship
attends U of I meeting
CAMP.US FELLOWSHIP mltmbers attended the
meeting
of
the University of Illinois Campus
Fellowship last 1Friday to hear a
British speaker, David Abeney.

y

Last meeting of the
ear was
held iast pight in .the form of a
picnic to which the members of
the University of Illinois Fellow
ship were invited.

Engagement
MISS ROSEMARY Orlea recently
became engaged to Mr. Donald
F. Lang.
Miss Orlea is a junior elemen
tary major from Danville and a
member of Independent Student
Association.
Mr. Lang is 1a freshman indus
trial arts ma.jor from Chicago and
a member of Kappa Sigma Kappa.

.
I shall next report to you i nvestiga
tions concerning the students of the
lower quartile, or of low I. Q. The
res ults of such investtgations are a l l
negative a n d are i n perfect accord
with each other. 324 such students
were i nvestigated by Shadrach, Mesh
ach, and Abednego, of the Soc iety
for Prevention of Education. Of these
324 students, l 08, or approx imately
one-th ird, were on the eve of going
to work in defense plants. Another.
one-third an nounced their intention of
being married, in which case they
wou ld not need further educational
ization. The other one-th ird were en
gaged in playing bridge and wou ld
not only not attend cla sses but wou ld
not interrupt the game for d iscussion
al and questional visitational ization.
Messrs� Shadrach, Meshach, a n d
Abednego, who attem pted to conduct
this research say-q uote: "You can
lead a horse to the slaughter-house,
but' you can not convert him into beefsteak." Unquote.
.
We now tu rn to the middle group
in wh ich area the investigators are
purely my own. Starting out with the
theory that our attention shou ld be
concentrated u pon the average stu- ·
dent, this being the Century of the
Common Man; I made an attempt to
discover the Average Student. Com
puting the average student in col lege
"A" to be 1 9 years, 3 months and 1 2
days old with an in:tel ligence score of
89.73, I set out to find the Average
Student. U n l i ke Diogenes, who con
d ucted an investigation by means of a
lantern, I chose to fol low the techni
que of the Sph in x. Establ ishing a turn
sti le in the door of the college on
registration day I refused to let each
student enter un less he should be
found to be the Average Student.
No one entered.
This research was then carried out
in col leges "E", "I", "O", "U", with
"W" and "Y" as control grou ps, with
the result that r fou nd no Average
Student anywhere.
I then entered upon another inves
tigation concerning the middle ten
dency. It occurred to me that after we
have elimi nated the u pper and lower
quartiles, we have a middle group
the u pper ones of which are practica l
ly the same as the upper quarti le and
lower ones of wh ich · approach the
lower qu arti le. Therefore, in order to
represeJ1t a purely middle tendency,
it becomes necessary to cut off the
u pper and lower groups of this mid
dle to leave a new middle. But this
new middle is subject to the same
faults as the first, and must again be
cut off at the top and bottom to leave
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that the students i n the upper quarti le
use more li brary. books than do those
of l ow I. Q.
(The investigators state, in a
ninety-page supplement,
that
'Forever Amber' had to be
thrown out of the data because
it messed up the results.)
It is plain then, that were it not
for students of high I. Q. library books
wou ld need on ly an occasion al dust
ing, they wou ld last longer, and less
student help wou ld be needed, thus
saving the taxpayer an average of
. 8 2 1 4 cents per year, and a l ittle more
on leap year. Furthermore, l i brary
chairs and tables cou ld be u.sed to a
larger extent for conversational pur
poses by the lower groups; and since
we learn by doi ng, not by reading,
such furn iture and equ ipment might
be used for tic-tac-toe and bridge;
and who knows but that students,
l i ke the little maid in "We Are Seven,"
might bring their little porringers and
eat their su pper there.
Another contribution to this
school of thought was made by
Hart, Shaffner, and Marx, who
report their investigation in· 'The
True Story Digest,' vol. XLI, no.
1 38, pp. 63-87.
This is a study of student-question
ization
versus
i nstructor-agitation.
Messrs. Hart, Shaffner, and Marx dis
guised themselves as students by un
buttoning the s h i rt col lars and rol l i ng
up their trou ser-l egs. They then visit
ed the class-rooms of 37% instructors
.(one of these being a pa rt-ti me in
structor) in which-the rooms, of
cou rse-were concealed seismographs,
technicolor moving picture automatic
cameras, ' dictagraphs, and recording
mach ines. The inte['l,sity and du ration
of bl ushes and neuro--motor distur
bances were then synchronized with
the recordi ng machines and it was
found there was a high positive . cor
relation between high I . Q. student
qu�stionization and i nstructor-pal pi
tation.
Say Hart, Sh affner, and Marx, and
I quote: "Since an instructor can do his
best work only when he is at ease,
it is a foregone conclusion that one
shou ld erad icate such a disturbing
element as the high I. Q. student."
Therefore, since giving them
instrudion is undemocratic, ex
pensive and disturbing, students
of high I . Q. should be excluded
from the benefits of higher edu
cation at public expense.

·

a third middle wh ich agaill must
cu rta iled to represent a more e
m iddle. This continues until we r
the actual and mathematical mid
But when we reach this positi ott th
is no student; because half of tlie s
dents w i l l be ·on one side and half
the other a nd there is nothing
body at this mi c:!dle point.
friends, is why we are admen!
i n .current song not to mess with
I n-Between . He is the Little Man
I sn't There, an intangible figmeJll
the imag ination, 'such stuff as dre
are made on'; and educatiol't m
deal with tang ible real ities.
When we deal with the Aver
age Student, then, the Middle
Group, we a re dealing with notho
ingness. This brings us to the
conclusion, then, that the answw
to the question, ''Whom shaR wt
teach?" is: "Nobody."
Th is is a shocking conclusiOfl
for the sake of scientific prog
must have courage to give up
thing, even ou r students. And w
we once get used to it, we shall fi
ou r new situation not unbearabl•
can, for instance, speak our mi
in class wi thout the danger of s
ing someone or of being misun
stood or misinterpreted. We may
our feet upon the desk and dr
fu nny pictures on the board. We
"write the book we ne'er have writ
sm ite the foe we ne'er have smit.
The li brarian w i l l at long last be a
to read the Sunday New York Ti
the art teacher may print the pi
he has longed to paint instead
teaching others; the dancing tea
·
may i ntrigue herself with amaz
choreography as she da nces with
shadow in the expa nses of the stu
the science teacher may use the la
atory for her own research. No
ferences, no reports, no examina
And, after a l l , . what is this but
step backyvard into the glory of
medieval un iversity when schol
ta l ked to themselves and to
other or wrote golden words u
i ll u m i ned manuscripts until eager
dents a l l over Europe formed b
paths to the porta ls of Rouen, Ch
res, Bologna, Oxford,-not to ma·
in l it, not to play foot-bal l , not to
quire 1 98 quarter hou rs of credit,.
to sit at the feet of Lanfranc,,
Scotus, Anselm, and Abelard for
joys they took in the Master. Let us
comforted, then, a nd look forwa,..
the days when students are no
when we may become a nother Du
Scotus and our college another
gna.
·

Pinnings
MISS DONNA Briggs recently be.:
came pinned to Mr. John Purcell,
industrial arts major
from
St.
Elmo. She is a home economics ma
jor from Danville and a member
of Delta Sigma Epsilon social sor
ority and he is a member of Sigma
Tau Gamma social fraternity.
MISS BETH Bauer recently became pinned to
Mr.
Leonard
Cameron. Miss Bauer •is a fre sh
man business major from Effing
ham and Mr. Cameron, also from
Effingham, is a junior business
major and a member of Tau Kap
pa Epsilon social fraternity.
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